
ABSTRACT 

WANG, ZHUOCHEN. Dual-frequency Ultrasound Transducers for Medical Imaging. (Under 

the direction of Dr. Xiaoning Jiang). 

 

Conventional single frequency ultrasound transducers with a limited bandwidth (-6 dB 

fractional bandwidth < 100 %) are not optimized for the contrast ultrasonography (e.g. harminc, 

subharmonic, and superharmonic) and elastography (e.g. acoustic radiation force impulse 

imaging (ARFI)) technology, which may need ultrasound waves with different frequencies for 

excitation and detection, respectively. In this dissertation research, several types of dual-

frequency ultrasound transducers and arrays were designed, fabricated and tested for broadband 

imaging including harmonic/subharmonic imaging, superharmonic or acoustic angiography 

imaging, and IVUS-ARFI. 

The first 1-3 composite dual-frequency co-linear array (7.5 MHz / 15 MHz) was designed, 

fabricated and tested, following by real-time sectorial scan (S-scan) phantom imaging using a 

Verasonics system. This dual-frequency co-linear array can work in four different modes: (1) 

transmit at low frequency, receive at low frequency, (2) transmit at low frequency, receive at 

high frequency, (3) transmit at high frequency, receive at low frequency, and (4) transmit at high 

frequency, receive at high frequency. This dual-frequency co-linear array is capable of 

broadband fundamental imaging and harmonic/subharmonic imaging. 

A dual-frequency IVUS transducer (6.5 MHz / 30 MHz) was designed and fabricated for 

ARFI applications requiring the relatively long duration and high power acoustic waves. This 

dual-frequency IVUS transducer was used to generate a displacement up to 12.3 μm in a 10 kPa 

phantom at an axial depth of 3.5 mm. Compared with the previous work, this IVUS-ARFI 

transducer achieved a larger displacement (12.3 μm vs 2.2 μm) in a stiffer phantom (10 kPa vs 

2.6 kPa) with same pulse length (~1000 cycles), lower input voltage (160 V vs 192 V) and a 



smaller aperture size. The results suggest great potential of this dual-frequency IVUS transducer 

for ARFI usage. 

A single element dual-frequency contrast enhanced intravascular ultrasound (CE-IVUS) 

transducer (2.25 MHz / 30 MHz) for acoustic angiography using a reduced form-factor lateral 

mode transmitter was developed for intravascular application. Compared to the previous work 

(6.5 MHz / 30 MHz), this lateral mode superharmonic transducers achieved a higher contrast to 

noise ratio (CNR) (13 dB vs 11 dB) and a higher spatial resolution (0.1 µs vs 0.8 µs) with lower 

input voltage (80 V vs 98 V) and less cycle numbers (1-cycle vs 5-cycle). The results show that 

superharmonic imaging with a low frequency lateral mode transmitter is a good alternative to 

thickness mode transmitters when final transducer size requirements dictate design choices. 

Two transducer arrays (2.25 MHz / 30 MHz) with reduced form-factor lateral mode 

transmitters were reported. A dual-frequency flat PMN-PT array transducer was first developed 

for real-time superharmonic imaging with dynamic focusing by using the Verasonics system. 

The axial and lateral full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of a 200 µm contrast-filled tube 

operating in superharmonic imaging mode were measured to be 269 μm and 200 μm, 

respectively. The imaging results of the flat array showed much better CNR (17 dB vs 11 dB) 

with lower input excitation (35 V vs 98 V) and less duration of excitation (1-cycle vs 5-cycle) 

compared to the previous single element dual-frequency transducer (6.5 MHz / 30 MHz). 

Additionally, a dual-frequency IVUS transducer array prototype has been developed. This IVUS 

array achieved a low frequency transmission with an outer diameter less than 5 Fr, which is 

suitable for IVUS application. The 360 degree superharmonic imaging was conducted with 

offline reconstruction of two 180 degree data from the Verasonics system. The axial and lateral 

FWHM of the micro tube were measured to be 200 μm and 1000 μm, respectively. Compared to 



the published single element IVUS transducer (6.5 MHz / 30 MHz), this IVUS array showed a 

superior CNR (17 dB vs 11 dB).  
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Chapter I 

Introduction 

 

1.1 Motivation 

There is always a tradeoff between the resolution and penetration depth in ultrasonography. 

Conventional medical diagnostic ultrasound transducers work in a particular frequency with a 

limited bandwidth (-6 dB fractional bandwidth < 100 %), which limits the usage in medical 

applications [1].  

These conventional single frequency ultrasound transducers are not optimized for the 

bandwidth requirement of the contrast ultrasonography (e.g. harminc, subharmonic, and 

superharmonic) [2-6] and elastography (e.g. acoustic radiation force impulse imaging (ARFI)) 

[7-8] technology, which may need ultrasound waves with different frequencies for excitation and 

detection, respectively [6]. A broadband ultrasound transducer is then in need covering a wide 

frequency bandwidth and working at different optimized frequencies, so that the advanced 

contrast ultrasonography or elastography can be performed with only one integrated ultrasound 

transducer. 

In order to obtain a broadband ultrasound transducer, there are two major approaches. One 

is to increase the bandwidth of the single frequency transducer. For example, an ultrasound 

transducer with a center frequency of 10 MHz and 200% fractional bandwidth in frequency can 

cover the most commonly used frequency range (1 MHz to 20 MHz) of various diagnostic 

ultrasound applications [9-11]. While the 200% bandwidth piezoelectric ultrasound transducer is 

really difficult to achieve with the current technique because of the low electromechanical 

coupling coefficient of the piezoelectric materials (kt < 0.6), high acoustic impedance mismatch 
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between the piezoelectric material and the tissue target/backing layers. Designing an ultrasound 

transducer with multi-center-frequency is another approach for the broadband ultrasound.  

 

 

1.2 Objective 

Dual-frequency ultrasound transducers can be used for multi-purpose broadband medical 

imaging, including harminc imaging, subharmonic imaging, superharmonic imaging and ARFI. 

The objectives of this research are: 1) to design a broadband transducer array for multi-purpose 

fundamental imaging and harmonic/subharmonic imaging; 2) to develop an intravascular 

ultrasound (IVUS) transducer for intravascular ARFI application; 3) to perform superharmonic 

detection and acoustic angiography imaging with small size dual-frequency transducer and 

transducer array for intravascular and intracavity imaging.   

 

 

1.3 Outline 

In this dissertation, several types of dual-frequency ultrasound transducers and arrays were 

designed, fabricated and tested for broadband imaging including harmonic/subharmonic imaging, 

superharmonic or acoustic angiography imaging, and IVUS-ARFI. The rest of this dissertation is 

organized as follows: 

In chapter 2, some background information including the acoustic wave propagation, 

piezoelectricity, ultrasound transducer, and medical ultrasound technology are introduced 

literally and in theory.  

In chapter 3, a dual-frequency co-linear array (7.5 MHz / 15 MHz) was designed, fabricated 
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and tested, following by real-time sectorial scan (S-scan) phantom imaging using a Verasonics 

system. This dual-frequency co-linear array can work in four different modes: (1) transmit at low 

frequency, receive at low frequency, (2) transmit at low frequency, receive at high frequency, (3) 

transmit at high frequency, receive at low frequency, and (4) transmit at high frequency, receive 

at high frequency. This dual-frequency co-linear arrays is capable of broadband fundamental 

imaging and harmonic/subharmonic imaging. 

In chapter 4, a dual-frequency IVUS transducer (6.5 MHz / 30 MHz) for IVUS-ARFI 

application was designed, fabricated and tested. Acoustic radiation force impulse pushing and 

acoustic tracking were tested in a tissue-mimicking phantom. It demonstrates the capabilities of 

the IVUS-ARFI transducer in medical imaging applications. 

In chapter 5, a single element dual-frequency CE-IVUS transducer (2.25 MHz / 30 MHz) 

for acoustic angiography using a reduced form-factor lateral mode transmitter was developed for 

intravascular application. Contrast testing results show that low frequency lateral mode 

transmitter can improve the quality of the microbubble signals compared to the previous work; 

and it is a feasible alternative to thickness mode transmitters when final transducer size 

requirements dictate design choices. 

In chapter 6, a dual-frequency flat array (2.25 MHz / 30 MHz) using a lateral mode low 

frequency transmitter was reported first for intracavity superharmonic imaging. Additionally, a 

superharmonic dual-frequency IVUS array (2.25 MHz / 30 MHz) for intravascular application 

was developed by wrapping the flat array onto a 20 gauge tube. The superharmonic imaging of 

both arrays was conducted using a Verasonics system. The imaging results show that low 

frequency lateral mode transmitter is suitable for developing small-dimension transducer arrays 

and obtaining contrast agent detection in medical ultrasound. 
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In chapter 7, main conclusions and future work are presented.  
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Chapter II    

Background 

 

2.1 Acoustic wave propagation 

2.1.1 Longitudinal wave and transverse wave 

There are two basic types of acoustic waves: longitudinal wave and transverse wave. In 

longitudinal wave (e.g. the P-wave of the earthquake), the displacement of the medium is in the 

same direction as, or the opposite direction to, the travel direction of the wave. In transverse 

wave, the displacement of the medium is perpendicular to the direction of wave propagation. The 

speed of mechanical waves propagated through a medium (solid, liquid, or gas) depends on the 

properties of that medium. 

In homogeneous solid medium, the speed of longitudinal wave and the transverse wave can 

be calculated as follow. 

p
M

V




,   

s
G

V




                                             (2.1) 

where Vp is the speed of longitudinal wave and Vs is the speed of transverse wave in the 

solid medium. M, G, ρ are P-wave modulus, Shear modulus and density of the medium, 

respectively. P-wave modulus is defined as the ratio of axial stress to axial strain in a uniaxial 

strain state. Shear modulus, denoted by G, is defined as the ratio of shear stress to the shear strain, 

and can be calculated as: 

/

/

F A Fl
G

x l A x
 
                                                   (2.2) 

where F is the applied force, A is the area of the force applied; △x is the displacement in 
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transverse direction and L is the initial length. (Figure 2.1) 

 

Figure 2.1 The sketch of shear strain and shear stress. 

 

In liquid or gas, the shear modulus is small enough to be recognized as zero. That is because 

when a force, F, was applied on the fluid or gas, the △x will be infinite large and make the G 

close to zero. As a result, in liquid or gas, there is only longitudinal wave. The speed of 

longitudinal wave can be calculated as follow. 

4 / 3
p

M K G K
c V

  


   

                                      (2.3) 

where c is the speed of wave, Vp is the speed of longitudinal wave, K is the Bulk modulus 

of the medium. Our research is mainly focused on longitudinal wave based ultrasound imaging. 

 

 

2.1.2 Wave equation 

For one-dimensional plane wave along x direction, according to Hooke‟s Law, the 

displacement can be derived. 
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p

x K


 


                                                      (2.4) 

where δ is the displacement of the particles in the medium, x is the space variable along the 

direction of propagation of the sound waves, p is the acoustic pressure at position x, and K is the 

bulk modulus of the medium. 

Newton's second law applied locally in the medium gives, 

2

2

p

t x



 

 
                                                       (2.5) 

where ρ is mass density of the medium and t is time. 

Combine the equation 2.3, equation 2.4 and equation 2.5, we can derive the one 

dimensional longitudinal wave equation. This equation is only valid in homogeneous, linear, 

lossless medium and without any acoustic sources [1]. 

2 2

2 2 2

1
0

x c t

  
 

                                                 (2.6) 

The solution of wave equation includes two parts: the outgoing wave and the incoming 

wave. If only consider the outgoing wave and neglect incoming wave, the general solution of the 

wave equation is, 

( , ) ( )x t f x ct                                                   (2.7) 

where f represents a function relationship between displacement of the particles δ, position 

x and time t. 

 

2.1.3 Acoustic parameters 

Acoustic impedance 

Acoustic impedance, denoted as Z, is the opposition that a system presents to the acoustic 
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flow when an acoustic pressure applied to the system. Acoustic impedance is similar in analogy 

with electrical impedance, which measures the opposition that a system presents to the electrical 

flow when an electrical voltage applied to the system. Acoustic impedance is the Laplace 

transform, or the Fourier transform of time domain acoustic resistance R0. 

0

[ ]( )
( ) [ ]( )

[ ]( )

F
F

F
p

Z R
Q


 


 

,                                       (2.8) 

or 

0

[ ]( )
( ) [ ]( )

[ ]( )

L
L

L
p s

Z s R s
Q s

 

                                          (2.9) 

where Z is acoustic impedance, R is time domain acoustic resistance, p is the acoustic 

pressure, Q is the acoustic volume flow rate, F is the Fourier transform operator, and L is the 

Laplace transform operator. 

For the progressive plane wave, acoustic impedance Z is a real number, while Z will be 

complex for standing plane waves or for diverging waves. The Z can be written as follow. 

( ) ( ) ( )Z R iX                                                 (2.10) 

where R(ω) is the real part of acoustic impedance and X(ω) is the imaginary part of the 

acoustic impedance. It has to be noted that R(ω) is not the Fourier transform of the time domain 

acoustic resistance R0.  

Using the equation 2.7, we can derive the acoustic pressure and acoustic volume flow rate. 

( , ) ( , ) [ '( )]Q x t x t c f x ct
t


   


                                (2.11) 

2( , ) [ '( )]p x t c f x ct                                        (2.12) 

Finally, combine the equation 2.8, equation 2.11 and equation 2.12, the acoustic impedance 
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can be calculated. 

0

[ ]( , )
( , ) [ ]( , )

[ ]( , )

F
F

F
p x

Z x R x c
Q x


  


                               (2.13) 

 

Acoustic intensity 

Acoustic intensity describes the acoustic power applied on the unit area. It can be used to 

evaluate the acoustic field. 

W
I

A


                                                         (2.14) 

where W is the acoustic power, and A is the applied area size. 

Acoustic intensity is the time average of instantaneous intensity, which is given by, 

( ) ( ) ( )I t p t u t                                                     (2.15) 

where I(t) is instantaneous acoustic intensity, p is acoustic pressure and u is the particle 

oscillation velocity in the medium. 

0

1
( ) ( )

T

I p t u t dt
T

 
                                                (2.16) 

where I is the acoustic intensity and T is the period. 

For a monofrequency wave, the pressure is, 

p cu
                                                        (2.17) 

so that the acoustic intensity can be rewritten to, 

2 2 2

2

p p P
I

c Z Z
  

                                                  (2.18) 

where P is the amplitude of the acoustic pressure. 
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Mechanical Index 

Mechanical index (MI) is another acoustic metric to evaluate acoustic field. It is defined as 

the ratio of peak negative pressure (PNP) in MPa and the square root of center frequency (f) of 

the acoustic wave in MHz, 

PNP
MI

f


                                                        (2.19) 

Mechanical index is highly related to the degree of a non-thermal bio-effects, including 

cavitation. A higher mechanical index will induce a larger bio-effect which is destructive and 

harmful to tissue. For MI less than 0.3, the applied acoustic pressure is considered low and not 

much bio-effect occurred [2]. For MI between 0.3 and 0.7, the applied acoustic pressure is 

considered moderate. Minor damage to tissue has been shown in animal model. For MI greater 

than 0.7, when ultrasound contrast agents (UCAs) are being used, there is a risk of inertial 

cavitation, which will lead great bio-effects. There is a theoretical risk of inertial cavitation with 

high MI even without the usage of UCAs. The U.S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) 

regulates that diagnostic ultrasound scanners cannot exceed a MI of 1.9. Actually, in most 

diagnostic ultrasound technologies, the MI is less than 1, while Doppler imaging may use a 

higher MI.  

Cavitation is the phenomenon to form vapor cavities (small liquid-free zones, i.e. “bubbles” 

or “voids” when the local pressure falls below the vapor pressure of the liquid sufficient to pull 

the medium apart. The consequence of cavitation includes bubble grow, oscillation (expansion 

and compression in size) and implosion. According to the source of the “bubbles”, the cavitation 

generally falls into two class of the behavior: inertial or transient cavitation, and non-inertial 

cavitation. 
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The inertial cavitation happens when a void or bubble in a liquid rapidly collapses, 

producing a shock wave that can be capable of bio-effects, which is destructive and harmful to 

tissue [3,4]. Strong acoustic field can occur the inertial cavitation. Microscopic gas bubbles or 

impurities are generally present in a liquid will be forced to oscillate due to an applied high 

intensity acoustic field (higher than the threshold). With such low pressure, the microscopic gas 

bubbles will implode violently and generate high pressure and high temperature. 

The non-inertial cavitation is a stable oscillation of the microscope bubbles in a liquid due 

to some form of energy input, such as an acoustic field. In non-inertial cavitation, the applied 

acoustic intensity is lower than the threshold and will not implode the bubbles. The bubbles in 

the liquid are more resistant to compression than to expansion, occurring a highly nonlinear 

oscillation, and generate a lot of subharmonic, ultraharmonic, harmonic and superharmonic 

nonlinear responses (Figure 2.2) [5]. This phenomenon has been used in contrast imaging to 

isolate the target (bubbles) response from the fundamental responses of the surrounding 

background. A higher contrast to tissue ratio (CTR) can be achieved with the contrast imaging 

technology [6]. 
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Figure 2.2 Frequency response from linear reflector and microbubbles [6]. 

 

UCAs always play an import role in cavitation, especially the non-inertial cavitation. UCAs 

are typically lipid coated stable gas-filled microbubbles, which can increase the probability of 

cavitation. In the contrast imaging, UCAs have been widely used to generate harmonic and 

superharmonic response; to lower the required MI to generate non-inertial cavitation and 

increase the CTR [7-10]. In general, the MI should be controlled in a safe range to prevent from 

the inertial cavitation (Figure 2.3) [11]. 
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Figure 2.3 Microbubble response with different acoustic power [11].  

 

 

2.2 Piezoelectricity  

2.2.1 Classification of dielectric materials  

Due to the displacements of positive and negative charges within the material, all dielectric 

materials will be changed in dimensions when applied an external electric field. The reason is, in 

the lattice of the dielectric materials, the chemical bonds are not perfectly harmonic, there will be 

second-order effects resulting in a small net deformation when an external electric field is 

applied. This small deformation is independent of the direction of the applied electric field, and 

is known as electrostrictive effect (Figure 2.4). Hence, all dielectric materials are electrostrictive 

materials. Based on the materials response to external stimulation, the classification of dielectric 

materials is shown in Figure 2.5. 
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Figure 2.4 Schematic diagram of electrostrictive effect. a) Initial shape. b) & c) With external 

electric field. 

 

 

Figure 2.5 Classification of dielectric materials. 
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For the non-centrosymmetric materials, due to the asymmetric movement of the ions, when 

applied with external electric field, the deformation of the crystal will be significant larger than 

that of centrosysmmetric materials. Also, unlike electrostrictive materials, the deformation 

direction of non-centrosymmetric materials can be bidirectional and is directly related to the 

direction of the applied electric field. This kind of non-centrosymmetric dielectric materials are 

called piezoelectric materials and the phenomenon is called as indirect/converse piezoelectric 

effect (Figure 2.6). 

 

Figure 2.6 Schematic diagram of indirect/converse piezoelectricity. a) Poled piezoelectric 

material. b) Tensile strain generated with an applied electric field. c) Compressive strain 

generated with a reversed electric field. 

 

When the piezoelectric materials are externally strained, the electric dipoles in the crystal 

will be oriented and an electric field across the crystal will be generated. This phenomenon was 

first observed by Jaques and Pierri Curie and named as direct piezoelectric effect (Figure 2.7). 
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Figure 2.7 Schematic diagram of direct piezoelectricity. a) Poled piezoelectric material. b) When 

a tensile strain is applied on the material, electric field generated in the same polarity as the 

poling electric field. c) When a compressive strain is applied on the material, electric field 

generated in the polarity opposite to the poling electric field. 

 

The pyroelectric materials exhibit spontaneous polarization, which can be decreased when 

the material is heated. For pyroelectric materials, the direction of the polarization cannot be 

reoriented by applying an external electric field. The direction of the polarization of ferroelectric 

materials can be reversed by applying an external electric field (Figure 2.8) [12]. The 

ferroelectric materials have more sensitive characteristics, so they are the most common 

materials used in piezoelectric and pyroelectric devices. 
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Figure 2.8 PE loop for a ferroelectric material [12]. 

 

 

2.2.2 Piezoelectric effects 

Piezoelectric coefficients 

Piezoelectric effects include the direct piezoelectric effect and the indirect piezoelectric 

effect. In the direct piezoelectric effect, the mechanical energy can be convert to the electrical 

energy. The form of mechanical energy input can be stress or stain, while the form of electrical 

energy output is electric flux density / polarization or electric field. On the other hand, the 
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indirect piezoelectric effect covert the electrical energy to the mechanical energy, with the 

reversed input and output. The conversion factors of the piezoelectric effects are defined as 

piezoelectric coefficients, which described the performance of the piezoelectric materials. 

Nomenclature of the mechanical / electric parameters and piezoelectric coefficients are listed in 

table 2.1 and table 2.2. 

 

Table 2.1 Mechanical and electric parameters. 

Parameter Symbol Unit 

Stress T N / m
2
 

Strain S - 

Electric flux density D C / m
2
 

Electric field E V / m 

Elastic stiffness constant c N / m
2
 

Elastic compliance constant s m
2
 / N 

Dielectric permittivity ε F / m 

Dielectric isolation rate β m / F 
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Table 2.2 Piezoelectric coefficients. 

Physical Quantity Symbol Unit 

Polarization / stress d C / N 

Electric field / stress g V m / N 

Polarization / strain e C / m
2
 

Electric field / strain h V / m 

Strain / electric filed d* m / V 

Strain / polarization g* m
2
 / C 

Stress / electric field e* N / V m 

Stress / polarization h* N / C 

 

In the direct piezoelectric effect, the relationships between mechanical input of strain and 

electrical output are， 

D es                                                         (2.20) 

E hs                                                         (2.21) 

When mechanical energy input is stress, the relationships are expressed as, 

D dT                                                        (2.22) 

E gT                                                        (2.23) 

In the indirect piezoelectric effect, the relationships with electrical input of electric field are, 

*T e E                                                        (2.24) 

*S d E                                                        (2.25) 
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When the electrical energy input is the electric flux density, 

*T h D                                                        (2.26) 

*S g D                                                       (2.27) 

There is a relationship of piezoelectric coefficients between direct piezoelectric effect and 

indirect piezoelectric effect. 

*,d d  
*,g g  

*,e e  
*h h                                     (2.28) 

 

Piezoelectric equations 

The input which can be stress or strain and electric field or electric flux density, is 

dependent on the boundary conditions. When the material is mechanically "free", in another 

words, if the dimensions can be changed with applied field, then the stress is constant. The 

governing equations of the piezoelectric effects are, 

TD dT E                                                    (2.29) 

TE D gT                                                   (2.30) 

When the material is mechanically "clamped", then strain is constant. It may happen if the 

material is physically clamped or the vibration frequency is too high to exceed the response of 

the material. 

SD eS E                                                     (2.31) 

SE D hS                                                    (2.32) 

The electric boundary conditions can be two different types: the electrodes short-circuited 

and electrodes open-circuited. If the material is under short-circuit condition, then the applied 

electric field is constant, and the governing equations are, 
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ES s T dE                                                     (2.33) 

ET c S eE                                                     (2.34) 

If the electric boundary condition is open-circuit, the flux density is constant, then the 

equations are, 

DS s T gD                                                    (2.35) 

DT c S hD                                                    (2.36) 

where the explanation of the superscripts is listed in table 2.3. In general, for ultrasound 

transducers, d value showed the properties of the material as for actuators, while g value presents 

the performance as a receiver. 

 

Table 2.3 Explanation of the superscripts. 

Superscript Physical Quantity Boundary Condition 

T Stress = 0 or constant Mechanical free 

S Strain = 0 or constant Mechanical clamped 

E Electric field = 0 or constant Open circuit 

D Flux density = 0 or constant Short circuit 

 

 

The equations in the same boundary condition are identical with each other, since there are 

relationships between material properties and piezoelectric coefficients. 

1( )S S                                                         (2.37) 
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1( )T T                                                   (2.38) 

1( )E Ec s                                                  (2.39) 

1( )D Dc s                                                  (2.40) 

E Td es g                                               (2.41) 

D Tg hs d                                              (2.42) 

E Se dc h                                                (2.43) 

D Sh gc e                                               (2.44) 

 

Electromechanical coupling factor 

The energy conversion efficiency of a piezoelectric material is evaluated with the 

electromechanical coupling factor, denoted as k. It is defined as, 

      

      

Piezoelectric energy density stored in the material
k

Electrical energy density Mechanical energy density



          (2.43) 

Electromechanical coupling factor can also be calculated as the square root of the ratio 

between stored energy (mechanical or electrical) and input energy (electrical or mechanical), 

  
  

stored mechanical energy
k

input electrical energy


                                   (2.44) 

  
  

stored electrical energy
k

input mechanical energy


                                   (2.45) 

The electromechanical coupling factor can be calculated in terms of piezoelectric 

coefficients. As the governing equation of the direct and indirect piezoelectric effects, we have, 

TD dT E                                                 (2.46) 
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ES s T dE                                                     (2.47) 

These equations can be rewritten as, 

21 1 1

2 2 2

TDE dTE E                                            (2.48) 

21 1 1

2 2 2

EST s T dTE                                             (2.49) 

Compared with these two equations, we can find, 

1

2
      Piezoelectric energy density stored in the material dTE             (2.50) 

21

2
  EMechanical energy density s T                              (2.51) 

21

2
  TElectrical energy density E                                (2.52) 

The electromechanical coupling factor k can be calculated as, 

T E

d
k

s
                                                        (2.53) 

Similar to the piezoelectric coefficient constants, the electromechanical coupling factors are 

written with a subscript to indicate the direction of electrical or mechanical stimulus and 

response (Figure 2.9). k33 is the coupling factor for longitudinal oscillation; k31 is the coupling 

factor for transverse oscillation; kp represents the coupling factor for radial oscillation (planar) of 

a round disk; kt shows the coupling factor for the thickness oscillation of a plate; while k15 is the 

coupling factor for the thickness shear oscillation of a plate. 

It has to be noticed that, the coupling factor k is a measure of the extent of the piezoelectric 

effect. Because not all the stored energy can be actually used, so the calculated k value does not 

directly show the efficiency of the piezoelectric material.  
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Figure 2.9 Coordinate system and subscript of the piezoelectric constants. 

 

 

2.2.3 Piezoelectric materials 

The piezoelectric effect was discovered in 1880 by the Jacques and Pierre Curie brothers. 

The first widely used piezoelectric material is quartz (SiO2). In general, the piezoelectric 

materials can be divided into 4 series, crystal, ceramic, polymer and composite. 

 

Single Crystal 

One of the most well-known naturally occurring piezoelectric single crystal material is 

quartz, which is a non-ferroelectric material. Quartz exhibits extraordinary advantages over other 

piezoelectric materials, including high stiffness constant, high quality factor (Q factor), good 

reliability, long life and very low dependency on temperature. Based on these merits, it can be 

used to get an output with extremely stable frequency, e.g. quartz clock. Quartz has low 

piezoelectric coefficients (d33 ~ 2 pC/N), and low electromechanical coupling coefficient (kt ~ 

0.09), so it is seldom used for ultrasound transducer applications nowadays. 

In order to increase piezoelectricity of the single crystal materials, some relaxor-based 
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ferroelectric single crystals [13] have been made, e.g. lead magnesium niobate-lead titanate 

Pb[Mg1/3Nb2/3]O3–PbTiO3 (PMN-PT). PMN-PT single crystal has high piezoelectric coefficients 

(d33 ~ 2800), and high electromechanical coupling coefficient (kt ~ 0.6, k33 ~ 0.9) [14，15]. 

Based on the high piezoelectric properties, it is suitable for fabricating high-sensitivity, broad 

bandwidth ultrasound transducers. Also, PMN-PT does not have grain size consideration, it can 

be used in high frequency applications. The drawback of PMN-PT single crystal is its low 

operation temperature, which is because of the low Curie temperature (~ 150 ℃) and low phase 

transformation temperature (~ 75 ℃). Relaxor-based ferroelectric single crystals are also limited 

by the difficulty in fabrication and high cost. 

 

Ceramic 

The most widely used piezoelectric material is lead zirconate titanate (PZT) [16], which is a 

ferroelectric ceramic. PZT has good piezoelectric and mechanical properties (d33 ~ 600 pC/N, kt ~ 

0.5, k33 ~ 0.7), and is easy to be fabricated. PZT can be fabricated with a verity of method, 

including solid-state reaction technique, co-precipitation technique, sol-gel technique, tape-

casting technique and chemical vapor deposition technique. Also, it can be easily formed into 

any required shapes, including plate, disc, cylinder, thin film and so on.  

 

Polymer 

Polymer piezoelectric materials, including PVDF and its co-polymers [17], are flexible, 

easy to form complex shapes, and mechanically stable. The acoustic impedance of PVDF is low 

(~ 4 MRayls) and close to human tissue (~ 2 MRayls); so PVDF does not need additional 

matching layer to fabricate a broadband transducer. The d33 and kt of PVDF (~ -30 and ~ 0.15) is 
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much lower than the PZT and PMN-PT, so it is not suitable for actuator applications. Also, the 

dielectric constant of PVDF is only ~ 10, causing a difficulty in electric impedance matching. 

While, on the other hand, since the low dielectric constant, the g value of PVDF is much higher 

than PZT and PMN-PT, so PVDF is widely used in the receiving application, e.g. hydrophone.   

   

Composite 

With different shape and boundary condition of the piezoelectric materials, the piezoelectric 

coefficients will be various greatly. The piezoelectric coefficients in 3-3 mode are always larger 

than those in the thickness mode. So the piezoelectric composite materials have been developed 

by combining the patterned piezoelectric material and a polymer material, e.g. 1-3 composite 

(Figure 2.10) [18]. Compared to the crystal or ceramic, the composite can achieve a higher 

piezoelectric coefficients, lower acoustic impedance, and better mechanical stability [19]. Also, 

the composite is relative flexible than the bulk crystal or ceramic, making it possible to form 

some shapes. 

 

Figure 2.10 Sketch of a 1-3 composite material [18]. 
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However, due to the formation of Lamb waves in the piezocomposites‟ periodic 

microstructure, it will generate undesired resonances and may strongly couple with the 

fundamental frequency in thickness, then depress the performance. The mechanical and electrical 

crosstalks between elements of the transducer array will be larger than that made of bulk 

piezoelectric materials. To prevent the undesired mode coupling, the kerf size and post size of the 

1-3 composite should be carefully designed [20]. 

4 2
 sC

kirf size
f



                                                  (2.54) 

4
 lC

post size
f



                                                     (2.55) 

where Cs is the shear wave velocity in the polymer, Cl is the longitudinal wave velocity for 

the width resonance of the post, and f is the center frequency of the piezoelectric device. 

Important material properties of some widely used piezoelectric single crystal materials, 

piezoelectric ceramics, piezoelectric polymers, and piezoelectric composites are listed in table 

2.4 
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Table 2.4 Properties of common piezoelectric materials. 

Piezoelectric 

material 

Piezoelectric 

constant d (pC/N) 

Dielectric 

constant εr 

Young‟s 

Modulus 

(GPa) 

Electromechanical 

coupling k 

Quartz 33 ~ 2d  
3.8 76 – 97 ~ 0.09tk  

PZT 

33 ~ 600d  

31 ~ 300d   

200 – 

5000 

40 

~ 0.5tk  

33 ~ 0.7k  

PMN-PT 

33 ~ 2800d  

31 ~ 1330d   

4000 - 

6000 

18 

~ 0.6tk  

33 ~ 0.93k  

PMN-PT 1-3 

composite 

33 ~ 2800d  

31 ~ 1330d   
3000  0.7tk   

PVDF 

33 ~ 30d   

31 ~11d  
10 3.5 ~ 0.15tk  

 

 

2.3 Ultrasound transducer 

2.3.1 Fundamental of ultrasound transducer 

Single element transducer and array transducer  

Ultrasound transducers mainly use piezoelectric materials as the active material. 

Piezoelectric ultrasound transducer can generate ultrasound waves and get the echoes from the 
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targets. The position and impedance information can be collected by measuring the time 

difference and the amplitude of the echo signal. 

/ 2d ct                                                            (2.57) 

where d is the distance between target and transducer (depth), c is sound velocity, t is the 

time between transmission and reception.  

 

Figure 2.11 The schematic diagram of the methods to obtain a 2D image. a)

 

Mechanical scan and 

b) Electrical scan. 

 

The target's position information with the pulse-echo method is only in one dimension 

which is the normal direction of the transducer surface. This method is the simplest usage of 

ultrasound, which is called amplitude mode (A-mode). In order to obtain a 2D mode imaging, 

position information on the other direction is required, which is along the transducer surface. The 

2D imaging can be achieved with mechanical scan or electrical scan (Figure 2.11). 

In the mechanical scan method, a single element transducer was used to obtain depth 

information position by position along the direction of the surface of transducer and target. The 

2D imaging can be formed by compounding a series of A-mode signals. 
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In the electrical scan method, instead of a single element transducer, an array transducer was 

used. The array transducer was excited one element by one element or group by group 

sequentially in one direction to sweep a beam and to achieve the scan. The 2D imaging can still 

be formed by compounding a series of A-mode signals. 

 

Acoustic field 

However, even if the attenuation is neglected, ultrasound transducer cannot work in the 

entire depth for both of the A-mode detection and 2D imaging. The acoustic field of the 

ultrasound transducer is divided into two zones, the near field and the far field (Figure 2.12). In 

the near field, which is close to the transducer surface, the acoustic amplitude rapidly changes 

between maximum and minimum. In this zone, the transducer cannot work well since the 

acoustic field is not stable. While in the far field zone, the acoustic amplitude will reduce 

gradually along the axial direction. The acoustic amplitude will be the maximum when it is at the 

interface between the near field and the far field. The length of near field can be calculated as, 

2

4

D
N




                                                            (2.58) 

where N is the length of near field zone, D is the effective transducer size, λ is the 

wavelength of the ultrasound. 
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Figure 2.12 Acoustic field of an ultrasound transducer. 

 

 Besides the length of the near field zone, directivity of the acoustic field is also important 

because most emissions are intended to go in a particular direction. The radiation emissions in 

other directions are not desired since those are wasteful and disturbance. The directivity can be 

calculated as acoustic amplitude in one direction verse the strongest emission. For a rectangular 

transducer, the directivity is: 

sin( sin / 2)

sin / 2

kD
Directivity

kD




                                       (2.59)

 

where θ is the angular position, k is the wave number, and D is the aperture size of the 

transducer. 

The main lobe is the lobe with the maximum amplitude, which is usually the desired 

radiation in the interested direction. The other lobes with local maximum amplitude are known as 

sidelobes, and usually represent unwanted radiation in undesired directions. From equation 2.59, 

it is known that the first side lobe is -13.26 dB relative to the peak of the main lobe for an 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sidelobe
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uniform weighting rectangular transducer. 

Beam width, the width of the main lobe, is another key parameter of the acoustic field. 

Beam width is related to the sensitivity of the transducer. The smaller the beam width, the better 

the energy density in the interested area; so a higher voltage output (signal) can be achieved, 

yielding a better sensitivity. 

 
d

Beam width
D




                                                   (2.60) 

where d is the depth, λ is the wavelength of the ultrasound, D is the effective transducer size. 

It shows that with a fixed center frequency, the beam width depends on the ratio of depth to 

the aperture size, which is known as F-number. In some cases, in order to achieve the beam 

width in different depths, a fixed F-number can be selected by growing the active aperture with 

the imaging depth until the physical aperture cannot be increased.  

 

Spatial resolution 

The axial resolution is the ability to separate targets located along the propagation axis of 

the ultrasound beam. The axial resolution is determined by the pulse length. Increasing the 

transducer frequency, transducer bandwidth, or reducing the number of cycles will result in a 

shorter pulse length and provide a better axial resolution. 

The lateral resolution of an ultrasound transducer is the ability to separate targets located 

perpendicular to the beam axis. The lateral resolution is determined by the beam width of the 

transducer. Increasing the transducer aperture size or the transducer frequency results in a 

narrower beam width and gives a better lateral resolution. 

It shows that with a larger transducer size, the sensitivity of transducer will be better, and 

https://en.wikipedia.org/w/index.php?title=Imaging_depth&action=edit&redlink=1
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the lateral resolution will be improved as well. On the other hand, with a large transducer size, 

the near field area will also be enlarged (equation 2.58). Moreover, the transducer size will affect 

the detection window and electrical impedance. So a particular transducer should be designed 

carefully for a specific application. 

 

 

2.3.2 Beamforming 

For a single element transducer, the acoustic amplitude will achieve maximum at a natural 

focal depth which depends on the transducer aperture, center frequency and transducer shape. 

Since the natural focal depth is fixed for the transducer, the signal or image of a target near the 

focal point will be better than those out of the focal depth.   

Therefore, it will be helpful if the beam focal depth can be controlled. Beamforming is a 

signal processing method which focuses the array‟s signal-capturing abilities in a particular 

direction and particular depth, which is important in ultrasound array imaging. The beam can be 

controlled by beam focusing, beam steering and apodization. 

 

Beam focusing and time delay 

Beam focusing of an array transducer can be achieved by using delay and sum method [21]. 

The focal can be created with converging wavefront by timing or phasing of the individual 

elements appropriately. This phenomenon is close to a mechanical lens placed on the front of the 

array. Different focal depth can be generated with different phase patterns (Figure 2.13). The 

delay and sum method also is known as electronic lens. 
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Figure 2.13 Schematic diagram of time delay and sum. a) Focused in a shallower depth. b) 

Focused in a deeper depth. 

 

Beam steering and grating lobe 

The beam steering can be achieved when the applied phase pattern is non-symmetric [21]. 

By firing the left elements slightly ahead of right elements, the acoustic beam can be focused at 

an angle and a distance. The angle and focal depth can be adjusted with different phase patterns 

(Figure 2.14). 

During beam steering, the maximum pressure amplitude may not only occur in the main 

lobe. In some particular angles, the amplitude also reaches the maximum value, which is called 

grating lobe [22]. The grating lobe should be avoided in the ultrasound imaging; otherwise, since 

the grating lobe and main lobe cannot be distinguished, then the grating lobe artifacts would 

occur. 

The angular position of grating lobes can be calculated, 
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sin sin
n

s g
s


     

90 90s                                                        (2.61) 

where θg is the angular position of grating lobes, θs is the steering angle of the main lobe, λ 

is the wavelength, s is the pitch size of the array transducer, and n is an integrate number. The 

main lobe is at n=0; while the grating lobes occur when n is not zero.  

 

Figure 2.14 Schematic diagram of beam steering. a) Without steering. b) With beam steering. 

 

Consider the first grating lobe at n=1, when the θs is positive, the interested solution of θg 

will be negative ( 90 0g     ). 

sin sins g
s


                                                   (2.62) 

sin sing s
s


                                                  (2.63) 

To prevent the grating lobe, it should satisfy  
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1 sin s
s


                                                       (2.64) 

The unconditional solution for all θs is  

2
s


                                                            (2.65) 

The result shows that, for a phased array, if pitch size is smaller than half wavelength, no 

grating lobe will occur.  

For a high frequency array transducer, it may be difficult to maintain the pitch size less than 

half wavelength due to the difficulty in fabrication. In some cases, the grating lobe may not occur 

in the interested area when there is no beam steering, even with a pitch size larger than one 

wavelength. Linear array algorithm, another widely used imaging algorithm without beam 

steering, is a suitable solution to compromise a larger pitch size (Figure 2.15). 

 

Figure 2.15 Schematic diagram of imaging algorithms. a) Linear array algorithm. b) Phased array 

algorithm. 

 

Apodization windows 
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In the phased array, the sum and delay method is always used to achieve the beam steering 

and focusing. For the sum and time delay method, the excitation amplitude applied on each 

element is uniform. Apodization is a technique in which window function amplitude weighting is 

applied in order to improve the imaging quality [23]. Typical apodization windows include 

Gaussian, Hann, Hamming, Kaiser window and so on. For all window function apodizations, the 

side lobes can be depressed while widening the beam width of main lobe, and the contrast to 

noise ratio can be increased. On the other hand, with an apodization, the lateral resolution will be 

sacrificed. 

 

Imaging algorithms 

As we described earlier, the widely used imaging algorithms include phased array sector 

scan (S-scan) algorithm and linear array linear scan (L-scan) algorithm. Phased array algorithm 

uses all the elements in transmission and reception, always with a larger steering angle to 

increase the scanning field. The linear array applies linear scan algorithm, which uses all 

elements or partial elements, with a smaller steering angle or no steering angle, and a smaller 

scanning field as well. 

Another type imaging technique is called synthetic aperture, which includes a series of 

methods. Synthetic aperture techniques are originally developed from the radar for high 

resolution terrain imaging. It was achieved by sequentially transmitting and receiving signal with 
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a small real antenna moved along a path. By using original synthetic aperture focusing technique 

(SAFT), a large radar was mimicked to obtain a higher resolution [24].  

The SAFT method was also applied in the ultrasound imaging later on, which transmits and 

receives with only single active array element at each time (Figure 2.16). The method can be 

used to greatly reduce system complexity, while the transmitted energy is limited and requires 

complicated signal processing. Another disadvantage of SAFT is that it requires a finer pitch size 

(less than quarter wavelength) to avoid the grating lobe, while the requirement of a phased array 

is half wavelength [25].  

 

Figure 2.16 Data acquisition strategy of SAFT method. 

 

Another synthetic aperture technique, multi-element synthetic aperture focusing (M-SAF), 

is developed from SAFT method, and uses multi-element in transmission and reception at each 

time (Figure 2.17) [26]. Compared to the SAFT, the transmission energy of M-SAF was 

increased a lot, while it still needs complicated signal processing and large memory to save data. 

This method balances the system complexity and transmission energy, also suppresses the 
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grating lobes comparing to the SAFT method. This method is similar to the linear array scan, but 

with better lateral resolution and complex signal processing.  

 

Figure 2.17 Data acquisition strategy of M-SAF method with 3 elements. 

 

 

Figure 2.18 Data acquisition strategy of SPA method. 

 

Sampling phased array (SPA) is also a kind of synthetic aperture technique, and is similar to 

the conventional phased array. In this method, one single element transmits and all element 

receive the echo at each time (Figure 2.18) [27]. This method can apply the dynamically focusing 

in both transmission and reception, hence extends the depth of field. Also, compared to the 

conventional phased array, this method does not require complex parallel transmit electronics, 
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and achieve a similar resolution. The limitation of the huge required store memory and complex 

signal processing still exist, which is not suitable for real time imaging. 

 

 

2.3.3 Design of ultrasound transducer 

Transducer structure 

A piezoelectric ultrasound transducer typically embodies four major parts，including a 

backing layer, a piezoelectric active layer, matching layers and a lens. The cross-section of a 

typical single element transducer is shown in figure 2.19 with labels.  

Backing layer is the substrate of the ultrasound transducer, and supports the fragile 

piezoelectric material. The backing layer can absorb the back side mechanical vibration and 

remove the acoustic bouncing at backside. Backing layer also works as a damper, which can 

reduce the ringdown of the transducer active material, shorten the spatial pulse length, widen the 

bandwidth, and so improves axial resolution. While, the better resolution and wider bandwidth 

were achieved with cost of lower sensitivity and lower frequency. The diagnostic transducers 

with a wide bandwidth always embody a good backing layer. On the other hand, the therapeutic 

ultrasound transducers typically do not have a backing material as they require a high power 

acoustic wave transmission, with a narrow bandwidth long duration wave. Moreover, backing 

layer can be used to dissipate heat and provide electrical connections from backside to the 
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piezoelectric active layer. A good backing layer should have a high acoustic impedance which 

close to that of piezoelectric material and a high acoustic attenuation. 

 

Figure 2.19 Schematic diagram of a piezoelectric ultrasound transducer. 

 

The piezoelectric active layer works as a resonant device. When measured the electrical 

impedance is a function of frequency with an impedance analyzer, two resonances can be 

observed. The first resonance with a lower electric impedance is called as resonance frequency. 

While the second resonance with a higher electric impedance is known as the anti resonance. 
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These two resonances can be represented and measured in a variety of methods in different cases 

(Table 2.5) [28]. 

 

Table 2.5 Definition of resonance and anti resonance frequencies. 

Resonance frequency  Anti resonance frequency 

Fr Zero susceptance Fa Zero reactance 

Fs Maximum conductance Fp Maximum resistance 

Fm Minimum impedance Fn Maximum impedance 

  

In ideal lossless case, the Fr = Fs = Fm, and the Fa = Fp = Fn. If the loss has been 

considered, the Fr > Fs > Fm and Fa < Fp < Fn. The anti resonance frequency is more stable, 

since it is only related to the thickness of material and the speed of sound. While the resonance 

frequency is influenced by the mode coupling and the poling conditions.  

There is a relationship between the coupling constant k value and measured resonance and 

anti resonance as, 

2 2
2

2

Fn Fm
k

Fn




                                                       (2.66) 

As a result, the bandwidth of the transducer is proportional to the square of k value.  

The matching layer is to couple the acoustic impedance of the target medium and that of 

transducer active material, which can improve the performance of the transducer. The acoustic 
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matching layer is normally designed with a quarter wavelength in thickness and the geometric 

mean of the acoustic impedances of active layer and the medium. Based on the limitation of the 

material selection, sometimes multi matching layers are required. The multi matching layers 

design can bring a better performance, while the difficulty in fabrication limits the number of 

layers. 

 

KLM model 

KLM model, introduced by Krimholtz et al. in 1970, is a common used one-dimensional 

design model for a piezoelectric transducer [29]. The KLM model is developed from the acoustic 

transmission line theory, which is linked with an electric primary circuit by an ideal transformer 

(Figure 2.20) [30]. 

. 

Figure 2.20 KLM electrical equivalent model [30]. 
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The two acoustic ports of the ideal transformer can be used to present the effect of the 

matching layer and the backing layer. On the other hand, the electrical port can be used to 

interpret the effect of the electrical matching of the transducer. Therefore, the KLM mode was 

used to quantitatively assess the transducer performances in the projects.  

The KLM model is a one-dimensional design tool and only suitable for some pure vibration 

mode, e.g. 3-3 mode and thickness mode. While for the complicated vibration mode, the FEA 

software, COMSOL and PZFlex, can be used to assess the performance of the transducers. 

 

Acoustic field simulation (Field II) 

The acoustic field of piston transducer has been presented in 2.3.1. While, the acoustic field 

of the transducer cannot be assessed easily, if with complex geometry or with apodization of an 

array transducer. In this case, the acoustic field can be calculated by dividing the transducer 

surface into squares and the sum the response of these squares.  

Jensen introduced a general program, Field II, to find the ultrasound field for both the 

pulsed and continuous wave case on linear systems theory [31,32]. In the projects, the field II 

program was used to simulate the acoustic field of a designed array transducers with the 

assessing the grating lobe and capable of beam focusing and steering. 
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Dual-frequency transducer 

There are a variety of dual-frequency transducer designs available depending upon their 

applications. For the design and structure of dual-frequency transducers, there are three basic 

element arrangements: side by side, confocal, and overlapped/stack (Figure. 2.21). 

 

Figure 2.21 Structure design of dual-frequency transducers. a) Side by side. b) Confocal. c) 

Overlapped. 

 

If the elements are aligned in a side by side fashion [33-35], there would be low coupling 

between the two element; the matching and backing layers could be designed individually. 

However, for small aperture transducer, there may be only one high frequency and one low 

frequency element, the beam of the high frequency and low frequency elements will not well 

overlapped, which is not ideal for harmonic and superharmonic imaging. Moreover, there is a 

trade-off between the electrical impedance and aperture of the transducer. Suitable aperture sizes 

in a side by side fashion may result in a large elevation size, which may be critical in some cases 

(i.e. IVUS application).  

The confocal arrangement [36,37] is typically focused by either pressing the aperture to 

form a concave shape or by using lenses to align the foci of the elements. With highly overlapped 
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beams, this design is suitable for harmonic and superharmonic imaging application. On the other 

hand, the confocal structure also meets the disadvantage in elevation dimension. Moreover, the 

confocal arrangement is difficult to fabricate. 

If the elements are placed in an overlapped arrangement [38-40], the beam of both elements 

would overlap well, making it suitable for harmonic and superharmonic imaging. In this 

overlapped or stack structure, the two layer with different frequencies can be fabricated 

separately and then bonded together, hence reducing the difficulty in fabrication.  

In the overlapped structure, the two active layers cannot be bonded together directly which 

would cause aliasing echoes to be generated that can shift the resonant frequencies of both layers 

and impact the bandwidth [41,42]. In order to prevent this, a frequency-selective isolation layer 

that functions as a quarter wavelength anti-matching layer has to be placed in between the two 

elements in order to isolate the top layer from the bottom layer in the high frequency mode.  

 

 

2.4 Medical ultrasound 

Medical ultrasound was developed from industry ultrasound detection, which was 

originated from detection of objects at the bottom of the sea (1915, Paul Langevin). In 1920s, 

ultrasound was used to treat members of European soccer teams as a form of physical therapy. 

The medical diagnosis ultrasound was first developed to locate brain tumors (1942，Karl 

Theodore Dussik). And in 1948, George Döring Ludwig developed a first 1D medical ultrasound 

system (A-mode) to use reflective pulse-echo ultrasound to detect the gallstones.  
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The first 2D medical ultrasound imaging was invented in 1951, Douglas Howry and Joseph 

Holmes invented a B-mode linear compound ultrasound scanner. At same time, John Reid and 

John Wild built a linear handheld B-mode device to detect breast tumors.  

In 1966, Don Baker, Dennis Watkins, and John Reid designed pulsed Doppler ultrasound 

technology, which can provide flow information together with 2D B-mode imaging. This 

Doppler technology is the first method which can achieve dynamic information, and it then 

boomed quickly in 1970s with a series of developments, including the continuous wave Doppler, 

spectral wave Doppler and color Doppler ultrasound technologies. 

By the end of last century, the ultrasound technology has grown quickly to achieve better 

performances, as higher frequency, higher resolution and higher frame rate with advanced system. 

Compared to other medical diagnosis methods, including x-ray, computed tomography (CT), 

magnetic resonance imaging (MRI), Optical coherence tomography (OCT), nuclear imaging and 

so on, ultrasound is less expensive, non-invasive, potable, easy to use, and can achieve real-time 

imaging. Because of the merits of the ultrasound, it is the secondly most used medical diagnosis 

method (21%, 2010). The key innovations include real-time 2D imaging, phased array, 3D 

imaging, 4D imaging and the associated new imaging methods such as contrast ultrasonography 

and elastography showed great potential in clinic uses.  

 

 

2.4.1 Contrast ultrasonography 

Contrast ultrasonography includes harmonic [43], subharmonic [44] and superharmonic 

imaging methods [45], which utilize the contrast agents (e.g. microbubbles) to isolate the signal 

of the interest area from the surrounding noises.  
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Figure 2.22 Harmonic and subharmonic signal responses [46]. 

 

In the contrast ultrasonography, the ultrasound transmission at fundamental frequency 

excites microbubbles, and the generated non-linear responses (subharmonic, ultraharmonic, 

second harmonic and higher order harmonic signals) are collected by the receiver (Figure 2.22) 

[46]. Compared to the conventional fundamental frequency ultrasound, the harmonic and 

superharmonic imaging are known with less near-field and side lobe artifacts, better contrast-to-

tissue ratio (CTR), and higher resolutions. While the subharmonic yields an even higher CTR 

since no subharmonic signal can be generated from the surrounding tissues (noises).  

 

 

2.4.2 Elastography 

Elastography technology is a medical imaging modality by measuring the mechanical 

properties of the soft tissue, which can provide diagnostic information about the presence or 

status of disease. Elastography technology was developed from the palpation, which is limited to 

the tissues accessible, easily distorted by other tissue, and not quantitative. While the 
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eastography technology measures tissue stiffness quantitatively and overcomes the challenges of 

the traditional palpation. The most common used elastography technologies include shear wave 

elasticity imaging (SWEI) [47] and acoustic radiation force impulse imaging (ARFI) [48]. 

 

Figure 2.23 Principle of ARFI [49]. 

 

In shear wave tomography, the applied acoustic radiation force will generate the mechanical 

waves (specifically shear waves propagating laterally). Since the mechanical wave travels faster 

through stiffer tissue than through softer tissue, a stiffness map can be obtained by monitoring 

the wave propagation.  
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Acoustic radiation force impulse imaging is similar to the shear wave elasticity imaging, 

while the ARFI collects stiffness information from tracking the displacement along axis of the 

pushing beam and uses multiple pushes to create a 2D stiffness map. With a given applied force 

(stress), stiffer tissue deforms (strains) less than does softer tissue, which can be calculated with 

the measurement of the displacement axially (Figure 2.23) [49]. 
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CHAPTER III 

Dual-frequency co-linear array 

 

3.1 Background 

In conventional ultrasonography, tradeoffs exist between imaging resolution and penetration 

depth [1, 2]. Imaging with low frequency ultrasound can result in images with large penetration 

depths, but with low resolutions, while imaging with high frequency ultrasound offers higher 

spatial resolutions and shallower penetration depths. Therefore, transducers or arrays with wide 

bandwidths, for example from 5 MHz to 20 MHz, are highly desirable for the diagnostic medical 

imaging of different targets [3 - 10] in regards to optimal imaging resolution and penetration 

depth.  

In addition to standard fundamental B-mode imaging, a broadband transducer is useful in 

harmonic imaging and subharmonic imaging. Harmonic imaging modes are desirable because 

they show less near-field and side lobe artifact, and have better signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), 

cleaner images, and overall, higher resolutions [11]. Moreover, harmonic imaging can be used in 

conjunction with ultrasound contrast agents (UCA) to improve the visualization and assessment of 

cardiac cavities, large vessels, and tissue vascularity [12]. Subharmonic imaging has been shown 

to achieve very high agent-to-tissue ratios because the contribution of tissue in subharmonic 

imaging is minimal at acoustic pressures currently used in diagnostic ultrasound [12].  

In order to achieve the advanced ultrasound imaging mentioned above, numerous studies on 

broadband transducers and arrays have been conducted. The usage of piezoelectric composite 

materials is an effective method to increase the bandwidth of a piezoelectric ultrasound transducer. 
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1-3 piezoelectric composite materials have favorable merits including high electromechanical 

coupling coefficients for broad bandwidth, low acoustic impedance for better acoustic matching, 

and relatively easy formation of complex shapes [13 - 16]. Compared to solid ceramic transducers, 

1-3 piezoelectric composite transducers have been shown to dramatically increase the fractional 

bandwidth [17 - 20], although the fabrication of composites is more complicated. 

Another approach to achieve a broadband transducer or multi-frequency application is to 

adopt a multi-layer transducer structure. A number of dual-layer transducers have been developed 

to achieve imaging at multiple frequencies. De Fraguier et al. designed a dual-frequency 

transducer with only one active layer, which functioned in both half wavelength mode and quarter 

wavelength mode by tuning the impedance of the backing layer [21]. This dual-frequency 

transducer worked at 2.4 MHz for Doppler imaging in quarter wavelength mode and 4.6 MHz for 

B-mode imaging in half wavelength mode. Saitoh et al. reported a dual-frequency ultrasound 

probe that could be used to obtain Doppler imaging (3.75 MHz) and B-mode imaging (7.5 MHz) 

simultaneously [22]. This probe included two PZT layers with thicknesses of 270 µm and 190 µm, 

respectively, which were poled in opposite direction and bonded together to form the multi-

frequency transducer. Similarly, Hossack et al. developed a 2 MHz/4 MHz dual-layer ultrasound 

transducer for harmonic imaging [23]. In Hossack‟s design, two 1-3 piezoelectric composite 

layers with the same thicknesses of 440 µm and the same poling directions were bonded together. 

The two layers were then activated together to transmit at the fundamental frequency (2 MHz), 

while the top layer alone was used as the receiver of the second harmonic echo (4 MHz). Our 

group previously presented a prototype of a 2-element dual-layer dual-frequency transducer, 

which achieved a wide bandwidth, ranging from 5 MHz to 20 MHz [24]. This dual-frequency 

transducer consisted of two layers of PZT-5H piezoelectric 1-3 composites with the same aperture 
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sizes and thicknesses of 100 µm. The transducer was designed to operate in two different modes: 

(1) a high frequency mode, where only the top piezoelectric layer was the active layer, and (2) a 

low frequency mode, where both piezoelectric layers were activated electrically in parallel to 

achieve a lower frequency. 

In this chapter, the design, fabrication, testing, and imaging experiments of a new 32-element 

dual-frequency co-linear array are reported. This array was designed to operate at two frequencies 

to achieve a broadband response, which can be applied in a range of biomedical ultrasound 

imaging applications. The array was fabricated using PZT-5H piezoelectric 1-3 composites 

(Blatek, State College, PA) followed by electrical and acoustic characterizations. Real-time 

phantom imaging was accomplished with a Verasonics Vantage system (Verasonics, Redmond, 

WA). In order to study the feasibility of fundamental, harmonic, and subharmonic imaging with 

this array, four different working modes, including: (1) transmit at low frequency, receive at low 

frequency (Tx-L/Rx-L mode), (2) transmit at low frequency, receive high (Tx-L/Rx-H mode), (3) 

transmit at high frequency, receive at low frequency (Tx-H/Rx-L mode), and (4) transmit at high 

frequency, receive at high frequency (Tx-H/Rx-H mode), were investigated and compared. Spatial 

resolutions of each working mode were estimated by using a wire target response method [25, 26]. 

 

 

3.2 Method 

3.2.1 Structure design  

The co-linear array was designed with a dual-layer structure (Figure 3.1a) and two center 

frequencies of 7.5 MHz and 15 MHz, respectively. To achieve "high frequency" (HF) mode, the 
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top piezoelectric layer was activated alone, so that a high frequency wave could be transmitted 

and/or received (Figure 1b). To achieve "low frequency" (LF) mode, the top layer and bottom 

layer of each element were electrically activated in parallel by applying a signal between the 

ground and the shorted top/bottom layers of each element to obtain a lower frequency wave 

(Figure 1c). 

 

Figure 3.1 a) Schematic view of the 32-element co-linear array. b) HF mode (only top layer is 

active). c) LF mode (both layers activated in parallel). 

 

Thus, this co-linear array works in four different modes: a) TX-L/RX-L mode, where both 

transmitting and receiving are conducted with both layers at the low frequency; b) TX-H/RX-H 

mode, where both transmitting and receiving are conducted with only the top layer at the high 

frequency; c) TX-L/RX-H mode, where the wave is transmitted with both layers at the low 
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frequency and the echo is received with the top layer at the high frequency; and d) TX-H/RX-L 

mode, where the wave is transmitted with the top layer at the high frequency and the echo is 

received with both layers at the low frequency. 

In the dual-layer transducer design, the two active layers cannot be bonded together directly. 

Otherwise alias echoes will be generated, which can shift the resonant frequencies of both layers 

and impact the bandwidth [27]. Therefore, a frequency-selective isolation layer with a low 

acoustic impedance, implemented as a quarter wavelength anti-matching layer of the selected 

frequency, was placed in between the two piezoelectric layers, in order to isolate the top layer 

from the bottom layer in the HF mode [28]. This isolation layer did not significantly affect the LF 

mode because the isolation layer was thin compared to the wavelength of the LF mode [29]. The 

isolation layer thickness and the material selection, as well as the pulse-echo responses of both 

frequency modes, were designed using the KLM model [30]. The isolation layer was achieved by 

controlling the bonding layer thickness, and it was used to bond the two piezoelectric layers 

together [31]. In order to increase the bandwidth, a PZT-5H piezoelectric 1-3 composite was used 

in the configuration. The acoustic field, with beam focusing and steering for both frequencies, was 

simulated by using the Field II program [32, 33].  

 

 

 

3.2.2 Transducer fabrication 

A PZT-5H/epoxy 1-3 composite (Blatek, Inc., State College, PA) with a ceramic volume 

fraction (CVF) of 64% (80 µm in post and 20 µm in kerf) was used as active material in the 

transducer. Two 100 µm thick PZT-5H piezoelectric 1-3 composite layers with Ti/Au (10 nm/100 
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nm) sputtered on both sides were prepared first. The top surface was then diced to form the 

electrode pattern. To achieve the dual-layer structure, two active layers were bonded together 

back to back, and two flex circuits were used for the interconnect assembly. After being bonded 

with the matching layer and the flex circuits, the assembly was encased in a plastic housing and 

filled with backing material. Printed circuit board (PCB) with a commercial connector (53748-

0408, Molex Inc., Lisle, IL) was used for cable wiring between the flex circuits and the standard 

connector (DL260, ITT Corporation, Santa Ana, CA) of the Verasonics system. 

 

 

3.2.3 Transducer characterization 

The co-linear array was characterized by measuring the capacitance of each element, pulse-

echo responses, and beam focusing/steering profiles. Capacitance and dielectric loss of each 

element were measured using an impedance analyzer (Agilent 4294A, Agilent Technologies, 

Santa Clara, CA) at 1 kHz. Center frequency and loop sensitivity were obtained by measuring the 

pulse-echo response of the array elements using a Pulser/Receiver (Olympus 5077 PR, Olympus 

Corp, Newton, MA) and an oscilloscope (Agilent DSO7014B, Agilent Technologies, Santa Clara, 

CA). The voltage of the applied pulse was set to be 100 V during the pulse-echo test. A steel 

block was placed in front of the co-linear array at a distance of 5 mm to serve as a reflection target 

in a water tank. 

Beam focusing and steering were tested with the Verasonics Vantage system (Verasonics, 

Redmond, WA), a hydrophone (HGL-0200, ONDA, Co., Sunnyvale, CA), and the Labview 

program (National Instruments Corporation, Austin, TX) (Figure 3.2). Both the LF and the HF 
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transmitting modes were tested, with the HF set at 15.6 MHz and the LF set at 7.8 MHz, based on 

the frequency settings available on the Verasonics system. The scanning area was programmed to 

be 27 mm by 20 mm, with a step of 0.25 mm in both the axial and lateral directions. For display, 

beam plots were upsampled by a factor of 10 using spline interpolation. 

 

Figure 3.2 Sketch of the phantom imaging test. 

 

 

3.2.4 Phantom imaging 

Phantom imaging using the prototyped 32-element co-linear array was conducted with the 

Verasonics system. B-mode images were rendered using the proprietary Verasonics beamforming 

algorithm, and the raw RF data was saved to the hard drive of the computer. 

A multi-purpose multi-tissue ultrasound phantom (Model 040, CIRS Inc., Norfolk, Virginia, 

USA) was used as the target to evaluate the axial and lateral resolution of the co-linear array 

transducer. This is a tissue-equivalent test object with an attenuation coefficient of 0.5 
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dB/cm·MHz. The wire targets consisted of six pairs of 0.1 mm diameter parallel wires. Each pair 

of wires was spaced vertically by 0.5, 1, 2, 3, 4 and 5 mm intervals (± 0.2 mm) at a depth of 25 

mm from the transducer surface (Figure 3.3).  

 

Figure 3.3 Sketch of the phantom imaging test.  

 

The 32 element dual-frequency co-linear array transducer that was connected to the 

Verasonics system was placed on top of the commercial phantom to obtain real-time S-scan 

imaging in a range of 0 to 30 mm in depth with a steering angle of 30°. A detachable scanning 

well was installed on the testing surface of the ultrasound phantom during the phantom imaging 

test. The detachable scanning well was filled with water for acoustic coupling between the co-

linear array transducer and the test phantom. 

All four operation modes, including the TX-L/RX-L mode, the TX-H/RX-H mode, the TX-

L/RX-H mode, and the TX-H/RX-L mode, were tested in the phantom imaging experiment. First, 

the axial resolution of the different modes was qualitatively estimated from the B-mode imaging 
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directly by observing the overlap between wire targets. Then, the axial and lateral resolutions 

were calculated quantitatively from the beam width of the wire target responses. The penetration 

depths of all four modes were studied by measuring the backscatter SNR in the phantom with a 

focal depth of 25 mm [34]. The "signal" was collected at 25.4 V excitation and the "noise" was 

collected at 1.6 V excitation, which is the lowest voltage supplied by the Verasonics system.  

The Verasonics sampling frequency (quadruple of the base frequency) was set to be 62.5 

MHz (15.6 MHz as base frequency), which is the maximum frequency setting of our Verasonics 

System. Due to the frequency limitation of the Verasonics System, the transmit frequencies were 

set at 15.6 MHz for the HF excitation and 7.8 MHz for the LF excitation (half of the HF mode), 

respectively. The focal depth was set to be 25 mm, the same depth as the wire targets. The driving 

voltage of each element was set to be 25.4 V with a 2-cycle burst excitation, which is considered 

the safest driving amplitude for the array.  

 

 

3.3 Results and discussion 

3.3.1 Transducer design 

Bandwidth 

The frequencies of the different layers were designed to be 7.5 MHz and 15 MHz, 

respectively. In order to isolate the top layer from the bottom layer in the HF mode, a frequency-

selective isolation layer, which also functions as a bonding layer, made of Epo-tek 301 (Epoxy 

Technology Inc, Billerica, MA) was used to bond the two piezoelectric layers. The thickness of 
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the bonding layer was intended to be 10 µm by using the KLM model to achieve isolation while 

keeping a relatively low thickness. The aperture size of both active layers was 4 mm by 4 mm. 

The thickness of each piezoelectric layer was 100 µm. Dimensions and acoustic properties of the 

active and passive layers are shown in Table 3.1. 

 

Table 3.1 Design parameters of The dual-layer structure. 

 Backing 

Layer 

#1 Active 

Layer 

Isolation 

Layer 

#2 Active 

Layer 

Matching 

Layer 

Impedance 

(MRayl) 

4.48 18.2 2.85 18.2 5.2 

Thickness 

(µm) 

3000 100 10 100 55 

Attenuation 

(dB/cm·MHz) 

8 0.3 4.5 0.3 0.3 

 

Figure 3.4 shows the predicted pulse-echo response of the co-linear array transducer from 

KLM model simulations. For the LF mode, the center frequency was 9.54 MHz, and the -6 dB 

bandwidth ranged from 5.77 MHz to 13.3 MHz, resulting in the -6 dB fractional bandwidth of 

77.9 %. For the HF mode, the center frequency was 15.7 MHz, and the -6 dB bandwidth ranged 

from 11.7 MHz to 19.8 MHz, the -6 dB fractional bandwidth of 50.4%. These simulation results 
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suggest that with this dual-layer design, a wide bandwidth in the range of 5 MHz to 20 MHz can 

be achieved. 

 

Figure 3.4 Simulation of pulse-echo responses based on the KLM model. a) LF mode. b) HF 

mode. 

 

Beamforming (simulation) 

The pitch of the array for both top and bottom layers was 0.132 mm. The size in azimuth of 

each element was 0.112 mm and the size in elevation was 4 mm. Figure 3.5 shows the acoustic 

field simulation results for the LF and HF operation modes of the co-linear array. The focal depth 

was set to be 15 mm, and the beam profile for the LF mode is shown in Figure 3.5a, where no 

grating lobes are present. Figure 3.5b shows the LF beam profile at a 15° steering angle away 

from the axis, with the grating lobe amplitude of -65 dB lower than that of the main lobe. For the 

HF beamforming without steering, the grating lobes are less than -40 dB (Figure 3.5c). In the case 

of a 15° beam steering angle, the amplitude of the grating lobe is still at the level of -45 dB 

(Figure 3.5d). Further beam steering results are summarized in Table 3.2. In most cases, the 
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grating lobe is more than -20 dB lower than the main lobe, suggesting reasonable imaging 

performance with the designed pitch. 

 

Figure 3.5 Simulation of transducer beam profiles using the Field II program. All beam profiles 

were simulated with a 15 mm focus. a) Beam profile of the LF transmitting mode without any 

steering. b) Beam profile of the LF transmitting mode with a 15° steering angle. c) Beam profile 

of the HF mode without any steering. d) Beam profile of the HF mode and with a 15° steering 

angle. The color bar represents normalized magnitude in dB. 
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Table 3.2 Beam profile simulation results. 

 LF mode HF mode 

- 6 dB beam width at 15mm 0.7 mm 0.3 mm 

Steering angle 15º 30º 40º 15º 30º 40º 

Grating lobe (dB) - 65 - 55 - 41 - 45 - 23 - 16 

 

 

3.3.2 Characterization results 

 

Figure 3.6 Photograph of the prototyped co-linear array. 
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A 32-element dual-frequency co-linear array transducer was prototyped at Blatek (Blatek 

Inc., State College, PA), as shown in Figure 3.6. Together with housing, the dimensions of the 

transducer were 18 mm × 12 mm × 10 mm. The flex circuits, PCB board, and additional wires 

were used for cable wiring between the elements and the Verasonics connector. Capacitance of 

each element, pulse-echo responses, and beam focusing/steering profiles were tested. 

 

Capacitance measurement and pulse-echo responses 

The mean (± standard deviation) capacitance of each element in the top layer was 165.41 pF 

± 8.38 pF, and dielectric loss was 0.018 ± 0.003. The mean capacitance of elements in the 

bottom layer was 175.07 pF ± 5.33 pF, and dielectric loss was 0.015 ± 0.0022. Overall, the 

measured capacitance results supported the theoretical values for element capacitance (142 pF). 

Pulse-echo results of both the LF mode and the HF mode are shown in Figure 3.7a and 3.7b. The 

average center frequency in the LF mode was measured to be 7.9 MHz ± 0.99 MHz. The average 

center frequency of the HF mode was measured to be 19.7 MHz ± 0.56 MHz. The -6 dB 

fractional bandwidth of the LF mode was 55.8% and the -6 dB fractional bandwidth of the HF 

mode was 31.8%. The loop sensitivity of the LF and HF modes were calculated from the pulse-

echo data as -31.6 dB ± 2.61 dB and -35.7 dB ± 1.8 dB, respectively.  

The results given above demonstrate that the co-linear array was able to achieve two 

different resonant frequencies (7.9 MHz and 19.7 MHz), however the bandwidth was not as wide 

as expected. This discrepancy was most likely the result of improper isolation between the two 

layers. While the isolation layer was designed to be 10 μm, the actual thickness of the isolation 

layer after production was only 2 μm. Although imperfect, the isolation layer was functional to 
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some degree; KLM simulation showed that the -6 dB bandwidth of the HF mode with a 2 µm 

isolation layer was 30%, which supports the experimental result. A -6 dB bandwidth of the HF 

mode without an isolation layer was predicted to be only 24% (Figure 3.8). 

 

Figure 3.7 Experimentally-measured pulse-echo results. a) LF mode. b) HF mode. 

 

Figure 3.8 Pulse-echo response simulations of the high frequency layer by using the KLM model. 

The frequency domain has been normalized to the high frequency component (the second peak). a) 

-6 dB bandwidth of the HF mode without isolation layer is 24%. b) -6 dB bandwidth of the HF 

mode with a 2 µm isolation layer is 30%.  
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Beamforming (experimental) 

 

Figure 3.9 Beam profile mapping of the 32-element co-linear array. a) LF transmitting mode with 

no beam steering, focused at 15 mm. b) LF transmitting mode with 15° steering angle, focused at 

15 mm. c) HF transmitting mode with no beam steering, focused at 15 mm. d) HF transmitting 

mode with 15° steering angle, focused at 15 mm. The color bar indicates normalized magnitude in 

units of dB. 

 

Beam focusing and steering were tested using the Verasonics system to apply a 2-cycle 

signal to each element with time delay and then using a hydrophone to measure acoustic pressure. 

In the LF transmitting mode, the transmit frequency was set to be 7.8 MHz; while the frequency 
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of the HF mode was set to be 15.6 MHz. Figure 3.9a shows the beam profile of the LF 

transmitting mode. The -6 dB beam width when focusing at 15 mm was 0.725 mm. With a 15° 

steering angle during the LF transmitting mode, the grating lobe was -30 dB in amplitude 

compared to the main lobe (Figure 3.9b). In the HF mode, the -6 dB beam width at 15 mm was 

0.375 mm (Figure 3.9c). The beam widths obtained from the acoustic mapping results (0.725 mm 

and 0.375 mm) were in good agreement with the simulated results (0.7 mm and 0.3 mm). With a 

15° steering angle during the HF transmitting mode, a grating lobe occurred with an amplitude of 

-15 dB lower than the main lobe (Figure 3.9d). The experimentally-measured grating lobe levels 

of both the LF and HF configurations (-30 dB and -15 dB, respectively) were higher than those 

predicted in simulation (-65 dB and -45 dB, respectively). This reduced performance level is a 

result of cross-talk between adjacent elements which was not considered in the Field II simulation. 

 

 

3.3.3 Phantom imaging  

The scan angle was set as ±30° to avoid the high grating lobes beyond this angular range. 

Since the aperture size of the array was only 4 mm, the imaging area was limited. For resolution 

assessment, the right-most wire target pair was positioned in the middle of the S-scan. With a 30° 

steering angle and 25 mm depth, we expected the lateral axis to extend only 1.4 cm from the 

center of the S-scan. Given that the wire targets were separated by 6 mm at most, only three out of 

six wire pairs were visible (those located at lateral positions: 0 cm, 0.6 cm, and 1.2 cm) since the 

fourth target was located at a lateral position of 1.8 cm. The axial distances between wires in each 

of these three pairs were 0.5 mm, 1 mm, and 2 mm, respectively.  
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The S-scan imaging result of the TX-L/RX-L mode is shown in Figure 3.10a. Qualitatively, 

the first pair of wires (on the right) with a distance of 0.5 mm cannot be distinguished well; while 

the second pair with a vertical distance of 1 mm can be discriminated easily. As a result of the 

long pulse length of the low frequency signal, the axial resolution is between 0.5 mm and 1 mm. 

 

Figure 3.10 Resolution test with a focal depth of 250 wavelengths (25 mm). a) TX-L/RX-L mode. 

b) TX-L/RX-H mode. c) TX-H/RX-L mode. d) TX-H/RX-H mode.  
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In the TX-L/RX-H mode, the first pair of wires (on the right) with a distance of 0.5 mm can 

be barely discriminated (Figure 3.10b). Therefore, the axial resolution of the TX-L/RX-H mode is 

between 0.5 mm and 1 mm. The imaging result of the TX-L/RX-H mode is similar to the result of 

the TX-L/RX-L mode. 

  

Figure 3.11 Axial wire target responses. a) TX-L/RX-L mode. b) TX-L/RX-H mode. c) TX-

H/RX-L mode. d) TX-H/RX-H mode.  

 

Figure 3.10c and 3.10d show the S-scan imaging results of the transducer array at the TX-

H/RX-L mode and the TX-H/RX-H mode, respectively. For both modes, the first pair of wires 

with a distance of 0.5 mm are clearly identifiable. The axial resolutions of both the TX-H/RX-L 
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mode and the TX-H/RX-H mode are much better (< 0.5 mm) than the previous modes because of 

the much shorter transmit pulse length.  

 

 

Figure 3.12 Lateral wire target responses. a) TX-L/RX-L mode. b) TX-L/RX-H mode. c) TX-

H/RX-L mode. d) TX-H/RX-H mode.  

 

More accurate axial and lateral imaging resolutions in different modes were further 

calculated by analyzing the size of the wire target responses. Raw imaging data from S-Scans 

were saved and processed with Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA). Beam widths of wire target 

responses along the depth and azimuth direction were calculated separately to evaluate the axial 
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and lateral resolutions. The axial and lateral wire target responses (with an angular position of -

18° at 25 mm depth) of different modes are shown in Figure 3.11 (axial wire target responses) and 

Figure 3.12 (lateral wire target responses) in sequence.  

For all four different imaging modes, -3 dB and -6 dB beam widths were calculated based on 

the wire target responses at 25 mm depth and are presented in Table 3.3. High frequency signal 

(15.6 MHz) has the benefit of shorter wavelength and shorter pulse length. As expected, the TX-

H/RX-H mode provided the highest spatial resolution of all four modes (0.36 mm in axial and 

1.51 mm in lateral), while the TX-L/RX-L mode provided the lowest (0.56 mm in axial and 2.63 

mm in lateral) because of its longer pulse length. Interestingly, the resolution of the TX-H/RX-L 

mode (0.41 mm in axial and 1.52 mm in lateral) was unexpectedly better than that of the TX-

L/RX-H mode (0.5 mm in axial and 2.41 mm in lateral). One explanation for this could be that the 

transmit frequency of the TX-H/RX-L mode was two times higher than the transmit frequency of 

the TX-L/RX-H mode, which affected pulse length and axial resolution. On the other hand, the 

lateral resolution highly depends on the peak frequency component of the TX/RX echo, which in 

this experiment, was mainly affected by excitation frequency (Figure 3.13). Overall though, the 

results from the wire target characterization are in good agreement with the qualitative phantom 

imaging results. 
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Figure 3.13 Frequency plots of pulse/echo simulations with a 2-cycle sinusoid excitation for all 

four modes. The low and high frequency layers were modeled as bandpass filters with center 

frequency and bandwidth matched to our experimental measurements. The frequency response of 

the echo was determined by the Fourier transform of the filtered 2-cycle excitation waveform. a) 

TX-L/RX-L mode only has a low frequency component. b) TX-L/RX-H mode is dominated by 

the low frequency component. c) TX-H/RX-L mode is dominated by the high frequency 

component. d) TX-H/RX-H mode only has a high frequency component. These simulation results 

show that the resolutions of the reported dual-frequency transducer array are highly dependent 

upon the values of the excitation frequencies. 
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Figure 3.14 The backscatter SNR characterization in a phantom by using the Verasonics system. a) 

TX-L/RX-L mode. b) TX-L/RX-H mode. c) TX-H/RX-L mode. d) TX-H/RX-H mode. Red 

arrows indicate the depth at which the SNR drops below -6 dB. The results show that the TX-

L/RX-L mode has a larger penetration depth than that of the TX-H/RX-H mode.  

 

The backscatter SNRs of all four modes were measured in the phantom to characterize the 

penetration depths (Figure 3.14). The backscatter SNR was calculated as the ratio of the high 

voltage (i.e. signal) to the low voltage (i.e. noise). Figure 3.14 shows that the penetration depths 

of the TX-L/RX-L mode and the TX-L/RX-H mode are larger than those of the TX-H/RX-H 

mode and the TX-H/RX-L mode. Because of the low-voltage limitations of the Verasonics system, 

the calculated backscatter SNRs are slightly underestimated. 
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Table 3.3 Axial and lateral beam width measurement results. 

 -3 dB wire target response (beam 

width) 

-6 dB wire target response (beam 

width) 

 Axial Lateral Axial Lateral 

TX-L/RX-L 

mode 

0.45 mm 2.3 mm 0.56 mm 2.63 mm 

TX-L/RX-H 

mode  

0.35 mm 1.73 mm 0.5 mm 2. 41 mm 

TX-H/RX-L 

mode 

0.3 mm 1.1 mm 0.41 mm 1.52 mm 

TX-H/RX-H 

mode 

0.28 mm 1 mm 0.36 mm 1.51 mm 

 

It must be noted that the wire-target resolution results represent the combined performance 

of both the transducer and the chosen beamformer, which in this work was the Verasonics‟ pixel-

based beamformer. Considering only the transducer, there were a number of factors that could 

have impacted resolution. First, the small aperture size resulted in a wide main lobe and poorer 

lateral resolution. Second, the pitch size was larger than the wavelength of the high frequency 

configuration, which may have resulted in larger grating lobes. Finally, crosstalk between 

adjacent elements and an inaccurate alignment of two active layers would also induce grating 

lobes and improper focusing (wide main lobe), which may have impacted the SNR and resolution. 
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3.4 Summary 

In this chapter, the design, fabrication, characterization and phantom imaging of a dual-

layer dual-frequency co-linear array were presented and tested in four operating modes. To our 

knowledge, this is the first 1-3 composite dual-frequency co-linear array with the same aperture 

for both layers, making it suitable for batch fabrication. 

Both electrical and acoustic element characterizations showed that elements perform 

consistently. This co-linear array can achieve two different resonant frequencies, 7.9 MHz with a 

bandwidth of 55.8 % and 19.7 MHz with a bandwidth of 31.8 %. The loop sensitivities of the LF 

mode and the HF mode were calculated from the pulse-echo data as -31.6 dB and -35.7 dB, 

respectively.  

The axial resolution and lateral resolution of the TX-L/RX-L mode were characterized to be 

0.45 mm and 2.3 mm, respectively. The TX-L/RX-H mode provided an axial resolution of 0.35 

mm and a lateral resolution of 1.73 mm. The axial resolution derived from the TX-H/RX-L mode 

was 0.3 mm, while the lateral resolution was 1.1 mm. For the TX-H/RX-H mode, the axial 

resolution was 0.28 mm and the lateral resolution was 1 mm. As expected, the backscatter SNR of 

the TX-L/RX-L mode was better than that of the TX-H/RX-H mode, indicating a larger 

penetration depth in clinical imaging situations while the TX-H/RX-H mode provided better 

resolutions. This dual-frequency co-linear array shows potential for use in wideband fundamental 

imaging and harmonic/subharmonic imaging.  
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CHAPTER IV 

Dual-frequency IVUS transducer for ARFI imaging 

 

4.1 Background 

Coronary atherosclerotic disease is the major cause of mortality in United States [1]. 

Vulnerable coronary plaques, with soft lipid/necrotic cores and fibrous caps, are directly linked to 

60% to 70% of coronary events, and have been the focus of the cardiovascular research 

community for many years.  

One of the most successful imaging techniques used in the clinic for investigating coronary 

plaques has been intravascular ultrasound (IVUS) [2]. In IVUS, an ultrasound transducer (single 

element or an array) is placed at the end of a catheter and guided to the coronary vasculature 

through a femoral access site. An interesting approach to determining plaque vulnerability with 

IVUS has been to interrogate the mechanical stiffness of plaques through elasticity imaging 

techniques, such as IVUS palpography [3]. In IVUS palpography, tissue strain from arterial 

pulsation is measured with IVUS and used to infer whether a plaque is soft or stiff. While IVUS 

palpography has shown promising initial results, the technique is somewhat limited in frame rate 

due to its reliance on arterial pulsation and may be challenged by complex atherosclerotic 

geometries [4]. 

An alternative to conventional elasticity imaging approaches that utilize intrinsic motion 

sources (such as pulsation) is to utilize acoustic radiation force (ARF) as an extrinsic excitation 

source. The mechanism of ARFI has been described in chapter 2.4.2 (in figure 2.24). With ARF, 
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the operator can direct the excitation to a precise position in the tissue with a high degree of 

control. 

In ARFI, a long-duration high-pressure ultrasound transmission wave is introduced into the 

body to generate a displacement in the interested area [9]. To date, ARFI has only been utilized to 

characterize atherosclerotic plaque in peripheral vessels, such as the carotids [5-8]. Performing 

ARFI in the coronaries has proved to be more challenging because conventional IVUS 

transducers with frequency of 20 MHz - 60 MHz are not optimized for ARFI imaging. 

Specifically, those IVUS transducers are not designed for the high-voltage, long-duration pulse 

and will be damaged by the heating generated by ARF pulses. Moreover, the displacement 

induced by ARF in the area of interest may be impacted due to the high acoustic attenuation at the 

high frequency.  

Recently, some studies have shown the capability of the ARFI measurement on customized 

IVUS transducers. Patel et al. achieved a maximum displacement of 2.2 microns with a modified 

Volcano Visions 8.2 French, 9 MHz IVUS array transducer in a phantom with a young‟s moduli 

of 2.6 kPa [10]. While in the same phantom, a displacement of 0.65 micron was performed with a 

modified Volcano Platinum 3.5 French, 20MHz catheter. Our previous work optically observed a 

1.6 microns displacement with a 5 MHz/30 MHz IVUS transducer in a translucent phantom (~8 

kPa), however acoustic motion tracking of ARF-induced motion was not performed due to 

technical limitations of the transducer [11]. 

In this chapter, a novel dual-frequency IVUS transducer (6.5 MHz / 26 MHz) was developed 

to “push” the phantom with a low frequency element and to “track” the displacement with a high 

frequency element. The dual-frequency IVUS transducer was designed, fabricated and 
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characterized, followed by an experimental validation in a phantom with a young‟s moduli of 10 

kPa. The displacement in the interested area was calculated by using normalized cross-correlation 

between the up-sampled reference A-line and tracking A-lines. 

 

 

4.2 Dual-frequency IVUS-ARFI transducer 

4.2.1 Transducer design  

 

Figure 4.1 Schematic structure of a dual-frequency IVUS transducer. 

 

This dual-frequency IVUS transducer consists of a Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3]- x[PbTiO3] (PMN-PT) 

single crystal low frequency pushing element (6.5 MHz) and a PMN-PT single crystal high 

frequency tracking element (26 MHz). The dimensions of the low frequency pushing and high 

frequency tracking elements are 5 mm × 0.6 mm × 0.3 mm and 0.5 mm × 0.6 mm × 0.07 mm, 

respectively. Similar to our earlier work [11, 12], an acoustic isolation layer was placed between 

the two piezoelectric layers. 

A polyimide (PI) film was chosen to be used as the isolation layer of the high frequency 

element and the thermal barrier layer because of its low acoustic impedance and low thermal 
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conductivity. This thermal barrier layer protects the high frequency tracking element when a high 

voltage, long duration pulse is applied to the low frequency pushing element. 

The isolation layer thickness, the pulse-echo responses of high frequency element, and the 

transmission sensitivity of low frequency element were designed using the KLM model [13]. For 

the high frequency element, a dual matching layer structure was designed to increase the 

bandwidth and the sensitivity.  

 

 

4.2.2 Transducer fabrication 

A flow chart of the fabrication is shown in Figure 4.2. A PMN-PT single crystal plate (5 mm 

× 5 mm × 0.3 mm) with Ti/Au (10 nm/100 nm) as electrodes on both 5 mm x 5 mm surfaces was 

prepared by using E-beam deposition first. A 12 micron thick PI film (Kapton HN, DuPont, 

Wilmington, DE) was metalized with Ti/Au (10 nm/100 nm) on the top surface as a connection 

with the bottom electrode of the high frequency element. The PI film was bonded on top of the 

low frequency element by using Epo-tek 301 (Epoxy Technology Inc, Billerica, MA) and a 

customized bonding jig. A small PMN-PT chip (5 mm × 0.6 mm ×0.3 mm) was then bonded on 

top of the PI film. An Al2O3/epoxy slurry was poured around the high frequency element and 

lapped to the designed thickness (70 μm) after curing. The top electrode (100Å Ti, 1000Å Au) of 

the high frequency element was deposited by E-beam deposition. Afterwards, the matching layer 

of the high frequency element (Al2O3/epoxy) was poured on the high frequency element and 

lapped to 20 µm in thickness. Then the whole acoustic stack  was bonded to a 20 gauge needle by 

using silver epoxy (8331-14G, M.G. Chemicals, Surrey, B.C., Canada). Two coaxial cables 
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(MCX 40232, Hitachi Cable America Inc., Purchase, NY) were bonded to the high frequency 

element and low frequency element of the transducer, respectively, using silver epoxy. Finally, a 

passivation layer and the second matching layer of the high frequency element, Parylene C, with a 

thickness of 12 µm was coated by using the SCS Labcoter® 2 vacuum deposition system (PDS 

2010, Specialty Coating Systems, Inc., Indianapolis, IN). 

 

Figure 4.2 Fabrication process of a dual-frequency IVUS transducer. 

 

 

4.2.3 Transducer characterization 

This dual-frequency IVUS transducer was characterized by measuring the complex electrical 

impedance of both high and low frequency element, pulse-echo responses of the high frequency 

element, and acoustic pressure transmission generated by the low frequency element. Electrical 

impedance and phase were measured with an impedance analyzer (Agilent 4294A, Agilent 

Technologies Inc, Santa Clara, CA).  
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The center frequency and fractional bandwidth of the high frequency tracking element were 

obtained from the pulse-echo measurement in a water tank using a pulser/receiver (5900 PR, 

Olympus Corp, Waltham, MA) and an oscilloscope (Agilent DSO7014B, Agilent Technologies 

Inc, Santa Clara, CA). The energy of the applied pulse was set to 1 μJ during pulse-echo test. A 

stainless steel point target was placed in front of the high frequency element as the reflection 

target at a distance of 3 mm away from the aperture.  

The acoustic pressure measurement of the low frequency pushing element was conducted by 

using a hydrophone (HNA-0400, ONDA Co, Sunnyvale, CA) positioned at 5 mm axially away 

from the transducer surface. A 5 V, 10-cycle sinusoidal burst at 6.5 MHz was generated by an 

arbitrary function generator (AFG3101, Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR). Pressure output of was 

recorded using an oscilloscope (Agilent DSO7014B, Agilent Technologies Inc, Santa Clara, CA). 

 

 

4.2.4 ARFI testing 

A standard non-translucent graphite gelatin phantom with 10 kPa elastic moduli was 

prepared. The phantom recipe consisted of the following ingredients: 300 bloom type-A gelatin 

(5%), graphite (5%), n-propanol (1%), and de-ionized water (89%). The phantom was congealed 

in a plastic container and a cylindrical hole (~5 mm diameter) was cut into the phantom from the 

top so the IVUS probe could be inserted (Figure 4.3a). The stiffness of the phantom was 

characterized as 10 kPa using ultrasonically-based shear wave speed measurement implemented 

on a Siemens Acuson Antares (Siemens Medical Solutions USA Inc., Malvern, PA) scanner. 
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A custom program developed in Labview (National Instruments, Austin, TX) was used to 

control the low frequency pushing and high frequency tracking during the ARFI test (Figure 4.3b). 

The ARFI test was performed by pushing the phantom with a 1000-cycle sinusoidal burst 

excitation (~153 μs) using the low frequency pushing element. The sinusoidal burst at 6.5 MHz 

was generated with an arbitrary function generator (AFG3102, Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR) 

and amplified to 160 Vpp with a radiofrequency amplifier (3200L, Electronic Navigation 

Industries Inc., Rochester, NY). In order to track the displacement of the phantom, the high 

frequency element was driven with a pulser/receiver (5900PR, Olympus Corp, Waltham, MA) 

using 2 μJ output energy. A 10-50 MHz analog bandpass filter and 48 dB gain were applied in the 

pulser setting. The received voltage signal from the pulser was sampled with an A/D card (PDA16; 

Signatec Inc., Newport Beach, CA) at a frequency of 160 MHz. The ARFI transmission and 

pulse/echo tracking were synchronized by the arbitrary function generator – channel 1 was 

programmed to output the ARF burst after a time delay of 0.2 msec, while channel 2 was 

programmed to output a trigger signal to drive the pulser/receiver at the tracking pulse repetition 

frequency (PRF).  

The ARFI pulse sequence was designed as 1) two reference A-lines followed by 2) a pushing 

pulse at the same location, and 3) 58 tracking pulses to monitor phantom displacement. A PRF of 

10 kHz was used for the pulse sequence. All raw RF data were saved to the computer for offline 

processing. Prior to motion tracking the data was filtered with a 5-tap Butterworth bandpass (10-

40 MHz) and up-sampled by a factor of 4 using spline interpolation. Displacement was calculated 

using normalized cross-correlation between the up-sampled reference and tracking lines [14]. 

Finally, a peak-hopping filter was implemented to eliminate spurious phase shifts from successive 

A-lines. This filter was implemented by motion tracking a known stationary echo (i.e. the transmit 
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ring-down present in the near field), and subtracting the motion of the stationary echo from the 

displacement profile at the depth of interest (located at ~ 3.5 mm). 

 

Figure 4.3 a) Experimental setup for ARFI test in the phantom. The IVUS-ARFI transducer was 

put in the cutted cylindrical hole and merged in the deionized water. b) The block diagram of 

ARFI test. 

 

 

4.3 Results and discussion 

4.3.1 Transducer parameters and KLM simulation 

Primary parameters of the dual-frequency IVUS transducer are listed in Table 4.1. The KLM 

simulation results show that the center frequency of high frequency tacking element is 28 MHz 

and the -6 dB fractional bandwidth is 41% (Figure 4.4a). For the low frequency pushing element, 

the transmitting sensitivity has been studied. The transmitting sensitivity which can achieve 77 

kPa/V at 6.5 MHz 10 cycle burst excitation, which is enough to push the tissue target (Figure 4.4b) 

[5]. 
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Table 4.1 Parameters of the transducer design. 

Parameter Pushing layer Tracking layer 

Center Frequency 6.5 MHz 26 MHz 

Active material PMN-PT PMN-PT 

Active material impedance 

(MRayl) 

32 32 

Active material width (mm) 0.6 0.6 

Active material length (mm) 5 0.6 

Active material thickness (μm) 300 70 

Matching Al2O3/epoxy 

Al2O3/epoxy 

and Parylene C 

Matching impedance (MRayl) 5.5 5.5 and 2.6 

Matching thickness (μm) 110 20 and 12 

Isolation material  Polyimide 

Isolation impedance (MRayl)  3.5 

Isolation layer thickness (μm)  12.5 
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Figure 4.4 Simulation results. a) Pulse-echo response of the high frequency element. and b) 

Transmitting sensitivity of the low frequency element. 

 

 

4.3.2 Transducer characterization results 

Prototyped IVUS-ARFI transducer 

The dual-frequency IVUS transducer was fabricated with the process presented previously 

and was housed on a 20 gauge needle (Figure 4.5). Two 50 Ohm coaxial cables were used to 

connect the high frequency tracking element and low frequency pushing element, respectively. 

The heat generated from the low frequency pushing element was isolated successfully with a PI 

film layer and the separated coaxial cables. The total aperture size of the dual-frequency IVUS 

transducer is 3 mm by 0.6 mm. The size of this IVUS-ARFI transducer is small enough (< 3 

French = 1 mm), which is suitable for IVUS application.  
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Figure 4.5 Photograph of the dual-frequency IVUS transducer. 

 

Electrical characterization 

The electric impedance and phase spectrum of both high frequency tracking element and low 

frequency pushing element were measured with the Agilent 4294A precision impedance analyzer. 

The resonance frequency of the high frequency element was measured to be around 25 MHz 

(Figure 4.6a). The electrical impedance and phase spectrum of low frequency element is shown in 

Figure 4.6b, with the thickness mode resonance near 6.5 MHz. The measured center frequencies 

are similar to the KLM simulation results. The electrical impedances of each active layer was 

approximately 50 Ohm, which showed a good electrical matching with the equipment 

(pulser/receiver, function generator and power amplifier) used in the ARFI testing later on. 
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Figure 4.6 Electrical impedance and phase spectrum. a) High frequency element, and b) Low 

frequency element. 

 

 

Acoustic characterization 

The pulse-echo testing of high frequency tracking element was conducted in a water tank. 

The -6 dB fractional bandwidth of the high frequency element was measured to be 47 % with a 

center frequency of 26 MHz, covering a frequency span of 20 to 32.7 MHz (Figure 4.7a). This 

results agree well with the KLM simulation result. 

 The output acoustic pressure of the low frequency pushing element at 6.5 MHz was 

recorded with the hydrophone. The peak-to-peak pressure generated by the low frequency 

pushing element with the 5 V, 10-cycle burst excitation was measured to be 233 kPa at 5 mm 

axially away from the transducer surface (Figure 4.7b), having an average transmitting sensitivity 

of 46.6 kPa/V. The peak-to-peak pressure will not increase with longer duration excitation (> 10 

cycles).  
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Figure 4.7 a) Pulse-echo response of high frequency element and b) Hydrophone measurement of 

low frequency element at 5 V 10-cycle burst excitation. 

 

 

4.3.3 ARFI testing in phantom 

An A-line backscatter signal captured with the high frequency tracking element in the 

opaque graphite phantom is shown in Figure 4.8. The backscatter signals can be observed at a 

location up to 4 mm in depth, before being attenuated to the noise floor. A strong reflection at 

3.5 mm may occur by a clot of graphite.  

The displacement of the tissue mimic phantom induced by the low frequency acousitc 

radiation force was clearly detected with cross correlation based on the backscatter signal 

received by the high frequency tracking element. Figure 4.9 shows the illustrative displacement 

curves versus time for the 6.5 MHz / 26 MHz dual-frequency IVUS-ARFI transducer at an axial 

depth of 3.5 mm. Four trials were conducted in the phantom and the mean peak displacement 

value was found to be 12.3 μm, with a standard deviation of 0.6 μm. This displacement result is 

more than 5.6 times larger than the previous results in ref 10 (12.3 μm vs 2.2 μm) in a stiffer 
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phantom (10 kPa vs 2.6 kPa) under a lower input voltage (160 V vs 192 V) with same pulse 

length (~ 1000 cycles). 

 

Figure 4.8 A-line acquired by the high frequency tracking element in a graphite phantom to 

illustrate the capabilty for pulse/echo imaging. 

 

Figure 4.9 Displacement vs. time curve with 160 V, 1000-cycle burst. 
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4.4 Summary 

A dual-frequency IVUS transducer for ARFI application was designed, fabricated and 

tested. The center frequency of the low frequency element is 6.5 MHz and that of high frequency 

element is 26 MHz. This transducer is small enough for use in IVUS catheter typically used for 

coronary interventions (< 3 French = 1 mm).  

The ARFI test using a dual-frquency IVUS transducer with acoustic motion tracking was 

successfully implemented. This dual-frequency IVUS transducer was able to generate a 

displacement up to 12.3 μm in a 10 kPa phantom at an axial depth of 3.5 mm. Compared to the 

published work of ref. 10, this new dual-frequency IVUS transducer achieved a much larger 

displacement (12.3 μm vs 2.2 μm) in a stiffer phantom (10 kPa vs 2.6 kPa). The result suggests 

great potential of this dual-frequency IVUS transducer for ARFI application. 
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CHAPTER V 

CE-IVUS transducer with a lateral mode transmitter 

 

5.1 Background 

As the leading cause of death worldwide, acute coronary syndromes is strongly related to the 

vulnerable plaque [1]. Recent research has shown that increased density of vasa vasorum (VV), 

the microvessel networks surrounding and penetrating the walls of larger blood vessels, is linked 

with atherosclerotic plaque progression, intraplaque hemorrhage and plaque inflammation [2-4]. 

The diameter of VV in human diseased arteries ranges from 2 µm to 200 µm [5]. It is known that 

blood is a poor scatterer and these vessels are embedded in strong scattering tissues of the 

adventitial layers of arteries [6], and hence, VV is difficult to detect with most of the existing 

IVUS transducers, including high frequency high performance 1-3 composite IVUS transducers 

[7, 8]. 

Although in standard fundamental B-mode imaging, ultrasound contrast agents (UCAs) (e.g. 

microbubbles) can be used to increase the scattering and thereby improve imaging of blood flow 

[9], contrast with surrounding tissue is still limited. When contrast agents are administered, the 

blood vessels opacify due to the increased echogenicity provided by the microbubbles, but the 

vessel are not easily discernable from the surrounding tissue which has similar backscatter, 

leading to poor contrast and low CTR [10]. Harmonic imaging of UCAs, transmitting at a lower 

frequency and receiving the signal from the second harmonic, can yield a higher CTR with less 

near field artifacts than fundamental B-mode imaging. This imaging technology may be used to 

improve the visualization and assessment of cavities, large vessels, and bulk blood flow in organs 
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and tissues [11, 12]. Harmonic imaging technology was developed from conventional 

transabdominal and transthoracic echocardiography, and soon applied with smaller diagnostic 

transducers, for ophthalmic, urologic, and intravascular ultrasound purposes [13-19].  

Most of the echo from the tissue exhibits with a frequency range from fundamental 

frequency to the second harmonics [20]. In contrast, superharmonic imaging, where higher order 

harmonics are detected, provides improved differentiation of UCAs from tissue and higher 

resolution in the resulting images [21]. Some work have been done to study the optimization of 

microbubble response, including varying pulse window and phase of the signal, changing the 

bubble size, adjusting the frame number, and controlling the peak negative pressure [22, 23]. 

Typically, for non-inertial cavitation superharmonic imaging, higher order non-linear responses 

are maximized by exciting microbubbles with a large peak negative pressure or at a frequency 

close to the resonant frequency of the microbubble. This resonant frequency depends primarily on 

bubble diameter, though many other physical factors (e.g. gas in the bubble, bubble shell, 

surroundings, external pressure and so on) also play a role in determining resonance [24, 25]. 

Studies have shown that lower frequency (1-3 MHz) acoustic waves can excite microbubbles 

more effectively to generate non-linear responses from microbubbles that are necessary for 

contrast specific imaging. Kruse et al. received broadband microbubbles response exceeded 45 

MHz with short pulses at 2.25 MHz [26]. Gessner et al. reported 3-D contrast imaging of in vivo 

microvasculature with a dual-frequency transducer (2.5 MHz / 30 MHz) [27]. Lindsey et al. 

showed that CTR of superharmonic imaging can be improved by detecting the non-linear high-

frequency signal from microbubbles excited at lower frequencies [28]. Wang et al. reported 

preliminary superharmonic contrast imaging results with a lateral mode intravascular ultrasound 

(IVUS) cylindrical transducer array transmitter (2.25 MHz) and commercial piston receivers (15 
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MHz, 20 MHz and 25 MHz) [29]. Microvascular images produced with transmission between 2-4 

MHz and detection between 15-45 MHz have demonstrated very high resolution and CTR, 

producing images similar to x-ray angiography. This dual-frequency ultra-broadband contrast 

imaging approach have been referred to as “acoustic angiography” [30-33]. 

Superharmonic imaging using a small single element intravascular ultrasound transducer has 

been demonstrated with a transmission at 6.5 MHz [34], but it is likely that these results may be 

improved by using a lower transmission frequency (1-3 MHz). There is a great challenge to lower 

down the center frequency of piezoelectric transducer without increasing the dimension, which is 

critical in IVUS application.  

Miniaturization of the lower frequency transducer can be achieved by utilizing the lateral 

excitation mode in developed transducers. Some therapeutic IVUS catheters have been designed 

using lateral mode excitation for thermal ablation and drug delivery previously [35-37]. Under the 

same input voltage, a lateral mode transducer having a smaller thickness between electrodes 

would have a higher electric field compared to a thickness mode transducer at the same frequency.  

In this chapter, a dual-frequency single element IVUS transducer with a lateral mode low 

frequency transmitter was developed for contrast enhanced intravascular ultrasound (CE-IVUS) 

imaging. The center frequency of the low frequency transmitter was selected to be 2.25 MHz to 

excite microbubbles effectively, while the center frequency of the high frequency receiver was 30 

MHz. The dual-frequency IVUS transducer was designed, fabricated, characterized and used to 

image contrast agents for concept validation. 
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5.2 Method 

5.2.1 Lateral mode transmitter 

Low frequency (1-3 MHz) acoustic wave excitation is a promising method for contrast 

imaging because it can generate non-linear microbubbles responses more effectively from large 

bubbles by exciting them near their resonant frequency [28,29]. However, low frequency 

transmitter in conventional thickness mode require a large dimension in thickness and may not be 

suitable for some applications with limited accessible space (e. g. intravascular, intracardiac, and 

transesophageal). For example, a 2.25 MHz thickness mode transmitter would require a thickness 

of approximately 1 mm for Pb(Mg1/3Nb2/3)O3]-x[PbTiO3] (PMN-PT). The total transducer 

dimension will exceed 2 mm after integration with matching layer, backing layer and housing, 

and would not suitable for an IVUS transducer (3 French = 1 mm).  

 

Figure 5.1 a) Lateral mode transducer and b) Thickness mode transducer. 

 

In addition to the thickness vibration mode, ultrasound transducers can be designed to 

operate in lateral vibration modes (Figure 5.1). In a lateral vibration mode, the resonant frequency 
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is determined by the width or length of the piezoelectric layer rather than the thickness [35]. The 

coupling coefficients of lateral mode (k31 = 0.51) of PMN-PT is smaller than the coupling 

coefficients of thickness mode (kt = 0.62, and k33 = 0.91), leading to a reduction in performance of 

the transducer in regards to sensitivity and bandwidth [38]. While because of high elastic 

compliance of PMN-PT ( 11

Es  = 59.7 pm
2
/N), the transverse frequency coefficient (N31) of PMN-

PT is much lower than the thickness frequency coefficient (Nt) (721 vs 2002 mHz). 
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where N31 is the transverse frequency coefficient (the product of transducer width dimension 

and center frequency), Nt is the thickness frequency coefficient (the product of transducer 

thickness dimension and center frequency), ρ is the density (8050 kg/m
3
), 11

Es  is the elastic 

compliance (59.7 pm
2
/N), and 33

Ec
 is the elastic stiffness (129 GPa). 

As a result, the lateral mode transducer can achieve a low resonant frequency with small 

dimensions in both thickness and width. Compared to the conventional thickness mode transducer, 

the aspect ratio (width/thickness) of a lateral mode transducer can be larger, resulting in lower 

electrical impedances at low frequencies. Furthermore, the electric field developed in a lateral 

mode transducer would be higher than a thickness mode transducer at same frequency due to the 

decreased dimension (thickness) between the electrodes. Consequently, lower input voltages can 

be used to achieve the same electric field. Therefore, in order to develop a low frequency (e.g. 2 
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MHz) transmitter without increasing the size of the transducer, the lateral mode design approach 

was selected to achieve efficient low frequency ultrasound output. 

 

 

5.2.2 Transducer design 

The dual-frequency CE-IVUS transducer consists of a low frequency transmitter (2.25 MHz) 

at the bottom and a high frequency receiver (30 MHz) layered on top of it (Figure 5.2). As the 

elements were aligned in a stack structure [39-41], the beam of high frequency receiver will be 

fully covered with beam of the low frequency transmitter, making it suitable for superharmonic 

imaging.  

In the stack structure, the two active layers cannot be bonded together directly as this would 

cause aliasing echoes to be generated that can shift the resonant frequencies of both layers and 

impact the bandwidth [42]. In order to prevent this, a frequency-selective isolation layer that 

functions as a quarter wavelength anti-matching layer has to be placed in between the two 

transducers in order to isolate the top layer from the bottom layer in the high frequency mode [43]. 

PMN-PT was selected as the active material because of its high coupling coefficients, high 

dielectric constant and low transverse frequency coefficient (Table 5.1). 

 

Figure 5.2 Structure of a dual-frequency IVUS transducer. 
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Table 5.1 Material properties of different active materials [44]. 

 k33 kt k31 ԑr 

Nt 

(mHz) 

N31 

(mHz) 

PMN-PT 0.91 0.62 0.51 8266 2002 721 

PZT-5H 0.75 0.51 0.39 3400 1975 1421 

PZT-5A 0.71 0.49 0.34 1700 1892 1403 

PZT-4 0.7 0.51 0.33 1300 1958 1646 

 

The isolation layer thickness and the material selection, as well as the pulse-echo response of 

the high frequency receiver, were designed using the KLM model [45]. For low frequency lateral 

mode transmitter, the frequency response of the electric impedance was simulated with COMSOL 

(COMSOL, Inc., Burlington, MA).  

 

 

5.2.3 Transducer fabrication 

A PMN-PT single crystal plate (5 mm × 5 mm × 0.3 mm) with Cr/Au as electrodes on both 5 

mm x 5 mm surfaces was prepared first. Mixture of Al2O3 powder (0.3 μm, Lapmaster 

International LLC, Mt. Prospect, IL) and Epo-tek 301 (Epoxy Technology Inc, Billerica, MA) 

was chosen to be used as the isolation layer between the low frequency transmitter and the high 

frequency receiver.  
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This mixture was prepared by using a centrifuge and poured on the PMN-PT sheet. After 

being cured, this Al2O3/epoxy layer was lapped to the designed thickness for the isolation layer 

and metalized with Ti/Au by using e-beam deposition as a connection with the bottom electrode 

of high frequency receiver. A small PMN-PT block (5 mm × 0.6 mm ×0.3 mm) was bonded on 

top of the low frequency transmitter by using silver epoxy (8331-14G, M.G. Chemicals, Surrey, 

B.C., Canada).  

Another Al2O3/epoxy layer was poured to surround the high frequency receiver and lapped 

to 20 μm. The top electrode (100Å Ti, 1000Å Au) of high frequency receiver was deposited by E-

beam deposition. Afterwards, the matching layer (Al2O3/epoxy) of high frequency receiver was 

poured and cured on the high frequency receiver, and lapped to the thickness of 20 µm.  

Then the acoustic stack was bonded to a 20 gauge needle by using silver epoxy (8331-14G, 

M.G. Chemicals, Surrey, B.C., Canada). Two coaxial cables (MCX 40232, Hitachi Cable 

America Inc., Purchase, NY) were bonded to the high frequency element and low frequency 

element of the transducer, separately, using silver epoxy. Finally, a passivation layer, Parylene, 

with a thickness of 1 µm was coated by using the SCS Labcoter® 2 vacuum deposition system 

(PDS 2010, Specialty Coating Systems, Inc., Indianapolis, IN).  

 

 

5.2.4 Transducer characterization 

This dual-frequency IVUS transducer was characterized by measuring the complex electrical 

impedance, pulse-echo responses of the high frequency receiver, and acoustic pressure 

transmission generated by the low frequency transmitter. Electrical impedance and phase were 
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measured with an impedance analyzer (Agilent 4294A, Agilent Technologies Inc, Santa Clara, 

CA).   

The center frequency and fractional bandwidth of the high frequency receiver were obtained 

from the pulse-echo measurement in a water tank using a commercial pulser/receiver (5900 PR, 

Olympus Corp, Waltham, MA) and an oscilloscope (Agilent DSO7014B, Agilent Technologies 

Inc, Santa Clara, CA). The energy of the applied pulse was set to 1 μJ during pulse-echo tests. A 

point target was placed in front of the high frequency element as the reflection target at a distance 

of 2 mm away from the aperture.  

The acoustic pressure measurement of the low frequency transmitter was conducted by using 

a hydrophone (HNA-0400, ONDA Co, Sunnyvale, CA) aligned using a 3-axis motion stage 

(Newport model XPS, Irvine, CA, USA). A 1-cycle sinusoidal burst at 2.25 MHz was generated 

by an arbitrary function generator (AFG3101, Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR) and amplified to 

20V, 40V, 60V and 80V with a radio-frequency amplifier (Model 3200L, Electronic Navigation 

Industries Inc., Rochester, NY). Pressure output of the low frequency transmitter was recorded 

using an in-house LabVIEW (National Instruments Co., Austin, TX) data acquisition system. 

 

 

5.2.5 Contrast test 

Contrast tests were conducted in a water tank using poly-dispersed (1-10 μm diameter) lipid 

coated microbubbles, prepared in-house [46], at diluted concentrations (2 x 10
7
 MBs/mL). 

Microbubbles were pumped through a micro tube made of acoustically transparent material with a 
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diameter of 200 µm. The distance between the transducer and the micro tube was matched to the 

depth used for pressure measurements (2 mm). The experimental setup is depicted in Figure 5.3. 

Microbubbles in the micro tube were excited by the low frequency transmitter using a 2.25 

MHz, 1-cycle sinusoidal burst excitations generated by an arbitrary function generator (AFG3101, 

Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR) and a radio-frequency amplifier (Model 3200L, Electronic 

Navigation Industries Inc., Rochester, NY). The superharmonic non-linear responses from excited 

microbubbles were then detected by the high frequency receiver and recorded using an in-house 

LabVIEW (National Instruments Co., Austin, TX) data acquisition system and A/D card 

(Signatec PDA14, Corona, CA) at 100 MHz sampling rate. 24 dB of gain was applied on the high 

frequency response. The superharmonic signal, contrast to noise ratio (CNR) and pulse length of 

superharmonic echo were measured. The CNR of the single element IVUS transducer was 

measured as the ratio between maximum microbubble response and the mean noise level. 

Experimental results were recorded as a function of different excitation voltages (e.g. 20V, 40V, 

60V and 80V). 

 
Figure 5.3 Experimental setup of the contrast test in a water tank. 
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5.3 Results and discussion 

5.3.1 Transducer design and simulation 

Based on the finite element analysis and KLM simulation, the material and dimension of the 

transducer was selected (Table 5.2). The size of the low frequency transmitter was 5 mm × 0.37 

mm × 0.3 mm. The high frequency receiver was designed with an aperture size of 0.5 mm × 0.37 

mm × 0.07 mm with a 20 µm thick matching layer (Al2O3/ Epo-tek 301 (Epoxy Technology Inc, 

Billerica, MA)). A 20 μm thick Al2O3/ Epo-tek 301 layer for frequency selective isolation was 

placed in between the two piezoelectric layers. This suppressed the ringdown and aliasing echo of 

the high frequency receiver operating in pulse-echo mode. The presence of the isolation layer did 

not significantly alter the low frequency transmitted pressure because the isolation layer was thin 

compared to the wavelength of the low frequency mode (1244 μm) [47-49]. 

The electrical impedance and phase spectrum of both low frequency transmitter and high 

frequency receiver were simulated and presented in figure 5.4 and figure 5.5, respectively. The 

results showed that the resonance of low frequency transmitter is around 2 MHz and that of high 

frequency receiver is around 30 MHz. The pulse-echo simulation result showed that the center 

frequency of high frequency receiver is 32 MHz and the -6 dB bandwidth is 40% (Figure 5.6). 
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Table 5.2 Design parameters of single element dual-frequency IVUS transducer. 

Parameter Transmitter Receiver 

Center Frequency 2.25 MHz 30 MHz 

Material PMN-PT PMN-PT 

Impedance (MRayl) 32 32 

Width (mm) 0.37 0.37 

Length (mm) 5 0.6 

Thickness (μm) 300 70 

Matching/Isolation Material Al2O3/epoxy Al2O3/epoxy 

Impedance (MRayl) 5.5 5.5 

Matching Thickness (μm) 110 20 

Isolation layer Thickness (μm) - 20 
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Figure 5.4 Simulation results of electric impedance and phase spectrum of the low frequency 

transmitter. 

 

 

Figure 5.5 Simulation results of electric impedance and phase spectrum of the high frequency 

receiver. 
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Figure 5.6 Simulation results of pulse-echo response of the high frequency receiver. 

 

 

5.3.2 Transducer characterization results 

 

Figure 5.7 Prototype dual-frequency IVUS transducer housed on the tip of a 20 gauge needle. 
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This IVUS transducer achieves low frequency transmission with a lateral mode transmitter, 

and meets the size requirements for typical 3 Fr coronary catheters (Figure 5.7). Electrical 

impedance and phase spectrum of low frequency transmitter showed a strong lateral mode 

resonance near 2 MHz (Figure 5.8a), which is in a good agreement with the COMSOL simulation 

result. The measured resonant frequency of high frequency receiver was around 30 MHz (Figure 

5.8b), and which agrees well with the KLM simulation result. The electrical impedances of each 

active layer were approximately 100 Ohm. The -6 dB fractional bandwidth of the high frequency 

receiver was measured to be 32 % with a center frequency of 32 MHz, covering a frequency span 

of 27 – 37.3 MHz (Figure 5.9a), which agrees with the KLM simulation. When a 1 cycle burst 

excitation at 2.25 MHz was applied to the low frequency transmitter, the peak negative pressure at 

2 mm reached 575 kPa at 80 V, which produces enough mechanical index (MI) to excite the 

microbubbles (MI ~ 0.4) [50,51]. The pressure output of the transducer was highly linear in the 

range of input voltages tested (Figure 5.9b). 

 

Figure 5.8 Measured electrical impedance and phase spectrum. a) Low frequency transmitter, and 

b) High frequency receiver.  
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Figure 5.9 a) Pulse-echo measurement of high frequency receiver, and b) PNP of low frequency 

transmitter with different input voltages. 

 

 

5.3.3 Contrast test results  

 
Figure 5.10 a) Contrast test result under 80V 1-cycle burst excitation. b) Contrast test results 

under different voltages. 

 

The high frequency response of microbubbles was successfully detected by the high 

frequency receiver with a CNR of 13 dB (Figure 5.10a). Microbubbles responses under different 
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excitation voltages were compared in Figure 5.10b. Significant microbubbles responses were 

detected with 1 cycle burst excitation of 60 V and 80 V. When the excitation voltage was lower 

than 40 V, no microbubble signal could be detected. The contrast signal with an amplitude of 45 

mV under 24 dB gain (or 2.8 mV without gain) and an -6 dB pulse length of 150 µm (0.1 µs) 

were achieved.  

Compared to our previous thickness mode dual-frequency IVUS transducer (6.5 MHz / 30 

MHz) [34], this dual-frequency IVUS transducer (2.25 MHz / 30 MHz) with a lateral mode 

transmitter showed improved performances in signal amplitude, CNR and pulse length of the 

superharmonic echo (Table 5.3). Moreover, the required peak negative pressure to produce 

detectible nonlinear microbubble response has been cut in half to 450 kPa (under 60 V excitation), 

with a relative low mechanical index (0.3). 

The improved performance can be attributed to the lower transmission frequency (2.25 MHz) 

being used, which can excite standard microbubbles population near resonance to produce more 

nonlinear signals at a given pressure than other frequencies. With lower excitation frequency 

(2.25 MHz vs 6.5 MHz), the high frequency receiver (30 MHz) can collect higher order harmonic 

responses, which isolates the UCA response with less tissue contamination, and achieves a higher 

CNR. Also, since the 2.25 MHz transmission excited microbubbles more efficiently, the high 

CNR superharmonic signals can be obtained with one cycle burst excitation, so the pulse length 

can be reduced 

With a lateral mode transmitter, the dual-frequency IVUS transducer achieved 2.25 MHz / 

30 MHz with a diameter less than 1 mm, which is suitable for IVUS application. The aperture size 

of this dual-frequency IVUS transducer is 3 mm by 0.37 mm. Because of our limited bonding 
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capability, the rigid length of this prototyped transducer is enlarged to 5 mm, which is larger than 

commercial IVUS transducers, and may cause difficulty to navigate in some narrow vessels. The 

rigid length of the prototyped transducer is still less than Volcano Eagle Eye IVUS array (~ 8 

mm). In the future work, we will reduce the size of bonding area to make the transducer smaller 

and more suitable for IVUS application. 

 

Table 5.3 Performance comparison for single element transducers in contrast tests. 

Transducer 

# of 

Cycles 

Applied 

voltage 

Superharmonic echo 

amplitude 

CNR 

-6 dB pulse 

length 

2.25 MHz / 

30 MHz 

1 80 V 2.8 mV 13 dB 0.1 μs 

6.5 MHz / 

30 MHz 

1 98 V ~ 1.2 mV ~ 6 dB - 

2 98 V ~ 1.9 mV ~ 10 dB ~ 0.4 μs 

5 98 V ~ 2.1 mV ~ 11 dB ~ 0.8 μs 

 

 

5.4 Summary 

This chapter reports the use of lateral mode transmitter in single element dual-frequency 

IVUS transducer in order to detect the higher order harmonics for contrast enhanced ultrasound. 
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A dual-frequency single element CE-IVUS transducer (2.25 MHz / 30 MHz) with a lateral mode 

transmitter was developed and characterized by superharmonic contrast testing. This transducer 

was small enough for use in IVUS catheter sizes typically used for coronary interventions (< 3 

Fr).  

The peak negative pressure generated by the low frequency transmitter was measured to be 

575 kPa at 2 mm away from the transducer surface with the 80 V 1 cycle burst excitation. The -6 

dB fractional bandwidth of the high frequency receiver was measured to be 32 %, covering a 

frequency span of 27 – 37.3 MHz. 

The contrast test of the dual-frequency single element IVUS transducer shows that the 

higher order non-linear response (12
th

 to 15
th 

harmonic) was large enough to be detected with 

low pressure, low MI (0.3 < MI < 0.4), 1-cycle burst excitation. Compared to our initial 6.5 MHz 

/ 30 MHz IVUS transducer design, this dual-frequency IVUS transducer with a lateral mode 

transmitter (2.25 MHz / 30 MHz) had larger signal amplitude, better CNR (13 dB) and better 

pulse length (0.1 µs) in contrast tests. These results show that lateral mode transducers are 

promising for contrast agent imaging in IVUS for future applications. 
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CHAPTER VI 

Dual-frequency transducer arrays for acoustic angiography  

 

6.1 Background  

Imaging of microvessels with diameters ranging from 2 µm to 200 µm [1] can be used to 

detect the early phase of tumor development and may also aid in identifying atherosclerotic 

plaques which cause heart attacks and strokes [2-7]. Traditional B-mode ultrasound (2 – 20 MHz) 

is widely used in biomedical diagnostic imaging because of its relative low cost, portability, ease 

of operation and real-time imaging. However, blood is a poor ultrasound scatterer compared to the 

surrounding tissues, making traditional B-mode ultrasound hard to image microvessels [8]. Thus, 

ultrasound contrast agents (UCAs) and contrast imaging technologies are used to increase the 

scattering and thereby improve the visualization and assessment of cavities, large vessels, and 

bulk blood flow in organs and tissues [9, 10]. 

As we described in section 5.1, acoustic angiography [11-14], a microvascular imaging 

technique which utilizes superharmonic imaging (detection of higher order harmonics of 

microbubble response), can yield a much higher contrast to tissue ratio (CTR) than second 

harmonic imaging methods. For acoustic angiography, studies have shown that lower frequency 

(1-3 MHz) acoustic waves can excite microbubbles more effectively, since it is close to the 

resonant frequency of microbubble contrast agents [15-17]. In the acoustic angiography, high 

frequency reception was used to collect the microbubble responses, which can obtain the better 

resolution and isolate the microbubble response with less tissue contamination, achieving a higher 

CTR (section 5.3.1). 
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Small diagnostic transducers are important for extending the imaging capabilities of acoustic 

angiography to intravascular, intracardiac, and transesophageal ultrasound [18]. Kim et al. 

demonstrated a dual-frequency stacked-type dual-frequency 1–3 composite transducers for 

intracavitary acoustic angiography [19]. Ma et al. also reported a small single element dual-

frequency intravascular ultrasound transducer for superharmonic imaging [20]. In chapter V, a 

single element dual-frequency IVUS transducer with a reduced form factor lateral mode 

transmitter was developed showing larger signal amplitude, better contrast to noise ratio (CNR) 

and better pulse length compared to the previous work. The results show that superharmonic 

imaging with a low frequency lateral mode transmitter is a feasible alternative to thickness mode 

transmitters when final transducer size requirements dictate design choices. 

Transducer arrays have several benefits over single-element transducers, such as electrical 

scan and dynamic focusing, which can result in higher frame rates and decreased point spread 

functions, respectively [21]. Compared to the conventional single-frequency transducer arrays, 

dual-frequency arrays present several challenges in both design and fabrication. Several dual-

frequency arrays have been reported in the past decade. A. Bouakaz et al. presented a study on 

side-by-side structure dual-frequency array (0.9 / 2.8 MHz) for superharmonic imaging (3
rd

 to 5
th

 

harmonic) [22]. P. van Neer et al. reported another side-by-side structure dual-frequency array (1 / 

3.7 MHz) for superharmonic imaging with improved performance [23]. T. Azuma et al. showed a 

study of the overlapped/stack structure dual-frequency array (0.5 / 2 MHz) with an acoustic 

isolation layer for sonothrombolysis with Doppler imaging monitoring [24]. For intravascular and 

intracavity applications, there are additional requirement of higher frequency and limited final 

size. Lateral mode transmitters, with the benefits described in section 5.2.1, are also suitable for 

developing small size arrays. 
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In this chapter, we reported two dual-frequency transducer arrays for superharmonic imaging. 

First, a dual-frequency flat PMN-PT array using a lateral mode low frequency transmitter was 

developed for intracavitary applications (e.g. intracardiac). Additionally, a dual-frequency IVUS 

array for intravascular application was developed with the same structure and wrapped onto a 20 

gauge needle. These two array transducers were designed, fabricated, characterized and tested for 

real-time superharmonic imaging. 

 

 

6.2 Dual-Frequency Flat Array Transducer  

6.2.1 Method 

Transducer Design 

A dual-frequency flat array was developed first for larger cavity applications. As we 

discussed in section 2.3.3 and 5.2.1, the overlapped structure and lateral mode transmitter were 

selected to meet the requirements in both size and performance. The lateral mode low frequency 

layer was designed to transmit un-focused plane wave in transmission; and the high frequency 

reception layer was designed to work in thickness mode and be capable of linear scan 

beamforming. The pitch sizes of each layer was designed with the equations shown in section 

2.3.2. 

This dual-frequency flat array consists of 8 low frequency lateral mode transmission sub-

elements and 32 high frequency receiving elements (Figure 6.1). The center frequency of the 

transmission element was selected to be 2.25 MHz to excite microbubbles more effectively, while 

the frequency of the receiving elements was designed to be 30 MHz for high image resolution. 

The width to height aspect ratio of each layer is important for the lateral mode transducer. For the 
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low frequency transmitter, the aspect ratio was designed to be close to 1 to enhance the lateral 

mode, by using COMSOL simulation; while the aspect ratio of the high frequency layer was 

designed to be greater than 2 to promote thickness mode operation, which was simulated by using 

KLM model [25]. An acoustic isolation layer was also placed in between the two PMN-PT active 

layers to reduce the ringdown of the high frequency receiver layer. 

 

Figure 6.1 Structure of a dual-frequency array transducer. 

 

Array Fabrication 

A PMN-PT single crystal chip (1 mm × 5.2 mm × 0.3 mm) and a PMN-PT single crystal 

sheet (6 mm × 5.2 mm × 0.3 mm) with Cr/Au as electrodes on both top and bottom surfaces were 

prepared first. The PMN-PT single crystal sheet was half-diced with a pitch of 650 µm and a kerf 

of 300 µm to form the low frequency transmitter. A piece of copper foil (1 mm × 6 mm) was 

bonded to the sub-elements using silver epoxy (8331-14G, M.G. Chemicals, Surrey, B.C., Canada) 

as the ground of the low frequency transmitter.  

The high frequency elements were first sub-diced to the depth of 100 µm from one side, with 

a 160 µm pitch and a 30 µm kerf. After sub-dicing, the chip was aligned with a customized 

flexible printed circuit (FPC) (Tech-Etch, Inc., Plymouth, MA) and bonded with Epo-tek 301 
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(Epoxy Technology Inc, Billerica, MA). Extra Epo-tek 301 was poured around the chip to cover 

the area of 3 mm × 5 mm as the matching layer of the low frequency element. The integrated chip 

and matching layer was lapped to 65 µm after curing. The top electrode (100Å Ti, 1000Å Au) of 

the high frequency element was deposited using an electron beam evaporation process.  

The high frequency array was then bonded onto the low frequency transmitter with Epo-tek 

301. The other end of the FPC was bonded to a commercial printed circuit board (PCB). Three 

coaxial cables (MCX 40232, Hitachi Cable America Inc., Purchase, NY) were used to connect the 

electrodes to the PCB. A 20 μm thick Parylene C layer was coated by the SCS Labcoter®2 

vacuum deposition system (PDS 2010, Specialty Coating Systems, Inc., Indianapolis, IN) to serve 

as both the passivation and matching layer for the high frequency elements. Finally, the PCB was 

connected to the Verasonics (Verasonics, Redmond, VA) system through a 2-meter multi-core 

coaxial cable. The main fabrication processes are shown in Figure 6.2. 

 

Figure 6.2 Main fabrication processes of the flat array transducer. 
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Array Characterization 

High frequency elements were characterized by measuring the complex electrical impedance, 

dielectric loss, maximum crosstalk and pulse-echo responses. Low frequency elements were 

characterized by measuring the complex electrical impedance, dielectric loss, acoustic pressure at 

the focus, and acoustic pressure field at a fixed axial range.  

Electrical impedance and phase were measured with an impedance analyzer (Agilent 4294A, 

Agilent Technologies Inc, Santa Clara, CA). The center frequency and fractional bandwidth of the 

high frequency element were obtained from the pulse-echo measurement in a water tank using a 

pulser/receiver (5900 PR, Olympus Corp, Waltham, MA) and an oscilloscope (Agilent 

DSO7014B, Agilent Technologies Inc, Santa Clara, CA). The energy of the applied pulse was set 

to 1 μJ during pulse-echo test. An aluminum bar (50 mm × 30 mm × 5 mm) was placed in front of 

the high frequency element as the reflection target at a distance of 2.5 mm away from the aperture. 

The crosstalk was measured by exciting an high frequency element by a 2-cycle sinusoidal burst 

at the element‟s resonance with an amplitude of 10 Vpp. The response of adjacent elements was 

measured and compared to the excitation voltage. 

The acoustic pressure measurement and acoustic field mapping of the low frequency element 

were conducted with a hydrophone (HNA-0400, ONDA Co, Sunnyvale, CA) which was aligned 

using a 3-axis motion stage (Newport model XPS, Irvine, CA, USA). A 2-cycle sinusoidal burst 

at 2.25 MHz was generated by an arbitrary function generator (AFG3101, Tektronix Inc., 

Beaverton, OR) and amplified to 55 V with a radio-frequency amplifier (Model 3200L, Electronic 

Navigation Industries Inc., Rochester, NY). Pressure output of the low frequency transducer at 5.5 
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mm away was recorded using an in-house LabVIEW (National Instruments Co., Austin, TX) data 

acquisition system.  

 

Real-time Contrast Imaging 

Real-time contrast imaging was conducted using the Verasonics programmable ultrasound 

system (Verasonics Vantage, Redmond, WA). The Verasonics sampling frequency (quadruple of 

the base frequency) was set to be 62.5 MHz (15.6 MHz as base frequency), which is the 

maximum frequency setting of our Verasonics System. The maximum sampling rate of the 

Verasonics system is 62.5 MHz, the upper band of the receiving signal is then limited to 31.25 

MHz. The contrast images were rendered using a proprietary Verasonics linear scan beamforming 

algorithm and a built-in bandpass filter (19-30 MHz). A plane wave generated from 8 low 

frequency sub-elements first excites the microbubble contrast agents; then higher order non-linear 

microbubble responses were collected with high frequency elements; the position and amplitude 

information of microbubbles response were reconstructed with dynamic receive focusing of 

filtered signals. The constant f-number on the receiving elements was set to be 1.26. The 

maximum voltage of the low frequency transmitter is 55 V due to the limitation of the Verasonics 

system at the functional frequency. 

Contrast tests were conducted using a micro-tube in a water tank using lipid coated 

microbubbles (1-10 μm diameter) at diluted concentrations (1 × 10
8
 MBs/mL). Contrast agents 

were passed through a micro tube made of acoustically transparent material with a diameter of 

200 µm. The flow rate was set to be 10 mL/hr. The distance between the transducer and the micro 

tube was set to be 5.5 mm (Figure 6.3).  
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Microbubbles in the micro tube were excited by the low frequency element with a 2.23 MHz, 

1-cycle burst using either 55 V or 35 V excitation for comparison. The superharmonic non-linear 

responses from excited microbubbles were then detected by the high frequency receiving 

elements. The real-time contrast imaging, average of 10 images, was observed from the monitor 

and saved for later offline processing. The axial and lateral superharmonic image resolutions were 

calculated quantitatively from the axial and lateral pulse profile of the microbubbles responses. 

The CNR of the array transducer was measured as the ratio between maximum microbubble 

response and the mean of the noise in an area of 3 mm by 3 mm. 

 

Figure 6.3 Experimental setup of the real-time superharmonic imaging. 

 

Electric Matching 

The electrical impedance of the transducer at resonance is inversely proportional to the 

capacitance of the transducer or, in another words, the surface area of the piezoelectric element.  
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                                                                       (6.1) 

where Z is the electrical impedance, C is the capacitance, d is the thickness and A is the 

surface area of the piezoelectric element. 

Since the aperture size of each high frequency element is small in the array design, the 

electrical impedance of the high frequency element is large (~ 200 Ω) and this is not compatible 

with most high frequency systems (50 Ω). Additionally, because of the high capacitive reactance, 

the electrical impedance of the high frequency elements is highly capacitive at resonance, leading 

to an additionally electrical mismatch in phase. 

Transmission line theory allows a coaxial cable to function as an impedance transformer so 

that the device can be electrically matched to the electronics to avoid reflections and reduced 

power delivery [26]. Hence, a coaxial cable was used to connect the transducer array to the 

Verasonics system (Verasonics, Redmond, VA), and the electric impedance between the 

transducer element and the Verasonics system can then be matched [27]. With a 2-meter coaxial 

cable (75 Ω), the electrical impedance of the high frequency element would be around 30 Ω, 

which is closer to the 50 Ω system impedance. 
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6.2.2 Results and discussion 

Transducer design and simulation 

In order to achieve lateral mode transmission at 2.25 MHz, the element size of the low 

frequency layer was designed as 6 mm × 0.35 mm × 0.3 mm, with a pitch of 0.65 mm, which is 

smaller than one wavelength at 2.25 MHz. This pitch size ensures that there is no grating lobe 

occurred with plane wave transmission. Each high frequency element was designed with 

dimensions of 1 mm × 0.13 mm × 0.06 mm to obtain a center frequency of 30 MHz. The pitch of 

high frequency element was design to be 160 micron, which is larger than three wavelengths at 30 

MHz. This pitch size is a compromise of desired aspect ratio (> 2) and crystal volume fraction 

(80 %) based on our fabrication capability (Table 6.1).  

A polyimide (PI) film based single layer FPC was used for both electrical connectivity and 

as the acoustic isolation layer of the high frequency elements because of its low acoustic 

impedance. The thickness of the PI substrate is 12.5 μm and a 2 μm copper circuit was patterned 

on it. As mentioned previously, the isolation layer does not significantly alter the low frequency 

transmission because the isolation layer is thin compared to the wavelength of the low frequency 

mode. Similarly, it was expected that the 2 μm thick copper electrode would not impact the 

isolation function since it is negligibly thin compared to the wavelength of the receiving array in 

copper (170 μm). 

The simulation results of the electrical impedance and the phase spectrum of the low 

frequency element are shown in Figure 6.4, with a strong lateral mode resonance close to 2 MHz. 

In the KLM pulse-echo response simulation, the central frequency of the high frequency receiving 

element is 32 MHz with a -6 dB fractional bandwidth of 21.5 % (Figure 6.5). 
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Table 6.1 Design parameters of a dual-frequency array. 

Parameter 

Transmission 

Layer 

Receiving 

layer 

Center Frequency 2.25 MHz 30 MHz 

Material PMN-PT PMN-PT 

Impedance (MRayl) 32 32 

Width (mm) 0.35 0.13 

Length (mm) 6 1 

Thickness (μm) 300 65 

# of element 8 sub-elements 32 elements 

Pitch (μm) 650 160 

Width (μm) 350 130 

Isolation layer Impedance (MRayl) - 3.5 

Isolation layer Thickness (μm) - 12.5 
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Figure 6.4 Simulated a) Electrical impedance and b) Phase spectrum of a low frequency element.  

 

Figure 6.5 Simulated a) Timed domain pulse-echo signal and b) Frequency domain response of 

the high frequency element. 

 

Transducer characterization 

The dual-frequency array transducer was prototyped as shown in Figure 6.6. The flex circuits, 

PCB board, and additional wires were used for cable wiring between the elements and the 

Verasonics connector (DL260, ITT Corporation, Santa Ana, CA). A 75 Ω multi-core coaxial 

cable with a length of 2 m, would act as a quarter-wave impedance transformer at 30 MHz and 

was used to match the impedance of the transducer to be around 30 Ω for better electrical 
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impedance matching between the Verasonics system and the receiving layer of the transducer 

(Figure 6.7). This measurement result agrees with the simulation result in 6.2.1. The capacitances 

of the high frequency elements were measured as 52.5 pF ± 3.5 pF. The dielectric losses of high 

frequency elements were 2.38 % ± 0.3%. With a 2-meter coaxial cable (75 Ω), the -6 dB 

fractional bandwidth of the high frequency receiving element was measured to be 23 % with a 

center frequency of 29 MHz (Figure 6.8). The crosstalk of adjacent high frequency elements was -

28.6 dB. 

Electrical impedance and phase spectrum of the low frequency transmitter showed a strong 

lateral mode resonance near 2 MHz (Figure 6.9), which is in a good agreement with the 

simulation result. The capacitance and dielectric loss of low frequency transmitter were 1.8 nF 

and 1.5%, respectively. The peak negative pressure generated by the low frequency transmission 

element with the 55 V, 2.25 MHz, 2-cycle burst excitation is over 800 kPa at 5 mm axially from 

the transducer surface, which is high enough to excite the microbubbles for superharmonic 

imaging purposes (Figure 6.10a). Acoustic mapping of the low frequency element at 5.5 mm 

away from the aperture showed that the pressure is almost uniform in the interested area (5.2 mm 

× 1 mm, black box), which corresponds to the sensitive region of the receiving elements (Figure 

6.10b).  
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Figure 6.6 Photograph of the prototype dual-frequency IVUS array. 

 

 

Figure 6.7 High frequency array with 2-meter cable, a) Electric impedance and b) Phase 

spectrum.  
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Figure 6.8 Measured pulse-echo response of the high frequency element. 

 

 

Figure 6.9 Measured a) Electric impedance and b) Phase spectrum of the low frequency layer. 
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Figure 6.10 Acoustic measurements of the low frequency element a) Pressure result and b) 

Acoustic beam mapping. 

 

Real-time superharmonic imaging 

The superharmonic images of a 200 µm micro tube with the dual-frequency array under 

different excitation voltages are shown in Figure 6.11. With 1 cycle burst 55 V excitation and 627 

kPa in PNP, the signal is clear but axial resolution is even worse than the lateral resolution (Figure 

6.11a). That is because there was neither backing layer nor good matching layer for our low 

frequency transmitter, leading to a long pulse with ringdown. In addition to the main negative 

peak of the transmission wave form, other peaks also exceed the threshold and can excite the 

microbubbles to generate high order non-linear response; thus producing some axial aliasing of 

the micro tube and impacting the axial resolution. The axial resolution can be improved with a 

lower excitation amplitude, hence the only main peak of the transmission waveform can excite the 

microbubbles. With a 1 cycle burst at 35 V and 400 kPa in PNP, only one spot can be observed, 

with a higher axial resolution (Figure 6.11b). As expected, with lower excitation amplitude, the 

CNR will be lower. 
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Figure 6.11 Real-time superharmonic imaging with 1 cycle excitations. a) Under 55V. b) Under 

35V. 

 

 

Figure 6.12 Microbubble response under 55 V and 627 kPa. a) Axial; b) Lateral. 
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Figure 6.13 Microbubble response under 35 V and 400 kPa. a) Axial; b) Lateral. 

 

The axial and lateral estimates of the image resolution using different excitation voltages 

were calculated by measuring the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of the microbubbles 

responses from the enveloped and log compressed image raw data. The raw pixel data from 

superharmonic imaging were saved and processed with Matlab (MathWorks, Natick, MA). 

Dimensions of microbubble responses along the depth and lateral directions were calculated 

separately to estimate the axial and lateral FWHM. The axial and lateral microbubbles responses 

under different excitation voltages are shown in Figure 6.12 (under 55 V excitation) and Figure 

6.13 (under 35 V excitation). 

Under 55 V excitation there were two peaks above -6 dB in amplitude measured axially. The 

-6 dB response of the main peak was 295 μm and the total axial FWHM was 600 μm. In the 

lateral direction, the -6 dB response shows that the lateral FWHM was 271 μm. The decreased 

CNR in the lateral direction may be attributed to the pitch size of the receiving array being larger 

than 3 wavelengths, which would produce grating lobes. Additionally, crosstalk (-28.6 dB) 
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between adjacent elements may introduce noise that would have reduced the CNR and resolution 

of the system. Overall, the CNR of the microbubbles response was about 22 dB. 

The axial FWHM using 35 V for the excitation was measured as 269 μm and the lateral 

FWHM was measured as 200 μm. As expected, the measurements using a lower excitation 

voltage were better, especially considering the elimination of multiple images of the tube when 

using lower voltages. On the other hand, the lower excitation voltage had a lower CNR. The CNR 

was about 17 dB.  

Compared to the previous thickness mode single element dual-frequency IVUS transducer 

(6.5 MHz / 30 MHz) [20], this flat dual-frequency transducer array (2.25 MHz / 30 MHz) with a 

lateral mode transmitter showed improved performances in CNR (17 dB vs 11 dB) and resolution 

(269 μm vs 1232 μm), even with a lower input voltage (35 V vs 98 V) and less duration of 

excitation (1-cycle vs 5-cycle).  

It must be noted that the micro tube resolution results represent the combined performance of 

both the transducer and the chosen beamformer, which in this work was the Verasonics‟ pixel-

based beamformer. The calculated FWHM is not the real resolution but the microbubble 

responses in a micro tube which size is not negligible compared to the wavelength of the receiver. 

Also, the FWHM was calculated based on the microbubble response, which may not fill the entire 

chamber of the micro tube. Furthermore, because of the frequency limitation of the Verasonics 

system, the frequency components above 31.25 MHz were cut off which will likely impact the 

reported values of FWHM. Even with this limitation, the dual-frequency array can detect the 

superharmonic response of microbubbles using a relatively low excitation voltage.  
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6.3 Dual-frequency IVUS transducer array 

6.3.1 Method 

IVUS Array Design and Fabrication 

A dual-frequency IVUS array transducer was designed for intravascular superharmonic 

imaging. This dual-frequency IVUS transducer array prototype was developed from the flat dual-

frequency transducer array, with the same design dimensions and structure (section 6.2.1), and 

then was warped onto a 20 gauge tube to form the cylindrical shape. Similar to the flat dual-

frequency array, the dual-frequency IVUS array consists of 8 low frequency lateral mode 

transmission sub-elements (2.25 MHz) and 32 high frequency receiving elements (30 MHz), with 

an acoustic isolation layer built in between two active layers.  

The dual-frequency IVUS array was wrapped onto a 20 gauge tube successfully (Figure 

6.14a) by applying additional sub-dices into the high frequency and low frequency layers (Figure 

6.14b). The outer diameter of the IVUS array is measured to be 1.7 mm (less than 5 Fr), which is 

suitable for IVUS application.   

 

Figure 6.14 Photo imaging of the dual-frequency IVUS array. 
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IVUS Array Characterization 

The IVUS array was characterized by measuring the complex electrical impedance of both 

high frequency and low frequency layers, pulse-echo response and crosstalk of the high frequency 

layer, and the acoustic pressure of the low frequency transmitter.  

Electrical impedance and phase were measured with an impedance analyzer (Agilent 4294A, 

Agilent Technologies Inc, Santa Clara, CA). The center frequency and fractional bandwidth of the 

high frequency layer were obtained from the pulse-echo measurement in a water tank using a 

pulser/receiver (5900 PR, Olympus Corp, Waltham, MA) and an oscilloscope (Agilent 

DSO7014B, Agilent Technologies Inc, Santa Clara, CA). The energy of the applied pulse was set 

to 1 μJ during pulse-echo test. An aluminum bar (50 mm × 30 mm × 5 mm) was placed in front of 

the high frequency element as the reflection target at a distance of 2 mm away from the aperture. 

The crosstalk was measured by exciting an high frequency element by a 2-cycle sinusoidal burst 

at the element‟s resonance with an amplitude of 10 Vpp. The response of adjacent elements was 

measured and compared to the excitation voltage. 

The acoustic pressure measurement of the low frequency transmitter was conducted with a 

hydrophone (HNA-0400, ONDA Co, Sunnyvale, CA). A 2-cycle sinusoidal burst at 2.7 MHz was 

generated by an arbitrary function generator (AFG3101, Tektronix Inc., Beaverton, OR) and 

amplified to 70 V with a radio-frequency amplifier (Model 3200L, Electronic Navigation 

Industries Inc., Rochester, NY). Pressure output of the low frequency transducer at 5.6 mm away 

was recorded using an in-house LabVIEW (National Instruments Co., Austin, TX) data 

acquisition system.  
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Real-time contrast imaging of IVUS array 

By using the Verasonics system (Verasonics Vantage, Redmond, WA), the real-time 

superharmonic imaging of the dual-frequency IVUS array was achieved in a water tank (Figure 

6.15). The Verasonics sampling frequency (quadruple of the base frequency) was set to be 62.5 

MHz (15.6 MHz as base frequency). The contrast images were rendered using a proprietary 

Verasonics curved linear beamforming algorithm and a built-in bandpass filter (19-30 MHz). 

Similar to the flat dual-frequency array, a 1-cycle bust plane wave generated from low frequency 

layer excites the microbubble contrast agents in the micro tube (5 mm away from the transducer); 

then higher order non-linear microbubble responses were collected with high frequency elements; 

the position and amplitude information of microbubbles response were reconstructed with 

dynamic receive focusing of filtered signals. The maximum voltage of the low frequency 

transmitter is 70 V at 2.7 MHz.  

 

Figure 6.15 Experimental setup of the contrast test. 
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According to the convex shape and large pitch of the high frequency layer, this IVUS array 

may occur grating lobe artifact which leads undesirable fake images. As a result, in the 

superharmonic imaging of this dual-frequency IVUS array, the maximum number of receiver 

element in each acquisition was set to be 5 to depress the grating lobe artifact. On the other hand, 

it will decrease the lateral resolution as well.  

Based on the limitation of the Verasonics curved linear beamforming algorithm, a 

superharmonic imaging with only 180 degree scan area has been observed in real-time. The 360 

degree scan was obtained by reconstructing two 180 degree data in offline processing. The axial 

and lateral superharmonic image resolutions were calculated quantitatively from the axial and 

lateral pulse profile of the microbubbles responses. The CNR of the array transducer was 

measured as the ratio between maximum microbubble response and the mean of the noise in an 

area of 3 mm by 2 mm. 

 

 

6.3.2 Experimental Results 

IVUS Array Characterization 

Electrical impedance and phase spectrum of the high frequency layer and low frequency 

transmitter were shown in Figure 6.16a and Figure 6.16b, respectively. The resonance of high 

frequency elements was around 30 MHz and that of low frequency elements was around 2 MHz, 

which agree with the simulation results in section 6.2.2. The pulse-echo results of high frequency 
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element showed a center frequency of 29.6 MHz with a bandwidth of 18% (Figure 6.17). The 

crosstalk of adjacent high frequency elements was -29.7 dB. The acoustic pressure of low 

frequency transmitter at 5.6 mm axially from the transducer surface under 2-cycle 70 V excitation 

at 2.7 MHz was 654 kPa (Figure 6.18). 

 

Figure 6.16 Measured electric impedance. a) High frequency layer. b) Low frequency transmitter. 

 

 

Figure 6.17 Pulse-echo response of high frequency element. 
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Figure 6.18 Acoustic pressure of the low frequency transmitter under 2-cycle 70 V excitation at 

2.7 MHz. 

 

Superharmonic Imaging 

The superharmonic images of a 200 µm micro tube with the dual-frequency IVUS array are 

shown in Figure 6.19. The axial and lateral estimates of the image resolution were also calculated 

as 200 µm and 1000 µm, respectively, by measuring the full-width half-maximum (FWHM) of 

the microbubbles responses (Figure 6.20). As expected, the lateral resolution of this IVUS array 

transducer is poor compared to that of flat dual-frequency array, as a result of a much smaller 

aperture size (0.8 mm Vs 5 mm). The CNR of the superharmonic image is around 17 dB. 

Compared to our initial 6.5 MHz/ 30 MHz single element IVUS transducer design, this dual-

frequency IVUS transducer array with a lateral mode transmitter (2.25 MHz / 30 MHz) had better 
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CNR (17 dB vs 11 dB) and higher resolution (200 μm vs 1232 μm), under a lower input voltage 

(70 V vs 98 V) and less duration of excitation (1-cycle vs 5-cycle). 
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. Figure 6.19 Superharmonic imaging of IVUS array. 

 

Figure 6.20 Microbubble response of the micro tube. a) Axial; b) Lateral. 
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Similar to the superharmonic imaging using the flat array, it must be noted that the calculated 

FWHM is not the real resolution of the IVUS array. The FWHM is based on the microbubble 

responses in a micro tube, whose size is not negligible compared to the wavelength of the receiver. 

The limitations of the Verasonics system in both frequency range and imaging area depress the 

performance of the imaging result. Additionally, due to the relatively large pitch size of the high 

frequency layer, the maximum number of element in each acquisition was set to 5 to eliminate the 

grating lobe artifact, which decrease the lateral resolution greatly. The pitch size of the high 

frequency layer cannot be optimized with the current thickness mode receiver design, which 

requires an aspect ratio greater than 2. In the future work, the pitch size of the high frequency 

layer may be improved with finer flexible circuit and high frequency 1-3 composite material 

working in 3-3 mode, which will also bring a better imaging quality. Furthermore, a better 

imaging platform with broader bandwidth and advanced beamforming algorithm should be 

developed to achieve a better real-time 360 degree superharmonic imaging for IVUS application. 

 

 

6.4 Summary 

In this chapter, a dual-frequency flat array transducer (2.25 MHz / 30 MHz) with small 

lateral mode transmitter (300 μm in thickness) for superharmonic imaging was developed and 

tested. Real-time contrast imaging was conducted using a Verasonics system. Additionally, a 

dual-frequency IVUS array was developed from the flat array transducer by wrapping it onto a 20 

gauge needle. This IVUS array transducer was small enough for use in IVUS catheter sizes 
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typically used for coronary interventions (~5 Fr) (Eagle Eye 
@ 

Platinum, Volcano, San Diego, 

CA). 

The dual-frequency flat array transducer with a lateral mode transmitter can be used for real-

time superharmonic imaging with a low frequency, 1 cycle burst excitation. The axial and lateral 

FWHM of a 200 µm contrast-filled tube operating in superharmonic imaging mode were 

measured to be 269 μm and 200 μm, respectively. The maximum CNR was calculated to be 22 dB.  

The superharmonic imaging using the prototyped dual-frequency IVUS array was obtained 

with the offline reconstruction by using the Verasonics system. The axial and lateral FWHM of 

the micro tube were measured to be 200 μm and 1000 μm, respectively. The CNR was calculated 

as 17 dB. 
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CHAPTER VII 

Conclusion and future work 

 

Compared to the conventional single frequency transducers and transducer arrays, the dual-

frequency transducers studied in this work showed a great merit in diagnostic medical 

applications. In specific, dual-frequency transducers with a broad bandwidth are suitable for 

multi-purpose B-mode imaging, harmonic imaging and subharmonic imaging applications. A well 

designed dual-frequency transducer can be used for ARFI imaging and acoustic angiography. In 

this dissertation, several dual-frequency transducers for different medical applications were 

designed, fabricated and tested for advanced imaging applications. 

 

 

7.1 Dual-frequency co-linear array 

The first 1-3 composite dual-frequency co-linear array (7.5 MHz / 15 MHz) was designed, 

fabricated and had the same aperture, making it suitable for batch fabrication. This co-linear array 

can achieve two different resonant frequencies, 7.9 MHz with a bandwidth of 55.8 % and 19.7 

MHz with a bandwidth of 31.8 %. The loop sensitivities of the LF mode and the HF mode were 

calculated from the pulse-echo data as -31.6 dB and -35.7 dB, respectively.  

The phantom characterization was conducted with customized real-time imaging by using 

the Verasonics system and by introducing four different working modes, (1) transmit at low 

frequency, receive at low frequency, (2) transmit at low frequency, receive at high frequency, (3) 
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transmit at high frequency, receive at low frequency, (4) transmit at high frequency, receive at 

high frequency. 

The axial resolution and lateral resolution of the TX-L/RX-L mode were characterized to be 

0.45 mm and 2.3 mm, respectively. The TX-L/RX-H mode provided an axial resolution of 0.35 

mm and a lateral resolution of 1.73 mm. The axial resolution derived from the TX-H/RX-L mode 

was 0.3 mm, while the lateral resolution was 1.1 mm. For the TX-H/RX-H mode, the axial 

resolution was 0.28 mm and the lateral resolution was 1 mm. As expected, the backscatter SNR of 

the TX-L/RX-L mode was better than that of the TX-H/RX-H mode, indicating a larger 

penetration depth in clinical imaging situations while the TX-H/RX-H mode provided better 

resolutions. This array shows potential aids for wideband fundamental imaging and 

harmonic/subharmonic imaging. 

 

 

7.2 Dual-frequency IVUS-ARFI transducer 

This dual-frequency IVUS-ARFI transducer (6.5 MHz / 30 MHz) was designed and 

fabricated for ARFI applications requiring the relatively long duration and high power acoustic 

waves. This transducer is small enough for use in IVUS catheter typically used for coronary 

interventions (< 3 French = 1 mm). A specially designed PI film was used as both acoustic 

isolation layer and thermo insulation layer, which protected the high frequency tracking element 

from heating and improved the pulse length (spatial resolution). 

The ARFI tests were conducted in a graphic phantom with a offline cross-correlation. This 
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dual-frequency IVUS transducer was able to generate a displacement up to 12.3 μm in a 10 kPa 

phantom at an axial depth of 3.5 mm. Compared with the previous work, this IVUS-ARFI 

transducer achieved a larger displacement (12.3 μm vs 2.2 μm) in a stiffer phantom (10 kPa vs 2.6 

kPa) with same pulse length (~1000 cycles), lower input voltage (160 V vs 192 V) and a smaller 

aperture size. The results suggest great potential of this dual-frequency IVUS transducer for ARFI 

usage. 

 

 

7.3 CE-IVUS transducer with a lateral mode transmitter  

A prototype dual-frequency CE-IVUS transducer (2.25 MHz / 30 MHz) was designed and 

fabricated for superharmonic intravascular application. The lateral vibration mode has been 

successfully used to achieve a small low frequency aperture. By using the reduced form-factor 

lateral mode transmitter, the size of this dual-frequency transducer is less than 3 Fr for 

intravascular applications. Moreover, compared to the conversional thickness mode transmitter, 

the lateral mode transmitter requires much lower input voltage (~ one third) to achieve the same 

electric field, and achieve efficient low frequency ultrasound output. 

The peak negative pressure generated by the low frequency transmitter was measured to be 

575 kPa at 2 mm away from the transducer surface with the 80 V 1 cycle burst excitation. The -6 

dB fractional bandwidth of the high frequency receiver was measured to be 32 %, covering a 

frequency span of 27 – 37.3 MHz.  
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Compared to the previous work, this lateral mode superharmonic transducer achieved a 

higher contrast to noise ratio (13 dB vs 11 dB) and a higher spatial resolution (0.1 µs vs 0.8 µs) 

with lower input voltage (80 V vs 98 V) and less cycle numbers (1-cycle vs 5-cycle). The results 

show that superharmonic imaging with a low frequency lateral mode transmitter is a good 

alternative to thickness mode transmitters when final transducer size requirements dictate design 

choices. 

 

 

7.4 Dual-frequency transducer arrays for acoustic angiography 

Two transducer arrays (2.25 MHz / 30 MHz) with reduced form-factor lateral mode 

transmitters were reported. A dual-frequency flat PMN-PT array transducer was first developed 

for real-time superharmonic imaging with dynamic focusing by using the Verasonics system. The 

dual-frequency flat array transducer with a lateral mode transmitter conducted real-time 

superharmonic imaging with a low frequency, 1 cycle burst excitation. The axial and lateral 

FWHM of a 200 µm contrast-filled tube operating in superharmonic imaging mode were 

measured to be 269 μm and 200 μm, respectively. The maximum CNR was calculated to be 22 dB. 

The imaging results of the flat array showed much better CNR with lower input excitation (35 V 

vs 98 V) and less duration of excitation (1-cycle vs 5-cycle) compared to the previous single 

element dual-frequency transducer. 

Additionally, a dual-frequency IVUS transducer array prototype has been developed from 

the dual-frequency flat transducer array, with the same design dimensions and structure. This 

IVUS array achieved a low frequency transmission with an outer diameter less than 5 Fr, which is 
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suitable for IVUS application. The 360 degree superharmonic imaging was conducted with offline 

reconstruction of two 180 degree data from the Verasonics system. The axial and lateral FWHM 

of the micro tube were measured to be 200 μm and 1000 μm, respectively. Compared to the 

previous single element IVUS transducer, this IVUS array showed a superior CNR (17 dB vs 11 

dB).  

 

 

7.5 Suggestions for future work on dual-frequency IVUS arrays 

The limitations of the Verasonics system in both frequency range and imaging area depress 

the performance of the imaging result. Additionally, the relatively large pitch size of the high 

frequency layer can to be improved with finer flexible circuit and high frequency 1-3 composite 

material working in 3-3 mode, which will also bring a better imaging quality.  

In the future work, a new 1-3 composite dual-frequency IVUS transducer with finer pitch 

size and better uniform distribution will be developed. Also, a better imaging platform with 

broader bandwidth and advanced beamforming algorithm should be developed to achieve a better 

real-time 360 degree superharmonic imaging for IVUS application.  
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Appendix A 

Appendix A is a Verasonics code to obtain the real-time phased array sector scan (S-scan) 

imaging with the dual-frequency co-linear array. The two active layers were excited together to 

transmit at low frequency (7.8 MHz), and then received the echoes with only top active layer at 

high frequency (15.6 MHz). 

 

clear all 

m = 256; % no. of ray lines in scan. 

 

% Specify system parameters. 

Resource.Parameters.numTransmit = 128;  % number of transmit channels. 

Resource.Parameters.numRcvChannels = 128;  % number of receive channels. 

Resource.Parameters.speedOfSound = 1540; 

Resource.Parameters.speedCorrectionFactor = 1.0; 

Resource.Parameters.fakeScanhead = 1; % optional (if no L7-4) 

Resource.Parameters.simulateMode = 0; 

%  Resource.Parameters.simulateMode = 1 forces simulate mode, even if hardware is present. 

%  Resource.Parameters.simulateMode = 2 stops sequence and processes RcvData continuously. 

 

% Specify Trans structure array. 

Trans.name = 'custom'; 

Trans.units = 'wavelengths'; 
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Trans = computeTrans2(Trans);  % Concave transducer is 'unknown' transducer so we have to 

change in the computeTrans2. 

Trans.maxHighVoltage = 50;  

 

% Set up SFormat structure array. 

aperture = 31*Trans.spacing; % aperture based on 64 elements 

SFormat.transducer = 'custom'; 

SFormat.scanFormat = 'VAPX'; 

SFormat.theta = -pi/6; 

SFormat.radius = (aperture/2)/tan(-SFormat.theta); % dist. to virt. apex 

SFormat.numRays = m;      % no. of Rays (1 for Flash transmit) 

SFormat.FirstRayLoc = Trans.ElementPos(1,1:3);   % x,y,z 

SFormat.rayDelta = 2*(-SFormat.theta)/(m-1);  % spacing in radians(sector) or dist. between 

rays 

SFormat.startDepth = 00; 

SFormat.endDepth = 300;   % Acquisition depth in wavelengths 

 

% Set up PData structure. 

PData.sFormat = 1; 

PData.pdelta = 0.5; 

PData.Size(1) = 10 + ceil((SFormat.endDepth-SFormat.startDepth)/PData.pdelta); 

PData.Size(2) = 10 + ceil(2*(SFormat.endDepth + SFormat.radius)*sin(-

SFormat.theta)/PData.pdelta); 
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PData.Size(3) = 1; 

PData.Origin = [-(PData.Size(2)/2)*PData.pdelta,0,0]; 

 

% Specify Media.  Use point targets in middle of PData. 

% Set up Media points 

% - Uncomment for speckle 

Media.MP(1,:) = [-45,0,30,1.0]; 

Media.MP(2,:) = [-15,0,30,1.0]; 

Media.MP(3,:) = [15,0,30,1.0]; 

Media.MP(4,:) = [45,0,30,1.0]; 

Media.MP(5,:) = [-15,0,60,1.0]; 

Media.MP(6,:) = [-15,0,90,1.0]; 

Media.MP(7,:) = [-15,0,120,1.0]; 

Media.MP(8,:) = [-15,0,150,1.0]; 

Media.MP(9,:) = [-45,0,120,1.0]; 

Media.MP(10,:) = [15,0,120,1.0]; 

Media.MP(11,:) = [45,0,120,1.0]; 

Media.MP(12,:) = [-10,0,69,1.0]; 

Media.MP(13,:) = [-5,0,75,1.0]; 

Media.MP(14,:) = [0,0,78,1.0]; 

Media.MP(15,:) = [5,0,80,1.0]; 

Media.MP(16,:) = [10,0,81,1.0]; 

Media.MP(17,:) = [-75,0,120,1.0]; 
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Media.MP(18,:) = [75,0,120,1.0]; 

Media.MP(19,:) = [-15,0,180,1.0]; 

Media.numPoints = 19; 

Media.function = 'movePoints'; 

 

% Specify Resources. 

rowsize = 4096;     % rowsize can be set to lower values (mult. of 128) to save memory for short 

depths 

Resource.RcvBuffer(1).datatype = 'int16'; 

Resource.RcvBuffer(1).rowsPerFrame = 2048*m; % This is for the max range on range slider.  

Resource.RcvBuffer(1).colsPerFrame = Resource.Parameters.numRcvChannels; 

Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames = 8;   

Resource.InterBuffer(1).datatype = 'complex'; 

Resource.InterBuffer(1).numFrames = 1;  % 1 frame defined but no intermediate buffer needed. 

Resource.InterBuffer(1).rowsPerFrame = 1024; 

Resource.InterBuffer(1).colsPerFrame = PData.Size(2); 

Resource.ImageBuffer(1).datatype = 'double'; 

Resource.ImageBuffer(1).rowsPerFrame = 1024; % this is for maximum depth 

Resource.ImageBuffer(1).colsPerFrame = PData.Size(2); 

Resource.ImageBuffer(1).numFrames = 50; 

Resource.DisplayWindow(1).Title = 'Image Display'; 

Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta = 0.5; 

Resource.DisplayWindow(1).Position = [200,200, ... 
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ceil(PData.Size(2)*(PData.pdelta/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta)), ... 

ceil(PData.Size(1)*PData.pdelta/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta)];    % height 

Resource.DisplayWindow(1).ReferencePt = [PData.Origin(1),PData.Origin(3)]; % 2D imaging 

is in the X,Z plane 

Resource.DisplayWindow(1).Colormap = gray(256); 

 

% Specify TW structure array. 

% Specify Transmit waveform structure. 

TW.type = 'parametric'; 

TW.Parameters = [7.8125,0.67,4,1];   % A, B, C, D 

 

% Specify TX structure array. 

TX = repmat(struct('waveform', 1, ... 

                   'Origin', [0.0,0.0,0.0], ... 

                   'focus', 250, ... 

                   'Steer', [0.0,0.0], ... 

                   'Apod', [ones(1,31) ones(1,31)], ...  % set TX.Apod for 64 elements 

                   'Delay', zeros(1,Trans.numelements)), 1, m); 

% - Set event specific TX attributes. 

Angles = SFormat.theta:SFormat.rayDelta:(SFormat.theta + (m-1)*SFormat.rayDelta); 

TXorgs = SFormat.radius*tan(Angles); 

for n = 1:m   % m transmit events 

TX(n).Origin = [TXorgs(n),0.0,0.0]; 
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TX(n).Steer = [Angles(n),0.0]; 

TX(n).Delay = computeTXDelays(TX(n)); 

%  TX(n).TXPD = computeTXPD(TX(n),PData,'Attenuation',-0.4); 

end 

clear Angles TXorgs 

 

% Specify Receive structure arrays.  

% - We need m Receives for each frame. 

% -- Compute the maximum receive path length, using the law of cosines. 

maxAcqLength = sqrt(aperture^2 + SFormat.endDepth^2 - 

2*aperture*SFormat.endDepth*cos(SFormat.theta-pi/2)) - SFormat.startDepth; 

wlsPer128 = 128/(2*2); % wavelengths in 128 samples for 2 samplesPerWave 

Receive = repmat(struct('Apod', [ones(1,31) zeros(1,31)], ... 

                        'startDepth', SFormat.startDepth, ... 

                        'endDepth', SFormat.startDepth + wlsPer128*ceil(maxAcqLength/wlsPer128), ... 

                        'TGC', 1, ... 

                        'bufnum', 1, ... 

                        'framenum', 1, ... 

                        'acqNum', 1, ... 

                        'samplesPerWave', 2, ... 

                        'mode', 0, ... 

                        'InputFilter', [0.0036,0.0127,0.0066,-0.0881,-0.2595,0.6484], ... 

                        'callMediaFunc', 0),1,m*Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames); 
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% - Set event specific Receive attributes. 

for i = 1:Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames 

Receive(m*(i-1)+1).callMediaFunc = 1; 

for j = 1:m 

Receive(m*(i-1)+j).framenum = i; 

Receive(m*(i-1)+j).acqNum = j;  

end 

end 

 

% Specify TGC Waveform structure. 

TGC.CntrlPts = [450,550,650,710,770,830,890,950]; 

TGC.rangeMax = SFormat.endDepth; 

TGC.Waveform = computeTGCWaveform(TGC); 

 

% Specify Recon structure arrays. 

Recon = struct('senscutoff', 0.0, ... 

               'pdatanum', 1, ... 

               'rcvBufFrame',-1, ... 

               'IntBufDest', [1,1], ... 

               'ImgBufDest', [1,-1], ... 

               'RINums', 1:m); 

 

% Define ReconInfo structures. 
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ReconInfo = repmat(struct('mode', 0, ...  % replace data. 

                   'txnum', 1, ... 

                   'rcvnum', 1, ... 

                   'regionnum', 0), 1, m); 

% - Set specific ReconInfo attributes. 

%ReconInfo(1).mode = 3; % replace IQ data 

for i = 1:m 

ReconInfo(i).txnum = i; 

ReconInfo(i).rcvnum = i; 

ReconInfo(i).regionnum = i; 

end 

  % ReconInfo(m).mode = 5; % accum and detect 

 

% Specify Process structure array. 

pers = 10; 

Process(1).classname = 'Image'; 

Process(1).method = 'imageDisplay'; 

Process(1).Parameters = {'imgbufnum',1,...   % number of buffer to process. 

                         'framenum',-1,...   % (-1 => lastFrame) 

                         'pdatanum',1,...    % number of PData structure to use 

                         'norm',1,...        % normalization method(1 means fixed) 

                         'pgain',0.5,...            % pgain is image processing gain 

                         'persistMethod','none',... 
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                         'persistLevel',pers,... 

                         'interp',1,...      % method of interpolation (1=4pt interp) 

                         'compression',0.25,...      % X^0.5 normalized to output word size 

                         'reject',2,... 

                         'mappingMode','full',... 

                         'display',1,...     % display image after processing 

                         'displayWindow',1}; 

 

% Specify SeqControl structure arrays. 

%  - Jump back to start. 

SeqControl(1).command = 'jump'; 

SeqControl(1).argument = 1; 

nsc = 2; 

 

% Specify Event structure arrays. 

n = 1; 

t1 = 2*354*.4 + 20; % ray line acquisition time for worst case range in usec 

t2 = round((1e+06-128*t1*25)/25);   % Time between frames at 30 fps. 

for i = 1:Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames 

for j = 1:m                      % Acquire rays 

Event(n).info = 'Acquire ray line'; 

Event(n).tx = j;  

Event(n).rcv = m*(i-1)+j;    
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Event(n).recon = 0;      % no reconstruction. 

Event(n).process = 0;    % no processing 

Event(n).seqControl = nsc; % seqCntrl 

SeqControl(nsc).command = 'timeToNextAcq';  % set time between rays 

SeqControl(nsc).argument = t1;  

nsc = nsc+1; 

        n = n+1; 

end 

    % Replace last events SeqControl for inter-frame timeToNextAcq. 

SeqControl(nsc-1).argument = t2; 

Event(n).info = 'Transfer frame to host.'; 

Event(n).tx = 0;        % no TX 

Event(n).rcv = 0;       % no Rcv 

Event(n).recon = 0;     % no Recon 

Event(n).process = 0;  

Event(n).seqControl = nsc;  

SeqControl(nsc).command = 'transferToHost'; % transfer frame to host buffer 

nsc = nsc+1; 

    n = n+1; 

 

Event(n).info = 'recon and process';  

Event(n).tx = 0;         % no transmit 

Event(n).rcv = 0;        % no rcv 
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Event(n).recon = 1;      % reconstruction 

Event(n).process = 1;    % process 

Event(n).seqControl = 0; 

if floor(i/3) == i/3     % Exit to Matlab every 3rd frame reconstructed  

Event(n).seqControl = nsc; 

SeqControl(nsc).command = 'returnToMatlab'; 

nsc = nsc+1; 

end 

    n = n+1; 

end 

 

Event(n).info = 'Jump back'; 

Event(n).tx = 0;        % no TX 

Event(n).rcv = 0;       % no Rcv 

Event(n).recon = 0;     % no Recon 

Event(n).process = 0;  

Event(n).seqControl = 1; 

 

% UI Control Elements 

% - Sensitivity Cutoff 

sensx = 170; 

sensy = 250; 

UI(1).Control = {'Style','text',...        % popupmenu gives list of choices 
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                 'String','Sens. Cutoff',... 

                 'Position',[sensx+10,sensy,100,20],... % position on UI 

                 'FontName','Arial','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',12,... 

                 'BackgroundColor',[0.8,0.8,0.8]}; 

UI(2).Control = {'Style','slider',...        % popupmenu gives list of choices 

                 'Position',[sensx,sensy-30,120,30],... % position on UI 

                 'Max',1.0,'Min',0,'Value',Recon(1).senscutoff,... 

                 'SliderStep',[0.025 0.1],... 

                 'Tag','sensSlider',... 

                 'Callback',{@sensCutoffCallback}}; 

UI(2).Callback = {'sensCutoffCallback.m',... 

                 'function sensCutoffCallback(hObject,eventdata)',... 

                 ' ',... 

                 'sens = get(hObject,''Value'');',... 

                 'ReconL = evalin(''base'', ''Recon'');',... 

                 'for i = 1:size(ReconL,2)',... 

                 '    ReconL(i).senscutoff = sens;',... 

                 'end',... 

'assignin(''base'',''Recon'',ReconL);',... 

                 '% Set Control.Command to re-initialize Recon structure.',... 

                 'Control = evalin(''base'',''Control'');',... 

                 'Control.Command = ''update&Run'';',... 

                 'Control.Parameters = {''Recon''};',... 
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'assignin(''base'',''Control'', Control);',... 

                 '% Set the new cutoff value in the text field.',... 

                 'h = findobj(''tag'',''sensCutoffValue'');',... 

'set(h,''String'',num2str(sens,''%1.3f''));',... 

                 'return'}; 

UI(3).Control = {'Style','edit','String',num2str(Recon(1).senscutoff,'%1.3f'), ...  % text 

                 'Position',[sensx+20,sensy-40,60,22], ...   % position on UI 

                 'tag','sensCutoffValue', ... 

                 'BackgroundColor',[0.9,0.9,0.9],... 

                 'Callback',{@sensCutOffValueCallback}}; 

UI(3).Callback = {'sensCutOffValueCallback.m',... 

                 'function sensCutOffValueCallback(hObject,eventdata)',... 

                 ' ',... 

                 'sens = str2num(get(hObject,''String''));',... 

                 'ReconL = evalin(''base'', ''Recon'');',... 

                 'for i = 1:size(ReconL,2)',... 

                 '    ReconL(i).senscutoff = sens;',... 

                 'end',... 

'assignin(''base'',''Recon'',ReconL);',... 

                 '% Set Control.Command to re-initialize Recon structure.',... 

                 'Control = evalin(''base'',''Control'');',... 

                 'Control.Command = ''update&Run'';',... 

                 'Control.Parameters = {''Recon''};',... 
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'assignin(''base'',''Control'', Control);',... 

                 '% Set the new cutoff value for the slider',... 

'set(findobj(''Tag'',''sensSlider''),''Value'',sens);',... 

                 'return'}; 

% - Range Change 

rngx = 20; 

rngy = 125; 

UI(4).Control = {'Style','text','String','Range',... 

                 'Position',[rngx+10,rngy,80,20],... 

                 'FontName','Arial','FontWeight','bold','FontSize',12,... 

                 'BackgroundColor',[0.8,0.8,0.8]}; 

UI(5).Control = {'Style','slider',... 

                 'Position',[rngx,rngy-30,120,30],... 

                 'Max',320,'Min',64,'Value',SFormat.endDepth,... 

                 'SliderStep',[0.125,0.250],... 

                 'Callback',{@rangeChangeCallback}}; 

UI(5).Callback = {'rangeChangeCallback.m',... 

                 'function rangeChangeCallback(hObject,eventdata)',... 

                 ' ',... 

                 'simMode = evalin(''base'',''Resource.Parameters.simulateMode'');',... 

                 '% No range change if in simulate mode 2.',... 

                 'if simMode == 2',... 

'set(hObject,''Value'',evalin(''base'',''SFormat.endDepth''));',... 
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                     'return',... 

                 'end',... 

                 'range = get(hObject,''Value'');',... 

'assignin(''base'',''range'',range);',... 

                 'SFormat = evalin(''base'',''SFormat'');',... 

                 'SFormat.endDepth = range;',... 

'assignin(''base'',''SFormat'',SFormat);',... 

'evalin(''base'',''PData.Size(1) = ceil((SFormat.endDepth-SFormat.startDepth)/PData.pdelta);'');',... 

'evalin(''base'',''[PData.Region,PData.numRegions] = createRegions(PData);'');',... 

                 'evalin(''base'',''Resource.DisplayWindow(1).Position(4) = 

ceil(PData.Size(1)*PData.pdelta/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta);'');',... 

                 'Receive = evalin(''base'', ''Receive'');',... 

                 'aperture = evalin(''base'',''aperture'');',... 

                 'maxAcqLength = sqrt(aperture^2 + SFormat.endDepth^2 - 

2*aperture*SFormat.endDepth*cos(SFormat.theta-pi/2)) - SFormat.startDepth;',... 

                 'wlsPer128 = 128/(4*2);',... 

                 'for i = 1:size(Receive,2)',... 

                 '    Receive(i).endDepth = SFormat.startDepth + 

wlsPer128*ceil(maxAcqLength/wlsPer128);',... 

                 'end',... 

'assignin(''base'',''Receive'',Receive);',... 

                 '% Update VDAS parameters of Receive objects.',... 

'evalin(''base'',''updateVDAS(''''Receive'''')'');',... 
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'evalin(''base'',''TGC.rangeMax = SFormat.endDepth;'');',... 

'evalin(''base'',''TGC.Waveform = computeTGCWaveform(TGC);'');',... 

                 'Control = evalin(''base'',''Control'');',... 

                 'Control.Command = ''update&Run'';',... 

                 'Control.Parameters = 

{''SFormat'',''PData'',''Receive'',''Recon'',''DisplayWindow'',''ImageBuffer''};',... 

'assignin(''base'',''Control'', Control);',... 

'assignin(''base'', ''action'', ''displayChange'');',... 

                 'h = findobj(''tag'',''rangeValue'');',... 

'set(h,''String'',num2str(range,''%3.0f''));',... 

                 'return'}; 

UI(6).Control = {'Style','edit','String',num2str(SFormat.endDepth,'%3.0f'), ...  % text 

                 'Position',[rngx+20,rngy-40,60,22], ...   % position on UI 

                 'tag','rangeValue', ... 

                 'BackgroundColor',[0.9,0.9,0.9]};  

 

clear i j n sensx sensy rngx rngy 

 

% Specify factor for converting sequenceRate to frameRate. 

frameRateFactor = 3; 

% Save all the structures to a .mat file. 

save('test2_32array_4B'); 
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Appendix B 

Appendix B is a Verasonics code to obtain the real-time superharmonic imaging with the 

dual-frequency flat array. A low frequency plane wave (2.25 MHz) generated from 8 low 

frequency sub-elements first excites the microbubble contrast agents; then higher order nonlinear 

microbubble responses were collected with high frequency elements. A built-in bandpass filter 

(19-30 MHz) was applied in reception. 

 

clear all 

 

% Specify system parameters. 

Resource.Parameters.connector = 1; 

Resource.Parameters.numTransmit = 128;  % number of transmit channels. 

Resource.Parameters.numRcvChannels = 128;  % number of receive channels. 

Resource.Parameters.simulateMode = 0; 

%  Resource.Parameters.simulateMode = 1 forces simulate mode, even if hardware is present. 

%  Resource.Parameters.simulateMode = 2 stops sequence and processes RcvData continuously. 

 

% Specify Trans structure array. 

Trans.name = 'custom'; 

Trans.units = 'wavelengths'; 

Trans.impedance = 35; 

%Trans.units = 'mm'; % Explicit declaration avoids warning message when selected by default 
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Trans = computeTrans2(Trans);  % L7-4 transducer is 'known' transducer so we can use 

computeTrans. 

Trans.maxHighVoltage = 55;  % set maximum high voltage limit for pulser supply. 

 

% Specify SFormat structure array. 

nr = 32;  % nr is number of raylines. 

SFormat.transducer = 'custom';       % 128 element linear array with 1.0 lambda spacing 

SFormat.scanFormat = 'RLIN';       % rectangular linear array scan 

SFormat.radius = 0;                % ROC for curved lin. or dist. to virt. apex 

SFormat.theta = 0; 

SFormat.numRays = nr;              % no. of Rays 

SFormat.FirstRayLoc = [-15.5*Trans.spacing,0,0]; % x,y,z 

SFormat.rayDelta = Trans.spacing;  % increment between rays (wvlnghts) 

SFormat.startDepth = 5; 

SFormat.endDepth = 192;            % Acquisition depth in wavelengths 

 

% Specify PData structure array. 

PData.sFormat = 1;      % use first SFormat structure. 

PData.pdeltaX = Trans.spacing; 

PData.pdeltaZ = 0.5; 

PData.Size(1) = ceil((SFormat.endDepth-SFormat.startDepth)/PData.pdeltaZ); 

PData.Size(2) = ceil((Trans.numelements*Trans.spacing)/PData.pdeltaX); 

PData.Size(3) = 1;      % single image page 
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PData.Origin = [-Trans.spacing*(Trans.numelements-1)/2,0,SFormat.startDepth]; % x,y,z of 

upper lft crnr 

 

% Specify Media object. 

pt1; 

Media.function = 'movePoints'; 

 

% Specify Resources. 

Resource.RcvBuffer.datatype = 'int16'; 

Resource.RcvBuffer.rowsPerFrame = 184320; % this should be larger than 

128*Receive.endDepth*4 for max depth 

Resource.RcvBuffer.colsPerFrame = Resource.Parameters.numRcvChannels; 

Resource.RcvBuffer.numFrames = 10; 

Resource.ImageBuffer.datatype = 'double'; 

Resource.ImageBuffer.rowsPerFrame = 1024; 

Resource.ImageBuffer.colsPerFrame = PData.Size(2); 

Resource.ImageBuffer.numFrames = 15; 

Resource.DisplayWindow.Title = 'Display'; 

Resource.DisplayWindow.pdelta = 0.3; 

Resource.DisplayWindow.Position = [250,150, ... 

ceil(PData.Size(2)*PData.pdeltaX/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta), ... % width 

ceil(PData.Size(1)*PData.pdeltaZ/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta)];    % height 

Resource.DisplayWindow.Colormap = gray(256); 
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% Specify TW structure array. 

TW = struct('type','parametric',... 

            'Parameters',[2.2321,.67,2,1]); 

 

% Specify nr TX structure arrays. Transmit centered on element n in the array for event n. 

txFocus = 60;  % Initial transmit focus. 

TX = repmat(struct('waveform', 1, ... 

                   'Origin', [0.0,0.0,0.0], ... 

                   'focus', txFocus, ... 

                   'Steer', [0.0,0.0], ... 

                   'Apod', [zeros(1,32) ones(1,1)], ... 

                   'Delay', zeros(1,Trans.numelements)), 1, nr); 

 

% Determine TX aperture based on focal point and desired f number. 

txFNum = 2;  % set to desired f-number value for transmit (range: 1.0 - 20) 

txNumEl=round((txFocus/txFNum)/Trans.spacing/2); % no. of elements in 1/2 aperture. 

if txNumEl > (Trans.numelements/2 - 1), txNumEl = floor(Trans.numelements/2 - 1); end    

% txNumEl is the number of elements to include on each side of the 

% center element, for the specified focus and sensitivity cutoff. 

% Thus the full transmit aperture will be 2*txNumEl + 1 elements. 

%display('Number of elements in transmit aperture:'); 

%disp(2*txNumEl+1); 
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% - Set event specific TX attributes. 

for n = 1:32   % 128 transmit events 

    % Set transmit Origins to positions of elements. 

TX(n).Origin = [(SFormat.FirstRayLoc + (n-1)*Trans.spacing), 0.0, 0.0]; 

    % Set transmit Apodization so (1 + 2*TXnumel) transmitters are active. 

lft = n - txNumEl; 

if lft < 1, lft = 1; end; 

rt = n + txNumEl; 

if rt > Trans.numelements, rt = Trans.numelements; end; 

TX(n).Apod(lft:rt) = 1.0; 

TX(n).Delay = computeTXDelays(TX(n)); 

end 

 

% Specify Receive structure arrays.  

% - We need nr Receives for every frame. 

maxAcqLength = sqrt(SFormat.endDepth^2 + ((Trans.numelements-1)*Trans.spacing)^2) - 

SFormat.startDepth; 

wlsPer128 = 128/(2*2); % wavelengths in 128 samples for 2 samplesPerWave 

Receive = repmat(struct('Apod', [zeros(1,8) ones(1,4) zeros(1,20) zeros(1,1)], ... 

                        'startDepth', SFormat.startDepth, ... 

                        'endDepth', SFormat.startDepth + wlsPer128*ceil(maxAcqLength/wlsPer128), ... 

                        'TGC', 1, ... 
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                        'bufnum', 1, ... 

                        'framenum', 1, ... 

                        'acqNum', 1, ... 

                        'samplesPerWave', 4,... 

                        'mode', 0, ...        

                          'InputFilter', [+0.00006 +0.00082 -0.00360 +0.00604 -0.00580 +0.00641 -

0.01450 ... 

   +0.02661 -0.02872 +0.01913 -0.01996 +0.04489 -0.06464 +0.04114 ... 

   +0.00043 +0.01489 -0.09332 +0.11536 +0.03146 -0.27521 +0.39697],... 

                        'callMediaFunc', 0), 1, nr*Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames); 

 

% - Set event specific Receive attributes. 

for i = 1:Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames 

    k = nr*(i-1); 

Receive(k+1).callMediaFunc = 1; 

for j = 1:SFormat.numRays 

Receive(k+j).framenum = i; 

Receive(k+j).acqNum = j; 

end 

end 

 

% Specify TGC Waveform structure. 

TGC.CntrlPts = [0,138,260,287,385,593,674,810]; 
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TGC.rangeMax = SFormat.endDepth; 

TGC.Waveform = computeTGCWaveform(TGC); 

 

% Specify Recon structure array.  

Recon = struct('senscutoff', 0.6, ... 

               'pdatanum', 1, ... 

               'rcvBufFrame',-1, ... 

               'IntBufDest', [0,0], ... 

               'ImgBufDest', [1,-1], ... 

               'RINums', zeros(1,nr)); 

% - Set RINums values for frame. 

Recon.RINums(:) = (1:nr);  % nr ReconInfos needed for nr rays 

 

% Define ReconInfo structures. 

ReconInfo = repmat(struct('mode', 0, ...  % replace intensity data 

                   'txnum', 1, ... 

                   'rcvnum', 1, ... 

                   'regionnum', 0), 1, nr); 

% - Set specific ReconInfo attributes. 

for j = 1:nr  

ReconInfo(j).txnum = j; 

ReconInfo(j).rcvnum = j; 

ReconInfo(j).regionnum = j; 
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end 

 

% Specify Process structure array. 

pers = 20; 

Process(1).classname = 'Image'; 

Process(1).method = 'imageDisplay'; 

Process(1).Parameters = {'imgbufnum',1,...   % number of buffer to process. 

                         'framenum',-1,...   % (-1 => lastFrame) 

                         'pdatanum',1,...    % number of PData structure to use 

                         'norm',1,...        % normalization method(1 means fixed) 

                         'pgain',2.4,...            % pgain is image processing gain 

                         'persistMethod','simple',... 

                         'persistLevel',pers,... 

                         'interp',1,...      % method of interpolation (1=4pt interp) 

                         'compression',0.5,...      % X^0.5 normalized to output word size 

                         'reject',2,... 

                         'mappingMode','full',... 

                         'display',1,...      % display image after processing 

                         'displayWindow',1}; 

 

% Specify SeqControl structure arrays. 

SeqControl(1).command = 'timeToNextAcq'; 

SeqControl(1).argument = 200;  % 200 usec between ray lines 
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SeqControl(2).command = 'timeToNextAcq'; 

SeqControl(2).argument = round(44400 - 128*SeqControl(1).argument); % 22.5 frames per 

second 

SeqControl(3).command = 'returnToMatlab'; 

SeqControl(4).command = 'jump'; % Jump back to start. 

SeqControl(4).argument = 1; 

nsc = 5; 

 

% Specify Event structure arrays. 

n = 1; 

for i = 1:Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames 

for j = 1:nr                 % Acquire all ray lines for frame 

Event(n).info = 'Acquire ray line'; 

Event(n).tx = j;         % use next TX structure. 

Event(n).rcv = nr*(i-1)+j;    

Event(n).recon = 0;      % no reconstruction. 

Event(n).process = 0;    % no processing 

Event(n).seqControl = 1; % seqCntrl 

        n = n+1; 

end 

    % Replace last events SeqControl with inter-frame timeToNextAcq and transfer to host. 

Event(n-1).seqControl = [2,nsc]; 

SeqControl(nsc).command = 'transferToHost'; % transfer frame to host buffer 
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nsc = nsc+1; 

 

Event(n).info = 'recon and process';  

Event(n).tx = 0;         % no transmit 

Event(n).rcv = 0;        % no rcv 

Event(n).recon = 1;      % reconstruction 

Event(n).process = 1;    % process 

if floor(i/4) == i/4     % Exit to Matlab every 4th frame reconstructed  

Event(n).seqControl = 3; 

else 

Event(n).seqControl = 0; 

end 

    n = n+1; 

end 

 

Event(n).info = 'Jump back'; 

Event(n).tx = 0;        % no TX 

Event(n).rcv = 0;       % no Rcv 

Event(n).recon = 0;     % no Recon 

Event(n).process = 0;  

Event(n).seqControl = 4; 

 

% User specified UI Control Elements 
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% - Sensitivity Cutoff 

UI(1).Control =  {'UserB7','Style','VsSlider','Label','Sens. Cutoff',... 

                  'SliderMinMaxVal',[0,1.0,Recon(1).senscutoff],... 

                  'SliderStep',[0.025,0.1],'ValueFormat','%1.3f'}; 

UI(1).Callback = text2cell('%-UI#1Callback'); 

 

% - Range Change 

UI(2).Control = {'UserA1','Style','VsSlider','Label','Range',... 

                 

'SliderMinMaxVal',[64,320,SFormat.endDepth],'SliderStep',[0.1,0.2],'ValueFormat','%3.0f'}; 

UI(2).Callback = text2cell('%-UI#2Callback'); 

 

% - Transmit focus change 

UI(3).Control = {'UserB4','Style','VsSlider','Label','TX Focus',... 

                 'SliderMinMaxVal',[20,320,100],'SliderStep',[0.1,0.2],'ValueFormat','%3.0f'}; 

UI(3).Callback = text2cell('%-UI#3Callback'); 

 

% - F number change 

UI(4).Control = {'UserB3','Style','VsSlider','Label','F Number',... 

                 'SliderMinMaxVal',[1,20,2],'SliderStep',[0.1,0.2],'ValueFormat','%2.0f'}; 

UI(4).Callback = text2cell('%-UI#4Callback'); 

 

% Specify factor for converting sequenceRate to frameRate. 
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frameRateFactor = 4; 

 

% Save all the structures to a .mat file. 

save('IVUSRIN32'); 

 

return 

 

% **** Callback routines to be converted by text2cell function. **** 

%-UI#1Callback - Sensitivity cutoff change 

ReconL = evalin('base', 'Recon'); 

for i = 1:size(ReconL,2) 

ReconL(i).senscutoff = UIValue; 

end 

assignin('base','Recon',ReconL); 

Control = evalin('base','Control'); 

Control.Command = 'update&Run'; 

Control.Parameters = {'Recon'}; 

assignin('base','Control', Control); 

return 

%-UI#1Callback 

 

%-UI#2Callback - Range change 

simMode = evalin('base','Resource.Parameters.simulateMode'); 
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% No range change if in simulate mode 2. 

if simMode == 2 

set(hObject,'Value',evalin('base','SFormat.endDepth')); 

return 

end 

range = UIValue; 

assignin('base','range',range); 

SFormat = evalin('base','SFormat'); 

SFormat.endDepth = range; 

assignin('base','SFormat',SFormat); 

evalin('base','PData.Size(1) = ceil((SFormat.endDepth-SFormat.startDepth)/PData.pdeltaZ);'); 

evalin('base','[PData.Region,PData.numRegions] = createRegions(PData);'); 

evalin('base','Resource.DisplayWindow(1).Position(4) = 

ceil(PData.Size(1)*PData.pdeltaZ/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta);'); 

Receive = evalin('base', 'Receive'); 

Trans = evalin('base', 'Trans'); 

maxAcqLength = sqrt(range^2 + (Trans.numelements*Trans.spacing)^2)-SFormat.startDepth; 

wlsPer128 = 128/(4*2); 

for i = 1:size(Receive,2) 

Receive(i).endDepth = SFormat.startDepth + wlsPer128*ceil(maxAcqLength/wlsPer128); 

end 

assignin('base','Receive',Receive); 

evalin('base','TGC.rangeMax = SFormat.endDepth;'); 
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evalin('base','TGC.Waveform = computeTGCWaveform(TGC);'); 

Control = evalin('base','Control'); 

Control.Command = 'update&Run'; 

Control.Parameters = {'SFormat','PData','Receive','Recon','DisplayWindow','ImageBuffer'}; 

assignin('base','Control', Control); 

assignin('base', 'action', 'displayChange'); 

return 

%-UI#2Callback 

 

%-UI#3Callback - TX focus changel 

simMode = evalin('base','Resource.Parameters.simulateMode'); 

% No focus change if in simulate mode 2. 

if simMode == 2 

set(hObject,'Value',evalin('base','txFocus')); 

return 

end 

txFocus = UIValue; 

assignin('base','txFocus',txFocus); 

% Determine TX aperture based on focal point and desired f number. 

Trans = evalin('base', 'Trans'); 

txFNum = evalin('base', 'txFNum'); % get f-number value for transmit (range: 1.0 - 20) 

% txNumEl is the number of elements to include on each side of the center element, for the 

specified 
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%    focus and sensitivity cutoff.  Thus the full transmit aperture will be 2*txNumEl + 1 elements. 

txNumEl = round((txFocus/txFNum)/Trans.spacing/2); % no. of elements in 1/2 aperture. 

if txNumEl > (Trans.numelements/2 - 1), txNumEl = floor(Trans.numelements/2 - 1); end   

assignin('base','txNumEl',txNumEl); 

% - Redefine event specific TX attributes for the new focus. 

TX = evalin('base', 'TX'); 

for n = 1:128   % 128 transmit events 

    % Set Apod vector back to all zeros 

TX(n).Apod(:) = 0; 

    % write new focus value to TX 

TX(n).focus = txFocus; 

    % Set transmit Apodization so (1 + 2*TXnumel) transmitters are active. 

lft = n - txNumEl; 

if lft < 1, lft = 1; end; 

rt = n + txNumEl; 

if rt > Trans.numelements, rt = Trans.numelements; end; 

TX(n).Apod(lft:rt) = 1.0; 

TX(n).Delay = computeTXDelays(TX(n)); 

end 

assignin('base','TX', TX); 

% Set Control command to update TX 

Control = evalin('base','Control'); 

Control.Command = 'update&Run'; 
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Control.Parameters = {'TX'}; 

assignin('base','Control', Control); 

return 

%-UI#3Callback 

%-UI#4Callback - TX focus changel 

simMode = evalin('base','Resource.Parameters.simulateMode'); 

% No F number change if in simulate mode 2. 

if simMode == 2 

set(hObject,'Value',evalin('base','txFNum')); 

return 

end 

txFNum = UIValue; 

assignin('base','txFNum',txFNum); 

% Determine TX aperture based on focal point and desired f number. 

Trans = evalin('base', 'Trans'); 

txFocus = evalin('base', 'txFocus'); % get txFocus value for transmit 

% txNumEl is the number of elements to include on each side of the center element, for the 

specified 

%    focus and sensitivity cutoff.  Thus the full transmit aperture will be 2*txNumEl + 1 elements. 

txNumEl = round((txFocus/txFNum)/Trans.spacing/2); % no. of elements in 1/2 aperture. 

if txNumEl > (Trans.numelements/2 - 1), txNumEl = floor(Trans.numelements/2 - 1); end   

assignin('base','txNumEl',txNumEl); 

% - Redefine event specific TX attributes for the new focus. 
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TX = evalin('base', 'TX'); 

for n = 1:128   % 128 transmit events 

    % Set Apod vector back to all zeros 

TX(n).Apod(:) = 0; 

    % write new focus value to TX 

TX(n).focus = txFocus; 

    % Set transmit Apodization so (1 + 2*TXnumel) transmitters are active. 

lft = n - txNumEl; 

if lft < 1, lft = 1; end; 

rt = n + txNumEl; 

if rt > Trans.numelements, rt = Trans.numelements; end; 

TX(n).Apod(lft:rt) = 1.0; 

TX(n).Delay = computeTXDelays(TX(n)); 

end 

assignin('base','TX', TX); 

% Set Control command to update TX 

Control = evalin('base','Control'); 

Control.Command = 'update&Run'; 

Control.Parameters = {'TX'}; 

assignin('base','Control', Control); 

return 

%-UI#4Callback 
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Appendix C 

Appendix C is a Verasonics code to obtain the real-time superharmonic imaging with the 

dual-frequency IVUS array. A 1-cycle bust plane wave (2.7 MHz) generated from low frequency 

layer excites the microbubble contrast agents in the micro tube; then higher order non-linear 

microbubble responses were collected with high frequency elements; the position and amplitude 

information of microbubbles response were reconstructed with dynamic receive focusing of 

filtered signals (19 MHz - 30 MHz). 

 

clear all 

 m = 64; % no. of raylines to program 

 

% Specify system parameters. 

Resource.Parameters.speedOfSound = 1540; 

Resource.Parameters.numTransmit = 128;  % number of transmit channels. 

Resource.Parameters.numRcvChannels = 128;  % number of receive channels. 

Trans.impedance = 40; 

Resource.Parameters.simulateMode = 0; 

%  Resource.Parameters.simulateMode = 1 forces simulate mode, even if hardware is present. 

%  Resource.Parameters.simulateMode = 2 stops sequence and processes RcvData continuously. 

 

% Specify Trans structure array. 

Trans.name = 'custom'; 
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Trans.units = 'wavelengths'; % required in Gen3 to prevent default to mm units 

Trans = computeTrans3(Trans);  % C4-2 transducer is 'known' transducer so we can use 

computeTrans. 

Trans.maxHighVoltage = 70;  % set maximum high voltage limit for pulser supply. 

radius = Trans.radius; 

scanangle = -2*atan(Trans.ElementPos(5,1)/Trans.ElementPos(5,3)); 

Angle = (-scanangle/2):(scanangle/(m-1)):(scanangle/2); 

 

% Specify SFormat structure array. 

SFormat.transducer = 'custom'; 

SFormat.scanFormat = 'CLIN'; 

SFormat.radius = radius;         % ROC for curved lin. or dist. to virt. apex 

SFormat.theta = -(scanangle/2); 

SFormat.numRays = m;     % no. of Rays (1 for Flat Focus) 

SFormat.FirstRayLoc = [Trans.ElementPos(5,1),0,Trans.ElementPos(5,3)];   % x,y,z 

SFormat.rayDelta = scanangle/(m-1);    % spacing in radians(sector) 

SFormat.startDepth = 20;   % Acquisition depth in wavelengths 

SFormat.endDepth = 100;   % This should preferrably be a multiple of 128 samples. 

 

% Specify PData structure array. 

PData.sFormat = 1;              % use first SFormat structure. 

PData.pdeltaX = 1.0; 

PData.pdeltaZ = 0.5; 
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sizeRows = 10 + ceil((SFormat.endDepth + radius - (radius * 

cos(SFormat.theta)))/PData.pdeltaZ); 

sizeCols = 10 + ceil(2*(SFormat.endDepth + radius)*sin(scanangle/2)/PData.pdeltaX); 

PData.Size = [sizeRows,sizeCols,1];     % size, origin and pdelta set region of interest. 

PData.Origin(1,1) = (SFormat.endDepth+radius)*sin(SFormat.theta) - 5;  

PData.Origin(1,2) = 0; 

PData.Origin(1,3) = ceil(radius * cos(SFormat.theta)) - 5; 

 

%  Media points for curved array. 

% - Uncomment for speckle 

%Media.numPoints = (20000); 

Media.numPoints = 17; 

Media.MP = rand(Media.numPoints,4); 

Media.MP(:,2) = 0; 

Media.MP(:,4) = 0.01 + 0.04*Media.MP(:,4);  % Random amplitude  

RandR = SFormat.endDepth*Media.MP(:,1) + radius; 

RandTheta = scanangle*(Media.MP(:,3)-0.5); 

Media.MP(:,1) = RandR.*sin(RandTheta); 

Media.MP(:,3) = RandR.*cos(RandTheta); 

Media.function = 'movePoints'; 

% - Define points 

%Media.MP(1,:) = [0,0,radius+70,1.0];  

Media.MP(1,:) = [0,0,radius+10,1.0];  
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Media.MP(2,:) = [(radius+10)*sin(-0.2608),0,(radius+10)*cos(-0.2608),1.0]; 

Media.MP(3,:) = [(radius+10)*sin(0.2608),0,(radius+10)*cos(0.2608),1.0]; 

Media.MP(4,:) = [(radius+10)*sin(-0.5267),0,(radius+10)*cos(-0.5267),1.0]; 

Media.MP(5,:) = [(radius+10)*sin(0.5267),0,(radius+10)*cos(0.5267),1.0]; 

Media.MP(6,:) = [0,0,radius+40,1.0]; 

Media.MP(7,:) = [0,0,radius+70,1.0]; 

Media.MP(8,:) = [(radius+70)*sin(-0.2608),0,(radius+70)*cos(-0.2608),1.0]; 

Media.MP(9,:) = [(radius+70)*sin(0.2608),0,(radius+70)*cos(0.2608),1.0]; 

Media.MP(10,:) = [(radius+70)*sin(-0.5267),0,(radius+70)*cos(-0.5267),1.0]; 

Media.MP(11,:) = [(radius+70)*sin(0.5267),0,(radius+70)*cos(0.5267),1.0]; 

Media.MP(12,:) = [0,0,radius+100,1.0]; 

Media.MP(13,:) = [0,0,radius+130,1.0]; 

Media.MP(14,:) = [(radius+130)*sin(-0.2608),0,(radius+130)*cos(-0.2608),1.0]; 

Media.MP(15,:) = [(radius+130)*sin(0.2608),0,(radius+130)*cos(0.2608),1.0]; 

Media.MP(16,:) = [(radius+130)*sin(-0.5267),0,(radius+130)*cos(-0.5267),1.0]; 

Media.MP(17,:) = [(radius+130)*sin(0.5267),0,(radius+130)*cos(0.5267),1.0]; 

 

% Specify Resources. 

Resource.RcvBuffer.datatype = 'int16'; 

Resource.RcvBuffer.rowsPerFrame = m*2048;    % 128 segments of 2048 samples 

Resource.RcvBuffer.colsPerFrame = Resource.Parameters.numRcvChannels; 

Resource.RcvBuffer.numFrames = 10; 

Resource.InterBuffer.datatype = 'complex'; 
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Resource.InterBuffer.numFrames = 10; 

Resource.InterBuffer.rowsPerFrame = 1024; 

Resource.InterBuffer.colsPerFrame = PData.Size(2); 

Resource.ImageBuffer.datatype = 'double'; 

Resource.ImageBuffer.rowsPerFrame = 1024; 

Resource.ImageBuffer.colsPerFrame = PData.Size(2); 

Resource.ImageBuffer.numFrames = 20; 

Resource.DisplayWindow(1).Title = 'Image Display'; 

Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta = 0.4; 

Resource.DisplayWindow(1).Position = [250,150, ... 

ceil(PData.Size(2)*PData.pdeltaX/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta), ... % width 

ceil(PData.Size(1)*PData.pdeltaZ/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta)];    % height 

Resource.DisplayWindow(1).ReferencePt = [PData.Origin(1),PData.Origin(3)]; % 2D imaging 

is in the X,Z plane 

Resource.DisplayWindow(1).Colormap = gray(256); 

Resource.DisplayWindow(1).AxesUnits = 'mm'; 

 

% Specify Transmit waveform structure. 

% - We need 128 different TW specifications, since the number of xmitters active changes with 

each ray. 

TW = repmat(struct('type','parametric',... 

                   'Parameters',[2.7778,.67,2,1]),1,m); 
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% Specify TX structure array. 

% - We need 128 transmit specifications. 

txFocus = 50;  

TX = repmat(struct('waveform', 1, ... 

                   'Origin', [0.0,0.0,0.0], ... 

                   'focus', txFocus, ... 

                   'Steer', [0.0,0.0], ... 

                   'Apod', [zeros(1,32) ones(1,1)], ... 

                   'Delay', zeros(1,Trans.numelements)), 1, m); 

 

%[zeros(1,32) ones(1,1)] 

 

% - Set event specific TX attributes. 

% txtheta = deltatheta * Trans.numelements/m; 

% startAngle = txtheta * m/2; 

for n = 1:m   % m transmit events 

TX(n).waveform = n;  % Set transmit waveform 

    % Set transmit Origins. 

TX(n).Origin = [SFormat.radius*sin(Angle(n)), 0.0, SFormat.radius*cos(Angle(n))]; 

    % Set transmit Apodization so that a maximum of 65 transmitters are active. 

lft = n - 2;  %%%%%%%% n-32 

if lft < 1, lft = 1; end; 

rt = n + 2; 
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if rt > Trans.numelements, rt = Trans.numelements; end; 

TX(n).Apod(lft:rt) = 1.0; 

TX(n).Delay = computeTXDelays(TX(n)); 

end 

 

% Specify Receive structure arrays. 

% - We need m Receives for each frame. 

% -- Compute the maximum receive path length, using the law of cosines. 

maxAcqLength = sqrt((SFormat.endDepth+radius)^2 + radius^2 - ... 

                     2*(SFormat.endDepth+radius)*radius*cos(scanangle)) - SFormat.startDepth; 

wlsPer128 = 128/(2*2); % wavelengths in 128 samples for 2 samplesPerWave 

Receive = repmat(struct('Apod', [zeros(1,4) ones(1,16) zeros(1,13)], ... 

                        'startDepth', SFormat.startDepth, ... 

                        'endDepth', SFormat.startDepth + wlsPer128*ceil(maxAcqLength/wlsPer128), ... 

                        'TGC', 1, ... 

                        'bufnum', 1, ... 

                        'framenum', 1, ... 

                        'acqNum', 1, ... 

                        'samplesPerWave', 4, ... 

                        'mode', 0, ... 

                        'InputFilter',     [-0.00046 +0.00150 -0.00226 +0.00195 -0.00067 +0.00043 -

0.00418 ... 

  +0.01273 -0.02213 +0.02527 -0.01831 +0.00714 -0.00632 +0.02798 ... 
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  -0.06772 +0.09955 -0.08914 +0.01907 +0.09244 -0.19565 +0.23755],... 

                        'callMediaFunc', 0), 1, m*Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames); 

 

% - Set event specific Receive attributes. 

for i = 1:Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames 

Receive(m*(i-1)+1).callMediaFunc = 1; 

for j = 1:m 

Receive(m*(i-1)+j).framenum = i; 

Receive(m*(i-1)+j).acqNum = j; 

end 

end 

 

% Specify TGC Waveform structure. 

TGC.CntrlPts = [0,252,398,413,460,588,779,920]; 

TGC.rangeMax = SFormat.endDepth; 

TGC.Waveform = computeTGCWaveform(TGC); 

 

% Specify Recon structure arrays. 

Recon = struct('senscutoff', 0.6, ... 

               'pdatanum', 1, ... 

               'rcvBufFrame',-1, ... 

               'IntBufDest', [1,1], ... 

               'ImgBufDest', [1,-1], ... 
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               'RINums', 1:m); 

 

% Define ReconInfo structures. 

ReconInfo = repmat(struct('mode', 0, ...  % replace data. 

                   'txnum', 1, ... 

                   'rcvnum', 1, ... 

                   'regionnum', 1), 1, m); 

% - Set specific ReconInfo attributes. 

for i = 1:m 

ReconInfo(i).txnum = i; 

ReconInfo(i).rcvnum = i; 

ReconInfo(i).regionnum = i; 

end 

 

% Specify Process structure array. 

%   First processing structure specifies how to display image. 

pers = 20; 

Process(1).classname = 'Image'; 

Process(1).method = 'imageDisplay'; 

Process(1).Parameters = {'imgbufnum',1,...   % number of buffer to process. 

                         'framenum',-1,...   % frame number in src buffer (-1 => lastFrame) 

                         'pdatanum',1,...    % number of PData structure (defines output figure). 

                         'norm',1,...        % normalization method(1 means fixed) 
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                         'pgain',2.0,...            % pgain is image processing gain 

                         'persistMethod','none',... 

                         'persistLevel',pers,... 

                         'interp',1,...      % method of interpolation (1=4pt interp) 

                         'compression',0.5,...      % X^0.5 normalized to output word size 

                         'reject',2,...      % reject level  

                         'mappingMode','full',... 

                         'display',1,...     % display image after processing 

                         'displayWindow',1}; 

 

% Specify SeqControl structure arrays. 

SeqControl(1).command = 'jump'; %  jump back to start. 

SeqControl(1).argument = 1; 

SeqControl(2).command = 'timeToNextAcq'; 

SeqControl(2).argument = 450; % 200usec*256 ~ 50msec (20 fps) 

SeqControl(3).command = 'returnToMatlab'; 

nsc = 4; 

 

% Specify Event structure arrays. 

n = 1; 

for i = 1:Resource.RcvBuffer(1).numFrames 

for j = 1:m                      % Acquire rays 

Event(n).info = 'Acquire ray line'; 
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Event(n).tx = j;  

Event(n).rcv = m*(i-1)+j;    

Event(n).recon = 0;      % no reconstruction. 

Event(n).process = 0;    % no processing 

Event(n).seqControl = 2; % time between ray lines 

        n = n+1; 

end 

Event(n).info = 'Transfer frame to host.'; 

Event(n).tx = 0;        % no TX 

Event(n).rcv = 0;       % no Rcv 

Event(n).recon = 0;     % no Recon 

Event(n).process = 0;  

Event(n).seqControl = nsc;  

SeqControl(nsc).command = 'transferToHost'; % transfer frame to host buffer 

nsc = nsc+1; 

    n = n+1; 

 

Event(n).info = 'recon and process';  

Event(n).tx = 0;         % no transmit 

Event(n).rcv = 0;        % no rcv 

Event(n).recon = 1;      % reconstruction 

Event(n).process = 1;    % process 

Event(n).seqControl = 0; 
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if floor(i/4) == i/4     % Exit to Matlab every 4th frame reconstructed  

Event(n).seqControl = 3; % return to Matlab 

end 

    n = n+1; 

end 

 

Event(n).info = 'Jump back'; 

Event(n).tx = 0;        % no TX 

Event(n).rcv = 0;       % no Rcv 

Event(n).recon = 0;     % no Recon 

Event(n).process = 0;  

Event(n).seqControl = 1; 

 

chnlx = 170; 

chnly = 180; 

% User specified UI Control Elements 

% - Sensitivity Cutoff 

UI(1).Control =  {'UserB7','Style','VsSlider','Label','Sens. Cutoff',... 

                  'SliderMinMaxVal',[0,1.0,Recon(1).senscutoff],... 

                  'SliderStep',[0.025,0.1],'ValueFormat','%1.3f'}; 

UI(1).Callback = text2cell('%-UI#1Callback'); 

 

UI(2).Control = {'Style','slider',... 
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'Position',[chnlx-140, chnly+120,110,20],... % position on UI 

'Max',50.0,'Min',1,'Value',5.0,... 

'SliderStep',[0.025 0.1],... 

'Tag','mySlider',... 

'Callback',{@mySliderCallback}}; 

UI(2).Callback = {'mySliderCallback(hObject,eventdata)',... 

' ',... 

'pgn = get(hObject,''Value'');',... 

'Control = evalin(''base'',''Control'');',... 

'Control.Command = ''set&Run'';',... 

'Control.Parameters = {''Process'',1,''pgain'',pgn};',... 

'assignin(''base'',''Control'', Control);',... 

'return'}; 

 

% - Range Change 

UI(3).Control = {'UserA1','Style','VsSlider','Label','Range',... 

                 

'SliderMinMaxVal',[64,320,SFormat.endDepth],'SliderStep',[0.1,0.2],'ValueFormat','%3.0f'}; 

UI(3).Callback = text2cell('%-UI#2Callback'); 

 

% Specify factor for converting sequenceRate to frameRate. 

frameRateFactor = 1; 
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% Save all the structures to a .mat file. 

save('ivus array3'); 

 

return 

 

% **** Callback routines to be converted by text2cell function. **** 

%-UI#1Callback - Sensitivity cutoff change 

ReconL = evalin('base', 'Recon'); 

for i = 1:size(ReconL,2) 

ReconL(i).senscutoff = UIValue; 

end 

assignin('base','Recon',ReconL); 

Control = evalin('base','Control'); 

Control.Command = 'update&Run'; 

Control.Parameters = {'Recon'}; 

assignin('base','Control', Control); 

return 

%-UI#1Callback 

 

%-UI#2Callback - Range change 

simMode = evalin('base','Resource.Parameters.simulateMode'); 

% No range change if in simulate mode 2. 

if simMode == 2 
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set(hObject,'Value',evalin('base','SFormat.endDepth')); 

return 

end 

range = UIValue; 

assignin('base','range',range); 

SFormat = evalin('base','SFormat'); 

SFormat.endDepth = range; 

assignin('base','SFormat',SFormat); 

radius = evalin('base', 'radius'); 

scanangle = evalin('base', 'scanangle'); 

height = range + radius - (radius*cos(scanangle/2)); 

assignin('base','height',height); 

evalin('base','PData.Size(1) = 10+ceil(height/PData.pdeltaZ);'); 

evalin('base','[PData.Region,PData.numRegions] = createRegions(PData);'); 

evalin('base','Resource.DisplayWindow(1).Position(4) = 

ceil(PData.Size(1)*PData.pdeltaZ/Resource.DisplayWindow(1).pdelta);'); 

Receive = evalin('base', 'Receive'); 

maxAcqLength = sqrt((range+radius)^2 + radius^2 - 2*(range+radius)*radius*cos(scanangle)) - 

SFormat.startDepth; 

wlsPer128 = 128/(4*2); 

for i = 1:size(Receive,2) 

Receive(i).endDepth = SFormat.startDepth + wlsPer128*ceil(maxAcqLength/wlsPer128); 

end 
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assignin('base','Receive',Receive); 

evalin('base','TGC.rangeMax = SFormat.endDepth;'); 

evalin('base','TGC.Waveform = computeTGCWaveform(TGC);'); 

Control = evalin('base','Control'); 

Control.Command = 'update&Run'; 

Control.Parameters = {'SFormat','PData','Receive','Recon','DisplayWindow','ImageBuffer'}; 

assignin('base','Control', Control); 

assignin('base', 'action', 'displayChange'); 

return 

%-UI#2Callback 
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Appendix D 

Appendix D shows the structure and the dimensions of the flexible printed circuit (FPC), 

which was used in both the dual-frequency flat array and the dual-frequency IVUS array. The 

FPC consists of a polyimide (PI) film base cover layer (far side from the top layer), a copper 

electrode layer (2 micron in thickness), and another PI film as the cover layer (near side from the 

top layer) (Figure A1). The dimensions of the FPC can be found in Figure A2. The pitch size of 

the top pattern is 160 μm, and that of the bottom pattern is 0.5 mm. The units showed in Figure 

A2 are micron and [inch], respectively. The flexible printed circuits were fabricated in Tech-Etch, 

Inc. 

 

Figure A1. The structure of the flexible printed circuit. 
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Figure A2. The dimensions of the flexible printed circuit. 

 

 

 


